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Abstract 

This dissertation describes single-molecule tracking (SMT) measurements for the 

quantitative characterization of one-dimensional (1D) nanostructures in 200 nm-thick surfactant-

templated mesoporous silica (STMS) and cylinder-forming polystyrene-poly(ethylene oxide) 

diblock copolymer (CF-PS-b-PEO) films with a µm-scale thickness.  SMT is advantageous for the 

characterization of nanomaterials over conventional methods because it permits the simultaneous 

and quantitative assessment of the nanoscale and microscale morphologies, and mass-transport 

properties of the materials with a high nanometer-scale resolution under ambient conditions.  It 

offers a unique means for the assessment and evaluation of the µm-scale nanostructure alignment 

in polymer films induced by vertical spin-coating (for STMS films), directional solution flow and 

solvent-vapor penetration (SVP) methods (both for CF-PS-b-PEO films), highly crucial for many 

potential technological applications using the materials.  Through this work, we have identified 

suitable sample preparation conditions (e.g. solvent, temperature or solution flow rate) for 

obtaining highly-ordered mesoporous and microdomain structures over a long-range (> 5 µm).  

For the quantitative assessment of the 1D SMT data, orthogonal regression analysis was employed, 

providing assessment of the in-plane orientation and size of individual nanostructures with 

nanometer-scale precision.  The analysis of the 1D trajectory data allowed the radius (ca. 11 nm) 

of cylindrical PEO microdomains to be estimated, yielding results consistent with the AFM results 

(ca. 14 nm).  The distribution of the trajectory angles offered the estimation of the average 

orientation and order of the nanostructures in domains/grains for a µm-wide region of the polymer 

films, revealing the higher efficiency of SVP in the nanostructure alignment as compared to the 

spin coating and solution flow approaches.  Systematic SMT measurements across the film depth 

and along lateral mm-scale distances afforded valuable insights into the shear- and solvent-

evaporation-based alignment mechanisms induced by solution flow and SVP/spin coating 

approaches, respectively.  Fluorescence recovery after photobleaching (FRAP) measurements in a 

SVP-aligned CF-PS-b-PEO film permitted the longer-range mass-transport properties to be 

probed, reflecting the effective continuity of the aligned cylindrical nanostructures over > 100 µm 

in length.  In this dissertation, FRAP and more importantly SMT methods have provided a unique 

and useful means for the in-depth characterization of morphology and mass-transport 

characteristics in thin polymer films under ambient conditions, in confined spaces, and with a 

nanometer-scale resolution.   
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probed, reflecting the effective continuity of the aligned cylindrical nanostructures over > 100 µm 
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and useful means for the in-depth characterization of morphology and mass-transport 

characteristics in thin polymer films under ambient conditions, in confined spaces, and with a 
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Chapter 1 - General Introduction1 

Nanostructured materials are a new class of chemically and physically distinct nanofeatures 

including pores, domains or molecular assembly with characteristic dimensions of 1-100 nm.  

These materials can be either prepared from the self-assembly of their atomic or molecular 

constituents (known as bottom-up) or by down-sizing the existing bulk microstructures (known as 

top-down).2  In general, both approaches have offered nanostructured materials with well-defined 

shape, tunable size and well-controlled morphology by adjusting the experimental conditions 

during synthesis such as pH, temperature, organic solvent, composition or applied external fields.3-

7  Among the large variety of nanomaterials, cylinder-shaped nanostructures are especially 

attractive for fundamental research and technological applications because of their simple, 

cylindrical shape that have lead to interesting and theoretically-predictable materials properties.2,8  

This has been a topic of extensive study for a long time with the goal to integrate these 

nanomaterials into novel technological applications including chemical sensing9 and separation,10 

heterogeneous catalysis,11 drug delivery,12 energy storage and conversion.13  However, before any 

of the goals can be reached; much more effort is needed to fully understand the origin of these 

unique material properties. One promising route to this goal involves the detailed quantitative 

characterization of their nanoscale structures and morphologies with a high nm-scale resolution.   

Conventionally, the physical properties and morphologies of 1D nanostructured materials 

have been widely assessed by X-ray scattering (XS), electron microscopy (EM) and atomic force 

microscopy (AFM).2,14,15  These methods commonly offer complementary information on the 

material characteristics from a nanometer- to micrometer length scale and from a nano-to-

macrostructure-basis.  For example, XS assesses the spatially-averaged information of the 

nanostructure properties including spacing, orientation and order within a macroscopic (< 1 mm) 

sample region.2,8  In contrast, AFM and EM image the high resolution material characteristics for 

a small microscopic area, allowing the local morphologies including diameter and orientation to 

be assessed with nanometer-scale precision.2,8  It is thus quite challenging to discuss longer-range 

(>10 µm) orientation and organization of the nanostructures from such measurements.  XS probes 

the material characteristics across the sample thickness, whereas AFM and scanning electron 

microscopy (SEM) provide the topography and structures on the surface, and transmission electron 

microscopy (TEM) measures the morphology of thin (< 100 nm) slices of the materials.2,8  The 

high-resolution images offered by EM reflect solvent-free material properties under ultra-high 
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vacuum, whereas XS and AFM can probe the material characteristics under various environments, 

matching conditions employed in real applications.  Unfortunately, none of the methods provide 

information on mass-transport characteristics of the materials.  Addressing this limitation, flux 

measurements have been employed to reveal the overall continuity and accessibility of the 

cylindrical nanopores materials for small molecule and relatively large proteins, along with the 

measurement of the overall transport rates and selectivity.7  Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) 

primarily assess the dynamical information of probe molecules within the nanopores and also 

provide evidence on the long-range structure orientation.16  However, the information obtained 

using these methods commonly reflects the spatially-averaged mass-transport characteristics of 

many molecules over the entire sample.  Neither method can be used to assess the spatial and 

temporal heterogeneities of material and mass-transport properties within local, µm-scale sample 

regions, highly essential for their in-depth characterization and understanding. 

In recent years, single-molecule tracking (SMT) has provided a unique means to overcome 

the limitations of conventional methods by monitoring the diffusion dynamics of individual 

fluorescent probe molecules within 1D nanostructures with a high, nm-scale spatial precision, 

yielding single-molecule trajectories of confined molecular pathways in the materials.17,18  The 

trajectory data have revealed the local mass-transport and material properties of 1D nanostructures 

.19  In fact, SMT measurements have provided visual evidence on the local continuity and 

accessibility of the nanostructures for relatively large molecules, the presence of material 

heterogeneities (e.g defects) and qualitative discussions on the sizes, orientation and order of the 

organized domains or grains20  This information has primarily afforded a qualitative picture of the 

mass-transport and material characteristics of 1D nanostructures.  Much more can, however, be 

learned from such studies, particularly through a detailed quantitative assessment of the single-

molecule trajectory data.  The results provide clear evidence on the macroscopic alignment of the 

1D nanostructures but also quantitative measures of material order, nanostructure sizes and 

continuity.  These parameters are especially crucial for nanomaterials prepared to exhibit such 

properties.8,21  An improved characterization of the nanostructures will allow the materials to be 

engineered, integrated and optimized for future applications in a well-controlled and efficient way.   

 1.1 Objective and Motivation of the Present Research 

In the present dissertation, SMT was used to probe and more importantly quantitatively 

assess the nanoscale morphology and mass-transport characteristics of 1D nanostructures in 
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200nm-thick surfactant-templated mesoporous silica (STMS) and cylinder-forming polystyrene-

poly(ethylene oxide) (CF-PS-b-PEO) films (ca. 5-50 µm in thickness).  SMT offered a unique 

means for characterization of the 1D nanostructured materials based on its ability to detect, observe 

and measure the diffusion dynamics of single molecules within the cylindrical nanopores and 

microdomains with high spatial (ca. 50 nm) resolution, thus reflecting the properties of confined 

nanoscale morphologies and structures.  Importantly, the single molecule diffusion trajectories 

afforded a wealth of information from the quantitative assessment of the molecular transport. The 

information includes the local in-plane orientation and sizes of individual nanostructures, in 

addition to their order in µm-scale sample regions.  The detailed characterization of 1D mesopores 

and microdomains in STMS22 and CF-PS-b-PEO1,23,24 films is highly essential for their potential 

utility and optimization in technological applications.  In particular, the long-range nanostructure 

alignment is crucial and was systematically investigated by SMT in this work.  Films containing 

aligned nanostructures were prepared by vertical spin-coating (STMS), directional solution flow 

and solvent-vapor-penetration (both for CF-PS-b-PEO) approaches as previously demonstrated for 

similar polymer materials and characterized using conventional methods.25,26  Here, SMT 

permitted nanoscale characterization of nanostructures within confined spaces (e.g. sandwiched 

film between glass substrates) and across the µm-scale film depth, providing insight into the impact 

of various experimental conditions (e.g. flow rate, polymer concentration, drying temperature and 

organic solvents) on local morphology in polymer films.  The results were used to evaluate the 

efficacy of different methods for the preparation of organized 1D nanostructures aligned in one 

direction.  The integration of fluorescence recovery after photobleaching (FRAP) into the wide-

field fluorescence microscope as employed for SMT measurements permitted the assessment of 

the longer-range (> 10 µm) nanostructure connectivity, by monitoring the fluorescence recovery 

kinetics in photobleached regions in the material, reflecting molecular transport in wider µm-scale 

sample regions.  In addition, the setup also afforded valuable complementary information on the 

mass-transport and material properties from a series of FRAP and SMT measurements in identical 

sample areas.   

 1.2 Outline of the Present Dissertation 

The present dissertation consists of nine chapters and an appendix.  It begins with a general 

introduction of the present research, along with the research objectives, motivations and an outline 
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of the dissertation (Chapter 1).  Chapter 2 describes 1D nanostructured films of STMS and CF-

PS-b-PEO, employed in this work, including their synthesis, properties and relevant applications.  

In Chapter 3, conventional and fluorescence-based methods used for quantitative assessment of 

the physical properties and mass-transport characteristics of 1D nanostructured materials are 

introduced.  The conventional methods include XS, AFM and SEM/TEM, whereas fluorescence-

based methods consist of flux measurements, SMT and FRAP.  Chapter 4 describes the orthogonal 

regression analysis method, representing a useful platform for the quantitative assessment of all 

1D SMT data in the present work.22  The analysis has been initially demonstrated for 1D SMT data 

recorded in cetyltrimethylammonium bromide (CTAB)-templated mesoporous silica films 

comprising organized mesopore domains.  In Chapter 5 and 6, SMT was used to probe and 

quantitatively assess the flow- and SVP induced microdomain alignment in CF-PS-b-PEO films, 

respectively.23,24  Systematic SMT measurement across the film depth and along millimeter-scale 

lateral distances revealed the effects of shear and solvent-selectivity on the PEO microdomain 

alignment.  Careful analysis of the trajectory data permitted the PEO microdomain radius (ca. 11 

nm) to be precisely estimated.  The result was found to be consistent with the results of AFM 

measurements.  Chapter 7 describes the assessment of the longer-range molecular transport within 

aligned PEO microdomains using FRAP, providing estimates on the effective microdomain 

connectivity.  Complementary information on the mass-transport characteristics were obtained for 

a series of FRAP and SMT measurements at identical sample areas of the same film.1  In Chapter 

8, all achievements and results of the present research are summarized.  Possible future directions 

of the present research are also proposed.  In Chapter 9, a list of all references cited this dissertation 

is given.  The appendix contains additional information on the data analysis and the original Matlab 

codes employed for quantitative analysis of the FRAP data.    
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Chapter 2 - 1D Nanostructured Polymer Materials 

This chapter describes a class of novel materials comprising one-dimensional (1D) 

nanofeatures (pore, domains or molecular assembly).  These materials have characteristic 

dimensions of 1-100 nm and have attracted considerable interest due to their potential utility in 

technological applications and fundamental research.27-29  They have been primarily synthesized 

using well-established top-down and bottom-up.27   

In the top-down approach, larger bulk materials or microstructures are physically down-sized 

into smaller features with a nanometer scale characteristics.30  One typical example includes the 

fabrication of track-etched polymer membranes in which cylindrical nanopores were prepared by 

irradiation of the membrane with high-energy fission particles and subsequent chemical etching of 

the damaged tracks.3  The locations of the pores are random through the bombardment of particles.  

Importantly, the pore density is relatively low (≤ 10 pores/µm2) which often limits the utility of 

these membranes for technological applications.  A nanoporous anodic aluminum oxide (AAO) 

membrane can also be prepared using the top-down approach from a bulk aluminum block through 

a selective electrochemical etching process.4  This process frequently leads to formation of 

nanopores of better defined shapes and higher density (up to 103 pores/µm2) as compared to the 

former.  As a result, there currently exists a larger number of applications for AAO than for PCTE 

membranes.31   

In the bottom-up approach, 1D nanostructures are prepared by the directed self-assembly of 

constituent atom or molecules to form larger nanoscale structures.32-35  This approach is quite 

popular in the material science community for several reasons.  First, the fabricated nanostructures 

commonly exhibit a small number of defects because their final structure is close to the 

thermodynamic equilibrium structure (as represented by the lowest free energy).35  Furthermore, 

this approach is technologically simple and can lead to preparation of technologically-relevant 

materials at a minimum cost.5  As a result, a large number of 1D nanostructures have been 

synthesized using this approach.  Relevant materials include self-assembled monolayers (SAMs),36 

phase-separated block copolymers (BCPs)5,37 and surfactant-templated mesoporous silica (STMS) 

materials32 just to name a few.  In particular, BCPs and STMS are attractive for many science and 

engineering disciplines because they commonly offer unique and useful nanoscale material 

characteristics for many potential technological applications.8,27  The rest of this chapter will be 
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devoted to describing the attributes that make these fascinating nanostructures materials so unique 

for these applications and why a detailed characterization of these materials on a single-molecule 

level is essential before they can be employed in technological applications in the future. 

 

 

2.1 Surfactant-Templated Mesoporous Silica (STMS) Materials 

2.1.1 Introduction 

Surfactant-templated mesoporous silica (STMS) materials of interest in this dissertation form 

a unique class of nanostructured materials comprising nanoscale cylindrical pores with a 

characteristic dimensions of 2-50 nm.38,39  They have been commonly prepared using a well-

established sol-gel-process in which amphiphilic surfactant molecules (e.g. 

cetyltrimethylammonium bromide, CTAB) are used as structure directing agents.40  A schematic 

of the two-step synthesis process is shown in Figure 2.1.  In the first step, alkoxysilane precursors 

such as tetramethoxysilane (TMOS) or tetramethoxysilane (TEOS) undergo a hydrolysis with the 

aqueous phase in the presence of a catalyst (acid or base) upon mixing the reagents to form a sol.  

Subsequently, a rigid silica-gel is formed upon cross-linking the hydrolyzed silica precursors in a 

condensation reaction (Figure 2.1).41  While this process is often run alone, producing a dense 

nonporous material, it can also be run in the presence of structure-directing surfactant micelles.  

Importantly, the final structure, the morphology and porosity of the silica gel are determined by 

several parameters such as silica-precursor-water ratio, nature and concentration of catalyst and 

any subsequent processing conditions such as drying and calcination.41  These parameters allow 

mesoporous silica materials to be tuned and optimized in a flexible and controlled manner.   For 

example, an acid catalyzed sol-gel-process commonly offers silica networks with relative low 

porosity, whereas based-catalyzed reaction in general produces xerogels with intrinsic higher 

porosity.41  Thin STMS films can be prepared by simple spin-coating42 or dip-coating procedures.40  

The first was employed in the current study for preparation of STMS films containing well-

organized mesopore structures.  These structures were characterized by SMT, quantifying the 

orientation of single mesopores and also order with µm-scale domains. 
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Figure 2.1.  Acid-catalyzed two-step synthesis of mesoporous silica materials: a) Hydrolysis and 

b) condensation of silica precursors.41  Adapted with permission from Ref (39).  Copyright 1990 

The American Chemical Society.   

 

 2.1.2 Properties of STMS films 

In the present study, thin CTAB-templated mesoporous silica films exhibiting hexagonally-

packed cylindrical morphology hve been prepared by spin coating a small amount (ca. 200 µL) of 

the aged sol.22  Spin coating is a simple, straightforward method for preparation of a thin film with 

defined thickness.  Conceptually, the approach relies on the controlled removal of solvent which 

in turn leads to the formation of phase-separated colloidal structures in the presence of templating 

surfactants.  Nucleated features then gradually grow into ordered structures of macroscopic sizes.32   

Sol-gel-derived STMS materials have recently gained popularity for industrial applications 

for several reasons.  First, STMS materials commonly comprise nanoscale pores with a tunable 

pore size and a narrow pore size distribution.43  These materials can be prepared using relatively 

simple and time-efficient procedures at low cost.44  They can also be easily modified with well-

established chemistries, thus offering valuable means for their optimization in potential 

applications.43  Furthermore, the reaction conditions are mild, commonly occurring at room 

temperature, which also favor the incorporation of many reagents (enzymes, catalyst or receptors) 

without degradation of their activity and reactivity.45   
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 2.1.3 Applications of STMS Materials 

STMS materials prepared using the sol-gel-process have been recently employed as 

membranes for chemical separations46 and sensing,47 as substrates for catalysis,46 materials for 

nonlinear optics48 and solid-state electrochemical devices.13  In all cases, the presence of uniform 

and well-defined mesoporous structure has played an important role in the selectivity and 

efficiency of the applications.9  In fact, the separation performances of mesoporous silica materials 

have been shown to be directly defined by the morphology of the nanostructures.  For example, 

chromatographic band broadening is linked to the presence of strong adsorption sites on the 

nanostructure surfaces.  The defects often lead to adsorption and desorption events of molecules 

at the surface in a statistically random process.49,50   

For all described applications, it is essential to use mesoporous silica materials with pores 

aligned along a predefined direction over a long-range (> µm).  Randomly oriented mesopores in 

such materials are frequently formed during synthesis, which will lead to suboptimal performance 

characteristics in the applications of these materials.  Thus, mesopore alignment methods have 

been employed for several years to prepare a macroscopic material containing well-organized 

mesopore structures aligned along one defined direction, as described in the next section.   

 

2.1.4 Mesopore Alignment in STMS Materials 

 In recent years, several methods have been developed for preparation of aligned cylindrical 

mesopores in STMS materials.  These techniques include magnetic51 and electric fields,52 substrate 

modifications53 and patterning54 and also using directional flow of the surfactant-containing sol in 

confined geometries.55-57  For example, Chmelka and coworkers pioneered the use of strong 

magnetic fields for the mesopore alignment in STMS films.51  By applying a magnetic field during 

gelation, highly-ordered mesopore structures with long-range continuity have been prepared.  

External electric fields also have been used by the Walcarius group for fabrication of vertically-

aligned mesopores on an underlying electrode.52  However, it is challenging to obtain longer-range 

alignment by this approach because of the limited electric field strength that can be applied without 

risking degradation of the materials.  Mesopore alignment can be also induced by exploiting 

surface interactions with the underlying substrate.  In fact, it has been shown that aligned STMS 

mesopores can be prepared upon rubbing a small amount of surfactant-containing sol on a 
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polyimide film.53  The simplest approach, however, involves the flow or injection of sol solution 

into microfluidic channels,56 glass capillaries58 and AAO membranes.59  Here, long-range 

mesopore alignment is primarily induced by shear forces acting during the directional flow into 

the confined structures.  Importantly the long-axis of the mesopores have been found to be oriented 

parallel to the channel long-axis.  This free-standing monolithic silica is particularly useful for 

chemical separation technologies.10   

In the present work, we employed an even simpler approach for alignment of the cylindrical 

mesopores in STMS films using the so-called vertical-spin-coating approach, in which the sol was 

spun along an axis parallel to the film plane.22  In the common spin-coating method, STMS films 

could also be prepared by spinning the underlying substrate along a rotation axis perpendicular to 

the film-plane.42  Such an approach is predicted to produce tangentially aligned mesopores due to 

the radial shear forces acting during spin coating.  In contrast, we expect to observe mesopore 

alignment along one direction, primarily defined by the directional flow of the sol during vertical-

spin coating.   

For the assessment of local mesopore orientation and order, SMT methods were employed.  

SMT has several important advantages over conventional XS or electron microscopy (EM) 

methods because it can assess the temporal and spatial heterogeneities of mass-transport and 

material characteristics on a single-nanostructure and single-molecule level.17  SMT methods can 

be also used to assess the local morphology and structures, and their ability to guide and support 

mass-transport.  Additional details on these advantages and relevant previous works will be 

discussed in chapter 3.   
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 2.2 Phase-Separated Block Copolymers (BCPs) 

 2.2.1 Introduction and History of BCPs 

BCPs are macromolecules comprising two or more chemically-distinct polymer segments 

(also called blocks) which are connected with each other via a covalent bond.  Based on the number 

of blocks and the molecular arrangement (e.g. linear or branched), BCPs can be classified into 

subgroups.  For example, an AB type diblock or ABC type triblock copolymer consist of two or 

three chemically distinct fragments.  Furthermore, BCPs can also be classified based on their 

structural arrangements including linear, looped (end-to-end) or a star-shaped structures.60  Most 

of the BCPs synthesized so far are linearly-structured AB type BCPs including the PS-b-PEO used 

in this study.  Its chemical structure is shown in Figure 2.2a.   

In general, BCPs contain thermodynamically incompatible polymer segments which 

frequently lead to a microphase-separation of their structures, similar to oil in water, but yet on a 

much smaller length scale, due to the presence of a covalent bond between the distinct polymer 

fragments.  Microphase-separation commonly leads to self-assembly of various BCP 

morphologies with a characteristic length scale of 5 – 50 nm.5,61,62  Under thermodynamic 

equilibrium, a linear AB diblock copolymer self-assembles into morphologies with distinct 

spherical (S, S’), cylindrical (C, C’), gyroidal (G, G’) and lamellar (L) structures (Figure 2.2b).5  

These morphologies have been theoretically predicted and experimentally observed in numerous 

studies (Figure 2.2c).  For BCPs with three or more blocks, the phase diagram is more complex 

due to a larger number of possible distinct and unique morphologies.5  The phase-separated domain 

size has been reported to be dependent on the molar masses and the incompatibility of the 

copolymer fragments.60  More importantly, the theoretically-predicted and experimentally-

confirmed bulk morphology, periodicity and microdomain dimension at equilibrium is largely 

determined by the volume fraction of a block (fA), the polymerization degree (N) and the chemical 

incompatibility as represented by a Flory-Huggins interaction parameter (χ).5,60  These parameters 

offer valuable means for controlling the fabrication of various architectures being used in 

technological applications.  Importantly phase-separation occurs on a nanoscale dimension 

because of the presence of a covalent bond connecting each of the copolymer fragments, 

preventing macroscale phase separation as observed for a polymer blend.5   
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Figure 2.2.  (a) Chemical structure of PS-b-PEO.  (b) Upon microphase separation, equilibrium 

microdomain morphologies of an linear AB diblock copolymer are present: spheres (S, S’), 

cylinder (C, C’), gyroid (G, G’) and lamellar (L).  (c)  Theoretical phase diagram of a linear AB 

diblock copolymer calculated using self-consistent mean-field methods.5  Adapted with 

permission from Ref (5).  Copyright 1999 American Institute of Physics.   

 

In 1956, Szwarc and coworkers reported the first successful synthesis of a BCP using anionic 

polymerization technique.63  Using the method, BCP materials have been synthesized with small 

polydispersity (PDI) (Mn/Mw <1.05), thus being one of the more industrially-relevant techniques.  

In fact, technologically-important BCPs such as polystyrene-polybutadiene-polystyrene triblock 

copolymer (SBS), poly(oxyethylene)-b-poly(propylene)-poly(oxyethylene) (also known as 

Pluronics) as well as our PS-b-PEO have been synthesized using the method.  However, it is 

technically relatively demanding, requiring a high-vacuum level and high purity of the starting 

reagents in order to prevent uncontrolled chain-termination processes.64  More recently, BCPs have 

also been synthesized using controlled/living radical polymerization, which is more tolerant of 
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impurities and allows for a wider range of functional groups, making it currently the leading 

technique for polymer synthesis on an industrial scale.64   

To date, a large variety of BCPs with different block constituents (e.g. styrene, isoprene, 

butadiene, vinyl, methylmethacrylate, etc.) have been synthesized using either one of the 

aforementioned techniques.  Importantly, these well-established techniques have allowed the 

synthesis of BCPs with well-controlled compositions (chain length and volume fraction) and a 

narrow compositional distribution (small polydispersity index), which in turn defined the resulting 

well-defined phase-separated morphology (size, shape and structure of microdomain).60  The 

ability tune the BCP morphology in a controlled and efficient manner is thought to be a major 

reason for the popularity of BCPs and their derived nanoporous materials for technological 

applications and fundamental research.65-67  Possible applications include templates for material 

synthesis,68 photolithographic masks,69,70 separator membranes for energy conversion and 

storage,71,72 as well as media for sensing73,74 and separations.75  It should be noted that the majority 

of applications utilize nanoporous membranes and media derived from BCP precursors rather than 

using the original phase-separated BCP morphologies.65  However, before nanoporous materials 

can be derived from their precursors, such BCP microdomain structures need to be well understood 

and characterized first.   

Among the large variety of BCPs, cylinder-forming polystyrene-poly(ethylene oxide) 

diblock copolymer (CF-PS-b-PEO) has recently attracted considerable attention in science and 

technology because of its unique material properties which make it suitable for many potential 

applications such as precursors for fabrication of nanoporous membranes,76 as templates for 

nanoscale quantum dots and for nanotubules synthesis,77,78 substrates for nanoelectrode arrays79 

and as polymer electrolytes for lithium-ion batteries.71,72  In the next few sections, the origin of the 

unique properties of CF-PS-b-PEO will be described, along with more detail description on several 

important applications of CF-PS-b-PEO.  Furthermore, the challenges of using CF-PS-b-PEO will 

be highlighted.   

 

 2.2.2 Properties of CF-PS-b-PEO 

The CF-PS-b-PEO used in the present study comprises a glassy major (80% v/v) block of PS 

and a rubbery minor (20% v/v) block of PEO.  Its chemical structure is depicted in Figure 2-2a.  
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CF-PS-b-PEO is observed to self-assemble into hexagonally-packed cylindrical morphology in 

which PEO forms the cylindrical microdomains and PS the supporting matrix.  This process is 

thermodynamically driven by the immiscibility between the more hydrophobic PS and the more 

hydrophilic PEO.   

The physical properties of the microdomains and the supporting matrix of CF-PS-b-PEO at 

room temperature are directly defined by the properties of the PS and PEO fragments:  PS is a 

relatively hard, glassy polymer at room temperature with high glass transition (ca. 103 ºC)80 and 

melting temperature (ca. 200 ºC).80  In contrast, PEO is commonly in a rubbery state at room 

temperature because its glass transition temperature (ca. - 61 ºC)80 is significantly below room 

temperature.  These values were provided by the manufacturer (Polymer Source) for the identical 

CF-PS-b-PEO used in this study.80  The unique properties of each of the homopolymers have led 

to the hybrid nature of PS-b-PEO, providing both flexibility and mechanical stability in one 

material.  As a consequence, microdomains in CF-PS-b-PEO and their BCP-derived membranes 

have attracted significant interest for several possible future applications as summarized in the next 

section.   

 

 2.2.3 Applications of CF-PS-b-PEO 

In recent years, CF-PS-b-PEO has been used for fabrication of nanoporous films and 

membranes comprising uniform cylinder-shape pores of tuneable size and well controlled 

orientation.21  These materials can be fabricated by a relatively simple two-step procedure.  First, 

solvent evaporation induces phase separation and self-assembly of cylindrical nanoscale domains 

of the minor component(s).65,81-83  Subsequent selective etching of the cylindrical domains via a 

hydriodic acid mediated cleavage of the aliphatic ether linkage leads to the formation of 

nanoporous monoliths. 76,84,85  More recently, a wealth of different cleavable PS-b-PEO BCPs have 

been synthesized and employed for the fabrication of a nanoporous BCP materials through a 

chemical68,69 or photochemical procedure86,87.  These nanoporous materials have been employed 

as synthesis templates for nanomaterials including gold nanotubules,85 silicon and silicon dioxide 

dots78,88 but also as membranes for chemical separations89 and water purification.90,91  In some 

applications, the native CF-PS-b-PEO microdomain structure has also been used as a synthesis 
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template for titania nanoparticles92 and more importantly as a good model system for lithium-ion-

battery research.72 

Conceptually, nanomaterials synthesis using nanoporous CF-PS-b-PEO as a template relie 

on the incorporation of nanomaterial precursors into the open voids, followed by subsequent 

growth of the nanomaterials and finally by removal of the nanoporous template by dissolution of 

the polymer.88  The remaining nanoparticles and tubes form well-ordered arrays of nanoscale 

features adapted from the arrangement of the vertically aligned cylindrical nanopores.  In contrast, 

Sun and coworkers have reported the synthesis of titania nanoparticles array using a phase-

separated CF-PS-b-PEO film instead.92  Here, sol-gel-precursors were spin cast on a phase-

separated BCP film having vertically aligned microdomains supported on an underlying substrate.  

Due to the hydrophilic nature of the precursors, an enhanced segregation in the PEO microdomains 

was observed.  Thus, upon calcination of the composite materials at a high temperature (ca. 600 

ºC) which selectively decomposed the CF-PS-b-PEO template, highly ordered arrays of titania 

nanoparticles could be obtained.92   

Nanoporous CF-PS-b-PEO membranes have also been extensively explored as a result of 

their potential applications in chemical separation and water purification.89-91  In both cases, 

separation is primarily based on the size-exclusion properties of the nanoscale pores, allowing only 

analytes to permeate through the membranes if their size is sufficiently small compared to the 

nanopore diameter.  In particular, the work of Li et al. showed that upon embedding a small fraction 

of a hydrophilic homopolymer such as poly(acrylic acid) within the cylindrical microdomains and 

subsequent selective removal, well-aligned cylindrical nanopores could be created.89  This system 

has been shown to be capable for separation of small molecules.  The Peinemann and Abetz groups 

employed the fabrication of integral-asymmetric membranes using CF-PS-b-PEO as a 

template.90,91  These type of nanoporous membranes were prepared by a two-step procedure 

involving the solution-casting of the phase-separated BCP membranes before nanopores could be 

formed through a solvent-nonsolvent exchange process also known as phase-inversion. 90,91  The 

nanoscale pores exhibited a highly-ordered hexagonal structure with the long-axis oriented 

perpendicular to the membrane as required for a filtration membrane (Figure 2.3a).  Importantly, 

the water flux across the membrane was observed to be time-dependent due to the swelling of 

PEO-layers on the nanopore surface, which allowed the flux to be controlled by the swelling 

kinetics of PEO (Figure 2.3b).91   
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Figure 2.3.  (a) Cross-sectional SEM images of a filtration membrane derived from CF-PS-b-PEO 

using phase-inversion approach.  (b) Flux across the membrane as a function of time.91  Adapted 

with permission from Ref (91).  Copyright 2012 Wiley Periodicals Inc.   

 

More importantly, CF-PS-b-PEO has been extensively studied because of its ability to 

conduct ionic current (e.g. Li+) along the cylindrical PEO microdomains.  These works are aimed 

to develop PEO-containing BCPs to be used as a second-generation polymer electrolyte in lithium-

ion batteries.71,72,93  PEO is well-known to exhibit a high ionic conductivity at room temperature 

mainly due to its relatively low glass transition temperature which allowed ions to be transported 

by intrinsic chain motions.93  Combining PEO with a second major (large volume fraction) block 

with higher glass transition temperature afforded the material higher mechanical stability, crucial 

for many potential applications but particularly important for energy storage and conversion.  In 

several studies of the Balsara and Epps groups, the ionic conductivity was investigated as a 

function of salt concentration and type, morphology, molecular weight and in the presence of 

defects and grains.71,72  Charge transport in PEO has been shown to be strongly determined by 

such parameters.  However, a much deeper knowledge of these processes is essential before CF-

PS-b-PEO can be integrated in future versions of lithium-ion batteries.   

For many of these applications, monolithic materials comprising closely-packed, highly-

aligned anisotropic (i.e., cylindrical and lamellar) microdomains over a macroscopic size are 

desired.  However, it is often challenging to align the cylindrical domains in CF-BCP monoliths 

along one direction.94  Poor alignment of the domains (and nanopores) leads to sub-optimal 

performance in their technological applications.  In particular, BCP monoliths often consist of µm-

scale ‘grains’ formed from highly-ordered cylindrical or lamellar microdomains.95,96  Such grain 
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formation often limits the continuity of microdomains to µm length scales due to different 

microdomain orientations in adjacent grains.  To overcome such limitations, solvent 

annealing,84,97-101 surface modification/patterning,100,102 salt complexation78,103 and homopolymer 

additives83,89,98 have been used to induce a longer-range PEO microdomain alignment in CF-PS-

b-PEO films. The next section begins with reviewing previous approaches for aligning cylindrical 

microdomains of BCP in general over a long distance, followed by highlighting the works on CF-

PS-b-PEO.   

 

 2.2.4 Alignment of CF-PS-b-PEO Microdomains23,24 

Improving, controlling and understanding the microdomain orientation in BCP materials 

and their mechanisms have been an active research field for several years.21,104  Improved 

alignment in thin CF-BCP films has been attained previously by application of magnetic105 and 

electric fields106 during thermal annealing, and also by use of interfacial interactions,107,108 flow109 

or solvent evaporation/permeation.97,101,110-114  These often involve application of external fields 

during microphase separation.21  Among them, shear-based and solvent-based approaches have 

been widely explored for several decades.21,94  These approaches are simple, applicable to large 

sample volumes and suitable for various BCP systems as solid-state structures or in melt and 

solution.115  In addition, shear-based approaches also provide metastable microdomain 

morphologies different from thermodynamic nanostructures in equilibrium.116   

 

Flow-Based Microdomain Alignment.  Flow-based approaches are one of the earliest 

developed methods for microdomain alignment of BCPs.  In pioneering work from 1970, Keller 

et al. successfully prepared a millimeter-scale, monolithic plug with well-ordered microdomains 

via the extrusion of molten SBS triblock copolymer through a circular die.117  SAXS measurements 

of the resulting plug revealed arrays of cylindrical PS microdomains exhibiting near-crystalline 

order.  In a later study, Albalak and Thomas reported the fabrication of millimeter-thick SBS films 

comprising highly-oriented PS microdomains over macroscopic length scales by using a roll-

casting approach.118 The formation of well-ordered cylindrical and lamellar PS microdomains 

aligned along the rotation direction was revealed by SAXS and TEM, and explained by the 

hydrodynamic flow and gradual drying of a SBS solution between two rotating cylinders.  As 
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compared to a polymer melt, microdomain formation/alignment from a polymer solution takes 

place in a more complex manner due to the complicated phase behavior and significant volume 

change of the BCP solution due to solvent evaporation.118,119  These pioneering works 

demonstrated the fabrication of well-aligned BCP microdomains by shear flow of a melt or 

solution within a confined space.  Shear flow has also been used to align other nanostructures such 

as nanowires8,120 and to elongate/align cylindrical micelles55-57,121,122 within microfluidic channels.  

However, flow-induced alignment does not always offer macroscopically uniform BCP monoliths 

with perfectly aligned microdomains.  Instead, a randomly-distributed mixture of µm-scale grains 

consisting of microdomains aligned and misaligned in the flow direction is often obtained, as 

previously observed in polystyrene-polyisoprene diblock copolymer films using polarized optical 

microscopy.95   

 

Solvent-Based Microdomain Alignment.  The solvent-based approaches, including solvent 

vapor annealing (SVA) and solvent vapor permeation (SVP), have also been widely employed 

because they are relatively simple, time-efficient and applicable for samples of large lateral 

area.66,111  Domain alignment can be attained by exposing CF-BCP films to an organic solvent 

vapor in a closed container.  A variety of organic solvents and solvent mixtures can be used to 

optimize domain morphologies, by controlling the solvent affinity to the polymer fragments and 

the solvent evaporation/permeation rate.114  SVA has been employed to obtain improved alignment 

of cylindrical domains in thin films of various CF-BCPs,110 including CF-PS-b-PEO.97,101,113  In 

fact, Kim and coworkers pioneered the PEO microdomain alignment in CF-PS-b-PEO film (ca. 

250 nm thick) based on SVA with benzene.97  This approach exploits the directional solvent 

evaporation perpendicular to the film surface to form highly-ordered cylindrical nanostructures 

with a diameter of ca. 24 nm.  However, SVA can only induce alignment over relatively short 

distances (< 1 µm) because of incomplete solvent removal from deeper film regions.97  In 

subsequent work, the Russell group studied the effects of humidity,84 homopolymer98 and salt 

complexation103 on the PEO microdomain orientation, but it remains challenging to align the 

nanostructures across the entire film thickness.  More recently, Osuji pioneered the SVP approach 

for achieving long-range alignment in CF-BCPs (see Figure 2.4a).25  In SVP, aligned cylindrical 

domains are produced on the basis of solvent permeation from one end of a monolith to the other.  

This method has offered domain alignment over a significantly longer scale.25,111  For example, 
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pressure-driven penetration of tetrahydrofuran (THF) vapor was employed to attain sub-millimeter 

alignment of the microdomains in a SBS film.25   

 

 

Figure 2.4.  (a) Experimental setup for SVP of a SBS membrane, producing a long-range 

microdomain orientation in the SVP-direction.  (b) SAXS measurements revealed the macroscopic 

microdomain alignment of SBS as represented by anisotropic scattering intensity (middle, right) 

as compared to isotropic case (left) before SVP.25  Adapted  with permission from Ref (25).  

Copyright 2010 American Chemical Society.   

 

Based on the previously reported work, we sought to align the cylindrical PEO 

microdomains in a CF-PS-b-PEO film using the flow and SVP-approaches.23,24  Using the 

directional flow of PS-b-PEO solution, we explored different conditions and their impact on the 

microdomain alignment.  This allowed the best condition to be found and more importantly to 

reveal the possible mechanism behind the microdomain alignment process.24  In the latter 

approach, we assessed the microdomain alignment induced by SVP with three different organic 

solvents having different selectivity for each of the blocks.23  As compared to the previous works 

which employed SAXS, SEM/TEM and AFM for characterization of the morphology, we probed 

the PEO alignment using SMT.  The major advantage of SMT is its capability to assess the local 

microdomain orientation and size, as well as domain order of CF-PS-b-PEO films under ambient 

conditions and with a high spatial precision.  Furthermore, SMT offered assessment of the mass-

transport characteristics of the microdomains.  In Chapter 3, SMT is introduced as a tool for 

characterization of 1D nanostructures, along with its instrumentation and previous applications.  

We also discuss the advantages/limitations of SMT as compared to conventional methods. 
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Chapter 3 - Methods for Characterization of 1D Nanostructured 

Materials 

This chapter describes conventional and fluorescence-based methods for the 

characterization of nanostructured materials comprising cylindrical nanopores and domains.  

Conventionally, the nanoscale morphologies of the nanostructured materials have been probed by 

x-ray scattering (SAXS, XRD), atomic force microscopy (AFM) and electron microscopy 

(SEM/TEM).  These methods offer complementary information on the macroscopic (mm-scale) 

or local (nm-scale) morphology.  They measure the diameter, spacing and orientation of the pores 

and domains under various conditions (e.g. ambient air, solution or vacuum).  However, such 

information in general reflects physical properties of the nanostructures with limited information 

on mass-transport properties of the materials.  It is not generally known if the nanostructures 

observed by these methods are accessible and continuous for molecules. Their roles in guiding, 

restricting and supporting the molecular mass-transport therein are also poorly understood at 

present.  These questions have been recently addressed by fluorescence-based methods, including 

flux measurements, SMT and FRAP.  Flux measurements and FRAP provide ensemble-averaged 

mass-transport characteristics of the materials for the entire film or membrane or of a small region 

of the sample.  In contrast, SMT probes the local diffusion dynamics of molecules along µm-scale 

distances with high spatial resolution.  These data have revealed the ability of nanostructures for 

facilitating molecular mass-transport within their confined geometries, characterizing the 

nanoscale materials therein.  The results have demonstrated the usefulness of fluorescence methods 

and in particular SMT for the in-depth characterization of mass-transport and materials with a high 

spatial precision under ambient environments.   
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 3.1 Conventional Methods 

 3.1.1 X-Ray Scattering Methods (SAXS/XRD) 

The morphology of the cylindrical nanostructures in a macroscopic area of BCP and STMS 

films and monoliths has been commonly assessed by small angle X-ray scattering (SAXS)25,84,97,112 

and X-ray diffraction (XRD) techniques,123,124 respectively.  Both methods offer information on 

average domain and nanopore structures, spacing and orientation over macroscopic sample regions 

(often mm or larger) and throughout the entire thickness of the bulk materials.  SAXS/XRD can 

be used to probe domain orientations/morphologies under ambient conditions (e.g. in air and in 

the present of organic solvents) or under vacuum, matching the conditions often employed in 

technological applications.   

In the general, a X-ray scattering instrument consists of two major components: a X-ray 

source (e.g. X-ray tube) and a detector (2D or 1D).  The morphology of the nanoscale structure is 

probed by irradiating the sample with a broad (mm-scale) X-ray beam and by simultaneous 

recording the elastic scattering intensity of the X-ray from the sample.  In SAXS, a 2D detector is 

often used to image the scattering pattern at very small angles (2θ < 2º), whereas XRD data are 

collected by recording the scattering intensity at different larger scattering angles (2θ > 2º) as 

compared to SAXS (see Figure 3.1).  Importantly, the scattering angle (θ) is directly governed by 

the spacing/distance (d) between the periodic structures (domains or pores) given by Bragg’s law 

(Figure 3.1). 

2𝑑𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃 = 𝑛𝜆 (Eq. 3.1) 

where λ is the wavelength of the X-ray (0.154 nm)  and n the order of the scattering peak.  This 

equation predicts the angles at which the scattering intensity is greatest due to the constructive 

interference (ncon = 1, 2, 3,…) of scattered intensities from the two neighboring structures such as 

domain or pores.  Thus, the scattered intensity offers valuable information on the periodicity and 

average morphology of the materials across the entire thickness for a macroscopic sample region.   

However, X-ray scattering is not suitable for revealing the local structure and morphology 

as well as sample heterogeneities (e.g. defects) in the materials because it spatially averages the 

information in a macroscopic (< 0.1 mm in width or less) sample area (Table 3.1).  In addition, 

the samples require a sufficiently large volume or thickness for obtaining sufficiently large 

scattering intensities.  Most importantly, SAXS/XRD cannot offer information on the ability of 
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the nanostructures to facilitate molecular mass-transport, highly important for technological 

applications such as chemical sensing or separations.   

 

 

Figure 3.1.  Schematic of a (a) SAXS instrument with its major components: a X-ray source, 

sample and a 2D detector.  The SAXS data are collected simultaneously for small scattering angles 

(2θ) in a stationary mode.125  (b) In contrast, the XRD instrument collects diffraction data of STMS 

films at different larger 2θ (compared to SAXS) using a moveable X-ray tube and 1D detector.  

The Bragg’s Law can be derived by considering the interference of two neighboring X-ray beams 

being scattered from two periodic structures (e.g. pores) separated by a spacing d.  Adapted with 

permission from ref (125).  Copyright 2009, The Royal Society of Chemistry.   

 

 3.1.2 Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) 

Atomic force microscopy (AFM) also has been widely employed for assessment of the 

morphology of the nanostructures.84,97,101,110-114  It can directly image the surface topography and 

exposed nanoscale structures of the materials with a high lateral (ca. 2 - 10 nm) resolution in a 

µm-scale sample area.126  AFM measures the local surface information of the nanostructure under 

various environments: ambient air, controlled atmosphere, in solution or ultrahigh vacuum.127  As 

with SAXS, AFM is also a useful method for characterization of non-conductive materials such as 

polymers without any pretreatment (e.g. thin metal layer coating) as compared to SEM/TEM.127   
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The main components of an AFM comprise a very sharp tip (with a typical radius of 2 -10 

nm) made of Si or Si3N4, a cantilever, a laser, a photodiode detector and a piezo-electric scanner 

(Figure 3.2).127  The measurement is performed by approaching the tip very close (ca. 1 nm in 

non-contact mode) or onto the sample surface, resulting in a weak interaction force (10-12 – 10-7 

N) between the tip and the sample surface.  The force might originate from adhesion, electrostatic, 

van der Waals, capillary or repulsive interactions and is measured as the deflection of laser light 

from the µm-size cantilever containing the tip at its end.127  For probing the local surface 

morphology over a µm-scale wide sample region, the tip is raster-scanned over the sample surface 

by moving the samples underneath the tip using a piezo-electric device with sub-nm precision 

(Figure 3.2).  The obtained image features 3D structures on the surface of the material with a high 

lateral and vertical resolution, primarily defined by the sharpness of the AFM tip and also the 

nature of the interaction forces between the tip and sample.127   

 

 

Figure 3.2.  Schematic of an AFM instrument comprising a photodiode detector, a laser, a 

cantilever with an end-attached sharp tip and a piezo-electric scanner.128  Reprinted with 

permission from ref (128).  Copyright 2010, Elsevier.  

 

Commonly, AFM measurements are conducted using contact and tapping-mode.  In the first 

approach, the tip is in permanent contact with the sample surface during the AFM measurement.  

A feedback system is employed to maintain a constant tip-surface-contact, yielding a 3D image of 

the surface topography of the materials.  In tapping-mode, the sharp tip is scanned across the 

sample surface under continuous tapping on the surface of the material with a characteristic 

frequency, highly sensitive to the probe-sample interactions.  Thus, the variation of such frequency 
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and phase is used to probe the surface chemistry and topography of the film.  The latter mode is 

superior over the former, because it can clearly distinguish the microdomain structures on the 

surface of a BCP film, being a frequently-used method for probing microdomain orientation and 

organization, in addition to offering the estimates on the domain diameter.126  In the contact mode, 

the domain morphology can also be recognized, based on the height-differences between the 

distinct domains.  Yet this is often more challenging than using the phase information of the 

tapping-mode AFM.  In addition, soft polymer samples may be damaged by the continuous contact 

of the sharp tip with the surface.   

Unfortunately, AFM also exhibits significant limitations in the characterization of nanoscale 

morphology and structures of films and monoliths (Table 3.1).  First, AFM only offers information 

on the surface topography of exposed materials.  It cannot measure the bulk properties of the 

materials.  Secondly, AFM is not suitable for material characterization on rough surfaces due to 

its intrinsic difficulties in probing rough surfaces.  It is also challenging to obtain the longer-range 

(>10 µm) information on the nanoscale morphology of BCPs and STMS using AFM as compared 

to X-ray scattering.  As with the latter, this method cannot afford important information on the 

mass-transport-related material characteristics.   

 

 3.1.3 Electron Microscopy (EM) 

Electron microscopy such as transmission electron microscopy (TEM)113 and scanning 

electron microscopy (SEM)76,113,129  have been also employed to assess the nanoscale morphology 

of the cylindrical nanostructures.  These microscopic methods directly image local morphology of 

nanopores and domains with high spatial (< 1-5 nm) resolution, allowing for diameters, spacing 

and orientation to be determined for relatively small µm-scale sample regions.  Importantly, SEM 

probes the surface topography of the exposed materials, yielding 2D projected images of 

topographical surface features.  On the other hand, TEM images the nanoscale structure of very 

thin (< 100 nm) slices of a sample as a result of electron transmission across the thin layer of the 

material.   

The main components of an EM include an electron source (e.g. field emission gun), suitable 

optics (e.g. electron lenses and aperture) for focusing the electron beam, a vibration-isolated 

sample stage and electron detectors. 129  In general, an EM probes a sample by focusing an electron 

beam onto the sample under simultaneous recording the scattered or transmitted electron beam 
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from it, yielding high resolution surface and cross-sectional material characteristics of a µm-scale 

sample region.  In SEM, the probing electrons are observed to undergo multiple interactions with 

the materials at different penetration depths.129,130  For example, secondary electrons are scattered 

from a shallower (ca. 2 – 5 nm in depth) surface region, revealing the surface information of the 

materials.130  In contrast, the backscattered electrons (BE) originated from elastic scattering from 

deeper region (up to 400 nm in depth) of the materials and offers information on their chemical 

composition of the materials, as BE scales up with the atomic number of the constituent atoms in 

the materials.130  In TEM, a beam of electron is irradiated through a thin slice of a nanostructured 

material, before being detected on the other side of the sample.  As the scattering cross-section is 

highly dependent on the atomic number of the constituent atoms in the materials, the transmitted 

electron intensity can be used to probe the nanostructures, providing information on the 

morphology of the samples with a high spatial resolution (0.1 nm or lower) for sub-µm sample 

regions.130   

Electron microscopy also shows significant limitations for characterization of nanostructured 

materials (Table 3.1).  First, imaging the morphology of polymer samples is challenging because 

of their intrinsic low electric conductivity that often leads to severe surface charging effects during 

imaging.  To overcome such problems, the non-conducting polymer materials are frequently 

stained with heavy-metal compounds or coated with a thin-layer of a conducting material such as 

gold before the measurements.  Second, TEM and SEM provide nanostructure morphologies of 

dried materials under ultrahigh vacuum and are not suitable for probing the solvent-swollen 

morphology of nanostructures.  Note that cryo-TEM can be also used for freeze-dried samples, 

thus allowing the morphologies to be imaged under a quasi-wet environment.131  However, freeze-

drying can also change the natural characteristics of the nanostructures.  As with XRD and AFM, 

EM cannot provide any evidence on the ability of nanostructures on supporting the mass-transport 

therein.  These limitations have been recently addressed by fluorescence-based methods as 

described in the rest of the section. 
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Table 3.1.  Comparison of Conventional Methods for Characterization of the Physical Properties in Nanostructured Materials: 

SAXS/XRD, AFM and SEM/TEM. 

 SAXS/XRD AFM SEM/TEM 

Characterization 

 macroscopic materials 

property: periodicity, spacing, 

morphology, orientation 

 high-resolution surface 

topography: diameter, 

orientation, structure 

 high-resolution nanoscale 

morphology: diameter, 

orientation, structure 

Spatial Resolution  low (0.1 mm or less)  high (ca. 2 - 10 nm) 
 TEM: very high (0.1 nm or less) 

 SEM: high (1-2 nm) 

Dimension of 

Measurement 

 lateral: wide (< 0.1 mm) area 

 vertical: entire thickness (> 

mm) 

 lateral: narrow area (µm) 

 vertical: surface (nm) 

 lateral: narrow area (µm) 

 vertical: surface (SEM), thin 

(<100 nm) slices (TEM) 

Advantages 

 imaging in air or vacuum 

 simple and non-destructive 

method 

 offer local information 

 imaging in air, solution or 

vacuum 

 offer local information from 

exposed surface (SEM) or 

cross-sectional layer (TEM) 

Limitations 

 spatially-averaged information 

 requires sufficiently large 

sample volume/thickness 

 surface-specific information 

 not suitable for rough samples 

 lack of cross-sectional images 

 required ultra-high vacuum 

 staining/coating for non-

conductive polymers  

 



 3.2 Fluorescence-Based Methods 

 3.2.1 Molecular Flux Measurements 

 In the past, the cylindrical nanostructures in nanopore membranes have been explored 

regarding their ability to provide molecular pathways across the entire media.  For such 

investigations, the flux of molecules across the nanoporous membrane was measured using a U-

tube permeation cell or a conductivity cell.30  In this setup, the nanoporous membrane is 

sandwiched between two solution-filled half-cells as illustrated in Figure 3.3.  Importantly, one of 

the chambers (feed chamber) contains a solution with a high concentration (µM range) of the probe 

molecules, while the other, the permeate chamber, is initially free of such molecules.  The setup 

permits the increase of the probe molecules’ concentration (Cperm) in the permeate chamber to be 

monitored as a function of time (t) using UV/vis or chromatographic methods.30  The increase of 

the concentration originates from the mass-transport of molecules across the nanoporous 

membrane, allowing the rate and selectivity of molecular mass-transport to be measured.  The 

results also reveal the continuity and accessibility of the solution-filled nanopores for probe 

molecules in the membrane.7  In general, the diffusion-controlled flux, J, of the molecules can be 

quantitatively assessed from the slope of the Cperm-t-relationship.9   

dx

dC
DPJ

perm




  (Eq. 3.2) 

where D is the diffusion coefficient, P is the partition coefficient, ε is the fraction of the materials 

cross-section containing open pores, τ is the pore tortuosity and dCperm/dx is the concentration 

gradient.132  Importantly, J is directly related to structural parameters of nanostructured materials 

(ε, τ), permitting the spatially-average information on number of open and continuous pores and 

the extent of pore alignment to be revealed.9,18  In fact, Martin and coworkers investigated the 

effect of the physical size of pores and molecules on restricting the permeation of molecules across 

gold nanotubule membranes.133  In a series of flux measurements, the size of probe molecules and 

nanopores were varied.  The results show that the pores could exclude the molecules if their 

hydrodynamic diameter was similar or larger than the nanopore diameter, as represented by a 

negligible flux through the material.133  As expected, the smaller molecules could access the 

sufficiently large nanopores.  Yet, these measurements did not address the role of the material 

tortuosity because of the limited ability to characterize the local structures of the membrane.18   
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In general, the information obtained through the flux measurements reflects the spatially-

averaged material properties of the entire membrane.  Thus, these measurements cannot reveal 

important local morphology and nanoscale material characteristics including material 

heterogeneities and defects.  Considering that these material heterogeneities contribute to the 

overall material properties and performance characteristics in technological applications, new 

methods need to be developed for the assessment of these local nanofeatures and to characterize 

the overall material characteristics.  Ultimately, this will allow novel nanostructured materials to 

be developed, engineered and optimized for their applications in potential future technologies.   

 

 

 

Figure 3.3.  Schematic of an U-tube cell used for the measurement of the molecular flux across 

cylinder-shape nanopore membrane.30  Reprinted with permission from ref (30).  Copyright 2005, 

Taylor & Francis.    
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 3.2.2 Single-Molecule Tracking (SMT) 

 3.2.2.1 Introduction 

With the development of SMT in recent years, several challenges and limitations of previous 

ensemble measurements have been successfully addressed.  Indeed, SMT has been employed to 

assess the local structures of the materials through the measurements of mass transport dynamics 

of molecules within the nanostructures.17  The method relies on recording the trajectories of 

individual fluorescent probe molecules, reflecting the rate and direction of their motions.  

Considering that the probe molecules preferentially partition into specific nanoscale domains of 

interest, the probe trajectories provide structural information on these domains, revealing their 

ability to restrict, guide and support the molecular mass-transport.  

In general, SMT offers several advantages over conventional methods (e.g., AFM,97,113 

SEM/TEM118 and SAXS117-119,134-137) for characterization of nanostructured materials.  These are 

based on its capabilities to detect, observe and visualize nanoscale domain and nanopore 

morphologies with high spatial resolution.17,18  Since these processes are observed at the single 

molecule and single event levels, SMT offers quantitative information on the temporal and 

nanoscale spatial heterogeneity of most samples under various environments (e.g., in ambient air, 

under controlled environments and in solution).138  Such variations are often obscured by the 

averaging that occurs when ensemble methods are employed.  Furthermore, since the locations of 

single molecules can be determined to very high precision,139,140 sub-diffraction limited spatial 

resolution (down to a few nanometers) can also be achieved in images reconstructed from the 

measured positions of diffusing and adsorbing,141,142 or photomanipulated143-145 molecules.   

Historically, SMT has been employed for the first time by Schmidt and coworkers in 1996 

to measure the diffusion coefficient of rhodamine-labeled phospholipids in a phospholipid  

membrane under ambient conditions.19  The average of the 531 single-molecule diffusion 

coefficients (DSMT = 1.4 ± 0.1 µm2/s) was twice that of the ensemble diffusion coefficient (DFRAP 

= 0.8 ± 0.1 µm2/s) as estimated by FRAP.  The results were attributed to the different length scales 

of the measurements:  SMT measures diffusion along nm-scale distances, whereas FRAP 

commonly probes the diffusion of many molecules over µm-scale sample regions.146  In the 

following two decades, SMT methods have been used to study the motions of molecules in one,147-

150 two139,151,152 and three153 dimensions on surfaces,152 in polymer films,151 lipid bilayers,139,154 
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Langmuir films,139,155,156 in gels153,157 and in cells and cell membranes.158-160  These studies have 

afforded a wealth of new information on molecular motion, yielding quantitative data on diffusion 

coefficients, as well as entrapment and surface adsorption/desorption times.161   

In recent investigations, SMT has provided unique means for material characterization of 

nanostructures: 

(i) It revealed that the nanostructures were open, accessible to molecules and could support 

molecular diffusion of relatively large probe molecules.148,162 

(ii) It afforded visual evidence on the presence of defects and material heterogeneities with a 

high spatial resolution including their role on the local mass-transport.162-164 

(iii) It provided qualitative discussion on the sizes, orientation and order of the organized 

domains.56,164,165 

However, more remains to be learned from such studies.  For example, detailed quantitative 

analysis of the direction (i.e., the angle in the film plane) along which each molecule diffuses could 

provide important evidence of macroscopic channel alignment, especially when samples designed 

to exhibit such alignment have been prepared.166-170  The same data can be used to determine the 

distribution of trajectory angles, and hence, the distribution of channel orientations.  Importantly, 

the degree of trajectory alignment and hence the level of materials order can be quantified by 

calculation of order parameters from the individual trajectory angles.   

In the present work, SMT is employed to simultaneously and quantitatively assess 

(i) the orientation and size of individual 1D nanostructures (pores and microdomains),22-24  

(ii) the local order of nanostructures in µm-scale regions of STMS and BCP film,22-24 and  

(iii) the diffusion direction and diffusion coefficients of individual molecules incorporated into 

the microdomains and nanopores in BCP and STMS films.1,22   

Furthermore, FRAP was used to quantitatively assess (iv)the long-range continuity of the 

BCP microdomains (see Chapter 8).1  

In the next section, the SMT instrumentation is introduced, including the most essential 

experimental considerations for quantitative material characterization of the nanoscale structures 

using SMT (vide supra).  Then previous applications of SMT are briefly discussed, highlighting 

the advantages of SMT for material characterization.    
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 3.2.2.2 Instrumentation in SMT 

Widefield Illumination.  SMT measurements are most often performed on a widefield 

fluorescence microscope.17,18  A typical setup is shown in Figure 3.4.18  Such a microscope 

commonly consists of a light source such as a laser, suitable optics including optical filters, a 

dichroic mirror or polarizers, a high magnification objective lens and a sensitive CCD-camera for 

detection of the signal.  During the SMT experiment, a laser is directed through appropriate optics 

before it is focused into the sample through an objective lens.  The emitted fluorescence of single 

probe molecules is in turn collected by the same objective lens and is transmitted through the 

dichroic mirror before finally being detected by an electron-multiplying (EM) CCD-camera. 

 

 

 

Figure 3.4.  Schematic of widefield microscope used for wide-field single molecule imaging.   

 

Importantly, this setup has two major advantages as compared to a confocal microscope.138  

First, it permits the dynamics of many single molecules within nanoscale structures to be recorded 

simultaneously for µm-scale wide sample areas (e.g. 30 µm x 30 um).  For such purposes, the 

samples are broadly illuminated overr a relatively wide area using an objective lens with a high 

numerical aperture (NA = 1.3 – 1.5) and magnification (80-100x).  A high NA of the objective lens 

is essential for an efficient collection of the relative weak emitted fluorescence of individual 

fluorescent probe molecules.  High magnification is used to faciliate their detection as diffraction-

limited spots of appropriate size.  The second advantage of the widefield setup includes the data 

recording via a new generation of highly-sensitive CCD-cameras, which affords the high-speed 

data collection (up to 100 frames per sec for smaller readout areas of CCD) and with sufficiently 
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high sensitivity (and thus high S/N).  This allows for tracking fast moving probe molecules at high 

S/N. 

 

Conventional widefield and TIRF mode.  All SMT measurements in the present study were 

conducted on an epi-fluorescence microscope in which the same objective was used for excitation 

and simultaneous collection of the single molecule fluorescence.17,18  The main advantage of this 

mode is the lower background intensity as compared to the transmission mode caused by the 

incoming laser beam and non-ideal optical filters.138  However, in the epi-fluorescence mode, the 

laser beam also penetrates across the entire film thickness, which results in higher background 

signal due to out-of focus fluorescence from larger depth of the sample.138  This mode is suitable 

only for thin films or samples with limited thickness because thicker samples frequently produce 

high fluorescence background in the SMT data, thus decreasing its S/N ratio.  Fortunately, TIRF 

can be used for thicker films because the probe molecules’ excitation occurs only close to the 

glass-sample interface, reducing the background fluorescence intensity (Figure 3.5).  In TIRF, the 

laser beam is adjusted to strike the glass-sample interface at an angle, larger than the critical angle 

(θcrit), leading to its total internal reflection when the refractive index of sample (ns) is smaller than 

that of the glass (ng): ns < ng.
138,171   

𝜃𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡 = arcsin(
𝑛𝑠

𝑛𝑔
) (Eq. 3.3) 

At the same time, the presence of an evanescent wave can be observed at the glass-sample-

interface.  This is in turn used for the fluorescence excitation within a nm-scale thin layer adjacent 

to the underlying substrate, primarily limited by the penetration of the evanescent wave into the 

media.  The penetration depth of the evanescent (dp) wave can be estimated using:171 

𝑑𝑝 = 𝜆 4𝜋⁄ √𝑛𝑔2𝑠𝑖𝑛2𝜃 − 𝑛𝑠2 (Eq. 3.4) 

where λ is the wavelength of the light source.  Typically, dp is between 30 to 300 nm depending 

on the incident angle (θ).172  For the SMT measurements in CF-PS-b-PEO sandwich film of µm-

scale thickness, perfect TIRF mode could not be obtained because of ns ≈ ng.  Instead, the SMT 

data were recorded under a quasi-TIRF which permits the background fluorescence to be reduced 

due to a shorter penetration of the beam through the sample.173  For thin films, TIRF measurements 
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are not required because the film thickness is less than the focal length (ca. 1 µm for 100x) of the 

objective lens.  Thus, little background fluorescence from out-of-focus region contributed to the 

observed background intensity.   

 

 

Figure 3.5.  Schematic of (a) epi-fluorescence and (b) objective-based TIRF imaging mode.  (c) 

A typical fluorescence image of cell recorded using epi-fluorescence (left) and TIRF mode 

(right).174  Reprinted with permission from Ref (174).  Copyright 2012, The Royal Society of 

Chemistry. 

 

Spatial Calibration.  In the SMT measurements, the fluorescence of each of the single 

molecules is detected by the CCD-camera as round spots on a dark background.  Due to diffraction 

of light, the radius (r) of the spots is limited by 

𝑟 =
0.61𝜆

𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃
 (Eq. 3.5) 

where λ is the wavelength of the laser (488 -532 nm in this study) and nsinθ is the numerical 

aperture (NA = nsinθ) of the objective lens (in the present work: NA = 1.49).  From this relationship, 

it is clear that the width of a fluorescent spot is approximately 300 nm.  Importantly, for the 

detection of a single molecule in the SMT data, the diffraction-limited spots are fitted to a 2D 

Gaussian function as represented by a point-spread function (PSF).  It has been shown that a spot 

comprising of 3-4 pixels in diameter can be fitted most accurately.138  This required appropriate 

optics with a pixel size of approximately 100 nm.  In our SMT studies, pixel size was adjusted to 

be 125 nm and 177 nm for the diffusion measurements in CF-PS-b-PEO and STMS films.1,22-24  

The calibration of the pixel size was performed on a thin film containing polystyrene bead with a 
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nominal size of 1 µm in diameter.  Measuring the cross-sectional fluorescence intensity of an array 

of fluorescent beads provided a calibration value for pixel-length relationship.   

 

Choice of Fluorescent Probe Molecules.  The choice of fluorescent probe molecules is of 

tremendous importance for SMT measurements since these molecules directly probe and explore 

the environment and nanostructure properties of the materials.17  So far, the majority of studies 

have employed fluorescent-labeled biomolecules (DNA, proteins and lipid molecules),19,175 

quantum dots/rods176 and most importantly fluorescent dyes as tracer molecules.20,165,177  

Fluorescent probe molecules are chosen based on several criteria.  First, they should have a high 

fluorescence quantum yield.  Commonly, fluorescent dye molecules exhibit a high quantum yield 

of 0.04 – 1, but this can be highly dependent on the chemical environment (e.g. organic solvent), 

temperature and excitation wavelength.  Secondly, the fluorescent probe molecules should be 

photostable, offering a long (ideally >1min) life time prior to photobleaching for  SMT 

measurements.  In fact, SRB has a high quantum yield of 0.34 in ethanol and a high 

photostability.178  Furthermore, fluorescent probe molecules are chosen based on their ability to 

probe steric, electrostatic and hydrophobic interactions.  Thus, the molecular lengths150,179,180 and 

charge179,181,182of the probe molecules have been frequently varied in a series of SMT 

measurements.   

In the present work, two different fluorescent dye molecules were used to account for the 

different chemical environment of the cylindrical nanostructures in STMS and CF-PS-b-PEO 

films.  For SMT measurements in a STMS film, a hydrophobic C11OPDI dye molecule (see Figure 

3.6b) was used because it preferentially partitions into the cylindrical hydrophobic mesopores due 

to hydrophobic effects.22  Thus, these single molecules are used as reporters for hydrophobic 

interactions within the nanoscale pores in addition to the local information on the material 

characteristics of the nanopores.  For the SMT measurements in phase-separated CF-PS-b-PEO 

films, a negatively charged SRB dye (see Figure 3.6a) was employed as it preferentially 

partitioned into the cylindrical PEO microdomains.23,24  The partitioning is mainly driven by 

complexation between the sodium countercation of SRB with the PEO domains.183  Therefore, 

SRB dye molecules can be used for investigations of the structural and mass-transport properties 

of molecules in the cylindrical microdomains.  Careful selection of the suitable tracer molecules 

depends upon the objective of the study.   
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Figure 3.6.  Chemical structure of a) SRB and b) C11OPDI fluorescent dye molecules.22,23  

Reproduced with permission from ref [22, 23].  Copyright 2011, The Royal Society of Chemistry.  

Copyright 2012, The American Chemical Society. 

 

 

Automated Spot Detection and Linking in Trajectories.22  The tracking of single molecules 

across multiple video frames requires initial detection of individual molecules (i.e., as single 

fluorescent spots) and determination of their positions in each frame.  The individual molecules 

appearing in the sequence of video frames must then be linked into trajectories.  Molecule detection 

and position determination can be accomplished by any of a number of published methods.184-186  

Molecular position can often be determined to a precision well beyond the diffraction limit (i.e., 

~/2), with localization precision as small at ~ 5-10 nm reported under relatively high, but 

common, signal-to-noise levels in SMT experiments.139,140,149,187  In the present work, molecule 

detection, validation and position determination were accomplished using methods reported by 

Sbalzarini and Koumoutsakos184 and implemented in an ImageJ plugin.188 

The linking of fluorescent spots in video frame sequences has been accomplished previously 

by manual151 and semi-automated189,190 procedures, the former relying largely on human judgment.  

Manual linking was precluded in the present studies by the need to analyze large numbers of 

trajectories.  Fully automated linking was instead employed and was accomplished by 

implementation of modified literature-based methods.184  In these methods, a linear cost functional 

(Eq. 3.6)184 is defined and subsequently minimized to determine frame-to-frame associations of 

individual fluorescent spots.  The cost,  of linking spot j in frame t to spot k in frame t+1 was 

initially determined by: 



 jk t,t 1  x j (t)  xk (t 1) 
2

 y j (t)  yk (t 1) 
2

  (Eq. 3.6) 
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in which (xj, yj) represents the x, y position of spot j.  The cost functional was evaluated globally, 

for all pairs of spots during initial spot linking. 

After initial construction, the trajectories were subsequently refined by iteration through the 

spot linking process using a variant of the previous cost functional:191 



ijk t 1,t,t 1  x i(t) x j (t 1) 
2

 y i(t) y j (t 1) 
2

     +w 1
x i(t 1) x j (t)  x j (t) xk (t 1)  y i(t 1) y j (t)  y j (t) yk (t 1)  

2

x i(t 1) x j (t) 
2

 y i(t 1) y j (t) 
2

  x j (t) xk (t 1) 
2

 y j (t) yk (t 1) 
2

 

















 (Eq. 

3.7) 

The new term in Eq. 3.7 represents the quantity (1-cos2), where  is the change in direction of 

molecule motion required to link three spots in three consecutive frames, and w is a weighting 

factor, empirically set to 2 in the present implementation.  Application of Eq. 3.7 during the spot 

linking process effectively dissociates trajectories incorporating two or more 1D segments into 

separate 1D trajectories.  In the present works, the resulting 1D trajectory segments are used to 

visualize and quantify trajectory orientation and thus the 1D nanostructures.  Distribution data of 

the trajectory angles provide valuable means to quantitatively assess the order of the nanostructures 

in local sample regions.   

 

 3.2.2.3 Previous Applications of SMT 

Measurement of Diffusion Coefficients.  In the absence of external forces, the trajectory 

data provide a means for estimating single-molecule diffusion coefficients in local sample 

regions.192  The distribution of single-molecule diffusion coefficients permits material 

heterogeneities to be assessed via the histogram width as previously reported.55,56,149,150,193  Such 

variation is likely attributable to the local fluctuation in size and organization of the nanostructures 

if  the solvent content in the materials was well-controlled.  As reported, the organic solvent (e.g. 

chloroform) vapor has been shown to induce and facilitate the mobility of terrylene molecules in 

the silica nanopores.149  The author explained such observation through solvation of probe 

molecules under chloroform atmosphere, preventing their strong adsorption to the active silanol 

sites of the nanopore walls.   
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For nanostructured materials with well-controlled solvent level, the distribution of the probe 

molecules’ diffusion coefficients offers important means for characterization of the materials.  

Park and coworkers, for example, measured the diffusion coefficients of single OPPDI dye 

molecules in flow-aligned CTAB templated silica monoliths.55  The histogram of the diffusion 

coefficients was broadly distributed over a large range of values, thus suggesting local variation 

of the mesopore properties such as size and organization.  Interestingly, the average of the single 

molecule diffusion coefficients remains similar regardless of the aging time of the injected sol, 

indicating that probe molecules explore the nanoscale pores, unaffected by cross-linking of the 

silica matrix.55   

 

Visual Evidence of Material Heterogeneities and Defects.  SMT methods are now being 

widely employed to visualize the diffusion of probe molecules in well-organized 1D 

nanostructures but also within heterogeneous regions containing rare sites and defects.  For 

example, Werley and Moerner revealed the presence of ~ 200 nm wide cracks in the crystals that 

guide and restricted the diffusive motions along one-direction.163  Importantly, the measured 

diffusion coefficients of terrylene molecules exhibited a significant reduction as compared to the 

bulk values, consistent with strong interactions of probe molecules with the crack walls.  In several 

other studies by the Brauchle group20,149,162 and others,165,177 the diffusion of single molecules have 

revealed the presence of interconnected pores, dead ends and curved segments of a 1D 

nanostructure as represented by two neighboring trajectory segments, shorter and curved 

trajectories. 162 The ability of SMT for single molecule detection with a high precision makes it 

valuable for characterization of defects and material heterogeneities.   

 

Assessment of Continuity and Accessibility of Nanostructures.  More recently, the continuity 

and accessibility of 1D nanostructures for relatively large dye molecules was also investigated 

using SMT methods, providing complementary data to high resolution TEM methods.  In 

pioneering work, Zürner, et al. followed the diffusion of fluorescent terrylene molecules in 

surfactant-templated 1D silica nanopores.162  Interestingly, the single molecule trajectories were 

directly correlated to cylindrical nanopores measured by TEM in identical samples regions.  The 

results showed that probe molecules could follow open 1D nanochannels over µm-length scales, 

crossed between neighboring channels, were trapped in dead ends and followed curved 
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nanochannels, consistent with disordered structures of the film. 162  All of these observations 

therein suggested the presence of open, continuous nanopores as well as defects and rare sites in 

the materials that were challenging to be detected by other experimental techniques.   

SMT studies of diffusion are not limited to nanoscale pores but also have been previously 

employed to probe the diffusion of fluorescent probe molecules within cylindrical polybutadiene 

(PB) microdomains in a cylinder-forming poly(ethylene oxide)-polybutadiene diblock copolymer 

film.165  The single-molecule trajectories represent the diffusive motions of tracer molecules 

confined along PB microdomains over a µm-scale distance, in agreement with AFM images of the 

same film.  The results of these studies demonstrated the utility of SMT methods for assessment 

of the local continuity of the nanostructures and their accessibility for molecules over several 

micrometers.   

 

Limitations of SMT.  However, SMT cannot probe longer-range (>10 µm) material 

characteristics because of the limited photostability of the fluorescent probe molecules.  The probe 

molecules tend to photobleach before they can explore the entire length of individual 

nanostructures.  One fluorescence method capable of investigating molecular transport over wider 

sample regions is FRAP.  Since its development more than 40 years ago, FRAP has been widely 

employed to explore the transport of molecules in various biological materials and others. 146  

FRAP affords measures of the spatially-averaged diffusion coefficients of many molecules over a 

longer-range (>10 µm) as a result of the fluorescence recovery of a small (µm -scale) 

photobleached region.  It is also a simple and straight forward method and has found wide 

applications in various fluorescence microscope systems.  Thus, it can be integrated in a wide-field 

fluorescence microscope as used for SMT measurements in our study (Chapter 8).  One major 

advantage of this setup is the ability to conduct FRAP and SMT measurements in identical sample 

areas, permitting complementary information on molecular diffusion within confined 

nanostructures to be quantitatively assessed.  Importantly, FRAP measurements provide a 

quantitative measure of long-range continuity of the aligned PEO microdomains in CF-PS-b-PEO 

films.  In the next section, the FRAP method is introduced along with its instrumentation and 

important applications.   
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 3.2.3 Fluorescence-Recovery After Photobleaching (FRAP) 

Since its development in the 1970s by Webb and coworkers, FRAP has been one of the most 

powerful and popular analytical methods for measuring molecular mobility in small (<1mm) 

sample regions of biological materials such as cells, lipid bilayers and cell surfaces.146  Recently, 

FRAP has also been employed for studying mass-transport in nanostructured materials such as in 

cylindrical organic nanotubules or carbon nanotubes.194-196  In FRAP, the data are collected based 

on user-defined photobleaching of fluorescent probes at a small sample region and by subsequent 

monitoring of the gradual fluorescence recovery in the bleached area.  The rate and extent of the 

recovery allowed the mass-transport rate and the fraction of mobile and immobile molecules to be 

determined, respectively.146  Visual inspection of the recovery pattern also affords valuable 

information on the dimensionality of mass-transport.  The main advantage of FRAP is its 

simplicity and applicability for a large number of different samples as long as the molecular 

mobility is high enough, and more importantly, occurring along a sufficiently long distance (> 10 

µm).  In the next section, the instrumentation of FRAP is described along with essential features 

and important concepts behind these.  Next, relevant applications of FRAP in biological materials 

and nanostructures are highlighted.  Then, limitations of ensemble methods in general and FRAP 

are summarized.   

 

 

Figure 3.7.   Schematic of a FRAP experiment involving the photobleaching using an intense laser 

pulse and subsequent fluorescence monitoring at the same area.  The time dependence of the 

fluorescence intensity is used to estimate the diffusion coefficient.197  Reprinted with permission 

from Ref (197).  Copyright 2004 Elsevier Ltd. 
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Instrumentation.  FRAP measurements are now being widely performed on a confocal 

fluorescence microscope which commonly comprises a laser source, an high-NA objective lens, a 

piezo-scanning stage, a pinhole, a detector (photomultiplier tube or avalanche photo diode) 

appropriate optics and filters.  Experimentally, the photobleaching of a well-defined sample region 

is accomplished by focusing an intense laser beam with narrow diameter (ideally diffraction-

limited) through a high-NA objective lens on the sample.  This requires the utility of a small 

pinhole for shaping the incoming broader laser beam down to one with a diffraction-limited size.  

In earlier FRAP studies, the photobleaching pattern was commonly circular due to limited sample 

or scanning abilities of the stationary laser source in the instrument.198  More recently, various 

photobleaching pattern including stripes, ellipses or circles have been employed in FRAP 

measurements for studying 1D and 2D mass-transport, respectively.199  Choosing the suitable 

pattern is important because it permits an analytical equation to be derived, simplifying the 

quantitative data analysis.  

For monitoring the fluorescent recovery from the same area upon photobleaching, the sample 

is systematically scanned via a piezo-scanning-stage using a laser with significantly weaker 

intensity.  This attenuated (e.g. 1000 times weaker than at photobleaching) laser is aimed to prevent 

excessive photobleaching during data recording.  The fluorescence emission is collected by the 

objective and directed through a pinhole and onto a detector (commonly an APD).  The use of a 

pinhole permits the detection under low background conditions.  All out-of-focus fluorescence 

intensity can be effectively excluded which is highly essential for obtaining FRAP data with a high 

signal to noise ratio.   

Recently, FRAP experiments have been conducted on a widefield fluorescence microscope 

which allowed the fluorescence intensity to be observed for a µm-scale wide sample area.1  

Scanning of the sample is not required for this setup.  Thus, the data collection is in general 

significantly faster than using the confocal microscope making it more suitable for observing and 

measuring of higher probe molecule mobilities.1  The disadvantages of wide-field FRAP include 

the limited control of photobleaching size and pattern.  As in this work, photobleaching occurred 

for a circular region of several microns in width, primarily governed by the stationary sample or 

laser source.  Furthermore, the diameter of the photobleached region is larger as compared to 

confocal FRAP due to the widefield illumination mode, excluding its utility for smaller µm-size 

samples such as short organic nanotubes.   
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Applications of FRAP.  FRAP have been widely employed to study molecular transport in 

biological materials including cells, on cell surfaces, phospholipid membranes an lipid bilayers 

just to name a few.198  It measures the spatially-averaged diffusion behavior of many molecules at 

the same time, providing their average diffusion coefficients but also the fraction of mobile and 

immobile molecules.146  More recently, FRAP has also been employed to study the binding 

phenomena in biological systems, allowing a binding constant to be extracted when an appropriate 

diffusion-binding model has been applied for the data analysis.197  More recently, the diffusion 

coefficients (D) of fluorescent dyes have been measured in 1D nanostructured materials using 

FRAP.  The Gai group reported a position dependence of D in 30-40 µm long lipid tubules, 

revealing heterogeneities of the materials.194  Likewise, Okamoto and coworkers measured the 

ensemble D of dye molecule diffusion within shorter (<10 µm) silica nanotubes, revealing 

heterogeneous diffusion dynamics through a broad distribution of D values obtained from multiple 

measurements.195  These studies show that FRAP can probe the more localized mass-transport and 

material properties in a um-scale sample region as compared to flux measurements or NMR 

methods. 

 

Strengths and Limitations of FRAP.  Despite its usefulness in providing valuable information 

on mass-transport phenomena for cylindrical nanostructured materials, FRAP shows several 

significant limitations.  First, the transport of molecules in the material in general reflects the 

spatially-averaged mass-transport dynamics of many molecules within multiple structures.  Little 

is known about the local, µm-scale mass-transport and material properties.  Important detailed 

information involving spatial and temporal transport heterogeneities is frequently obscured by 

ensemble averaging of the data.  Second, the mass-transport dynamics of molecules within the 

nanostructures cannot be explicitly observed by FRAP.  It can indirectly be understood from the 

recovery of the fluorescence in the photobleached regions, consistent with molecular transport in 

the materials.  As for an ensemble method, it fails to provide a more detailed spatially and 

temporally-resolved picture of how molecules diffuse at different locations in the nanostructures.  

Because of the above mentioned limitations, the mass-transport within 1D nanostructured 

materials have been more recently explored using single molecule methods including important 

advantages as described above (vide supra).   
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Chapter 4 - Trajectory Angle Determination in One Dimensional 

SMT Data by Orthogonal Regression Analysis 

Reproduced with permission from The Royal Society of Chemistry. 

Published as: Tran Ba, K. H., Everett, T. A., Ito, T., Higgins, D. A. Phys. Chem. Chem. Phys. 

2011, 13, 1827-1835. 

 

 4.1 Introduction 

This chapter describes the utility of the orthogonal regression analysis for analysis of 1D 

single-molecule trajectory data, reflecting the motion of single molecules and particles along 

approximately linear (i.e., 1D) diffusion trajectories in nanostructured materials.200-203  The results 

obtained provide a quantitative assessment of the in-plane orientation of individual trajectories.  

Variations in their orientations within selected sample regions serve as a proxy for determining 

local materials order via an order parameter



P  which reflects the average deviation of individual 

trajectories from the mean trajectory orientation in a given sample region.  Estimates of the error 

in each trajectory angle and in single molecule positioning are also obtained, along with the 

variances in molecular position of mobile molecules along the individual trajectories.  The former 

provides a quantitative means to distinguish 1D diffusing molecules from those diffusing in 2D or 

are immobile.  The positioning error provides an estimate of the spatial resolution and, along with 

the motional variance along the trajectory; an alternative means to distinguish 1D and 

2D/immobile trajectories.  Demonstration and validation of this method was achieved by applying 

it to the analysis of single-molecule trajectories in already well-characterized mesoporous silica 

thin films incorporating cylindrical channels.147-150,204-207  Our method is broadly applicable to 

analysis of diffusion in other 1D nanomaterials such as phase-separated block copolymers165 and 

silica nanotubes.195  It is also applicable in studies of biological samples, and could be used to 

assess myosin motion along actin filaments,208 kinesin motion along microtubules,209 the motions 

of macromolecules,210 cells211 and vesicles212 as they follow surface gradients, or the directed 

motion of particles within cell membranes.213  In all cases, the results of this analysis will provide 

a more quantitative data on associated diffusion coefficients, trajectory angles, angle distributions 

and errors therein. 
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 4.2 Experimental Section 

 4.2.1 Sample Preparation 

Sols for the preparation of surfactant-templated silica thin films were prepared as described 

previously.214,215  Briefly, these were obtained by mixing tetramethoxysilane (TMOS, 99%, 

Aldrich), deionized water (HPLC grade, Acros), absolute ethanol (200 proof, HPLC grade, Sigma-

Aldrich) and HCl (ACS grade, Fisher Scientific) in a small vial.  After addition of the above 

components, the sol was stirred for 1 h and was then allowed to age for an additional 24 h at room 

temperature in a dessicator.  Cetyltrimethylammonium bromide (CTAB, Aldrich) was then 

dissolved in the sol by vigorous stirring for 1 h.  The final molar ratio in the sols was typically 

1:49.1:0.01:12.3:0.2 for TMOS, ethanol, HCl, H2O and CTAB, respectively.  Dye-doped 

mesoporous silica films were prepared by adding an isopropanol solution of bis-N,N’-

(octyloxypropyl)perylene-3,4,9,10-tetracarboxylic diimide (OPPDI) to a portion of the above sol 

to yield a total dye concentration of 2 nM.  OPPDI was synthesized by following previously-

described procedures.216,217 Its structure is shown in Figure 4.1. 

 

 

Figure 4.1.  Chemical Structure of bis-N,N’-(octyloxypropyl)perylene-3,4,9,10-tetracarboxylic 

diimide (OPPDI) used as the fluorescent tracer in SMT experiments.  Reprinted with permission 

from Ref (22).  Copyright 2011 The Royal Society of Chemistry.   

 

Film deposition was accomplished by a method previously termed “vertical spin coating” in 

which the sample was spun along an axis parallel to the substrate plane.218  In this procedure, ~ 

100 µL of sol was spin cast (30s at 10,000 rpm) onto a plasma cleaned glass coverslip (Fisher 

Premium) immediately after addition of dye to the sol.  The films were subsequently dried 

overnight at room temperature in a dessicator before the experiment. The mean film thickness of 

the prepared films was determined to be 180 ± 20 nm by spectroscopic ellipsometry (α-SE, J. A. 

Woollam).  Surface profilometry measurements (XP-2, Ambios Technology) were used to confirm 

the film thickness obtained by ellipsometry and to quantify root-mean-square surface roughness, 
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which was found to be 9 ± 3 nm.  The latter value provides important confirmation that the films 

are continuous. 

The presence of hexagonally-ordered cylindrical mesopores in the films was confirmed by 

X-ray diffraction (XRD).206,214  X-ray measurements were performed on a Bruker D8-Advance 

powder X-ray diffractometer using Cu Kα-radiation (40 KV, 40 mA) at 1.54 Å with a 0.05o step 

size and a 3 s step time.  A representative XRD data is shown in Figure 4.2.   

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.2.  Typical X-Ray diffraction data from a surfactant-templated mesoporous silica film. 

The X-ray pattern is consistent with a hexagonal structure having characteristic (100) and (200) 

peaks at 2θ = 2.35º and 4.75º, respectively. Small intensity (110) and (220) peaks indicate that the 

sample also incorporates a small degree of 3D hexagonal or cubic symmetries.  The inset depicts 

the (110), (200) and (220) peaks from the sample.  Reprinted with permission from Ref (22).  

Copyright 2011 The Royal Society of Chemistry.   
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 4.2.2 Instrumentation 

All SMT studies were conducted on a wide-field fluorescence microscope as introduced in 

Chapter 3.  This system is built on an inverted epi-illumination microscope (Nikon Eclipse Ti), 

which was supported on a pneumatic vibration isolation table.  Light from a blue diode laser (488 

nm) was used to excite the dye molecules.  Prior to incidence on the sample, the laser light was 

passed though appropriate band-pass filters and polarization optics.  Both linear and circularly-

polarized light were employed in separate experiments. Linearly polarized light was produced by 

use of an appropriate polarizer and 488 nm half-wave plate (Special Optics). Circularly polarized 

light was obtained by inserting a 488 nm quarter-wave plate (Special Optics) into the beam path, 

with its optical axis rotated 45º from the incoming polarization.  For uniform illumination of the 

sample, the laser light was also passed through a diffuser.  It was subsequently reflected from a 

dichroic beamsplitter (505 nm cutoff) and into the back aperture of an oil-immersion objective 

(Nikon Apo TIRF 100x, 1.49 N.A.).  The incident laser power was maintained in the 0.5 – 1 mW 

range (estimated from measurements made just prior to the dichroic beamsplitter).  An electronic 

shutter was used to control sample illumination.  Fluorescence from the film was collected in 

reflection and was separated from the excitation light by passage back through the dichroic 

beamsplitter and appropriate bandpass (550 nm passband center wavelength, 40 nm width) and 

long-pass (515 nm cutoff) filters.  A back-illuminated EM-CCD camera (Andor iXon DU-897) 

was used as the detector. 

 Wide-field movies were recorded as 100 frame videos with 0.33 s exposure times per frame.  

The image size was 512 pixels x 512 pixels, corresponding to an 87 µm x 87 µm (1 pixel = 0.17 

µm) region in the sample.  1D diffusion in large ordered domains was only observed in previous 

studies after exposure of the films to high humidity environments.149  Therefore, prior to the 

recording of videos, the samples were hydrated for 1 h at a relative humidity (RH) of ~70 % and/or 

imaged under a mixture of ethanol and water vapor.  The same RH atmosphere was maintained 

throughout all experiments.   
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 4.2.3 Trajectory Analysis 

Orthogonal Regression Analysis of Trajectories.  The tracking of single molecules across 

multiple video frames requires detection of individual molecules (i.e., as single fluorescent spots), 

determination of their positions in each frame, and finally, linking of the individual fluorescent 

spots into trajectories.  The method employed is described in detail in Chapter 3.3.2 and 

effectively dissociates curved trajectories and those incorporating multiple 1D segments into 

separate 1D trajectories.  Quantitative analysis of individual trajectory segments was accomplished 

by implementation of orthogonal linear regression methods.201-203  This analysis provides the “best 

fit” (x,y) positions of the molecule being tracked in each trajectory, the orientation of the 1D 

trajectory segment (in the film plane), and estimates of errors in these parameters.  Common least 

squares regression methods cannot be employed because they implicitly neglect errors in the x 

data.   

The orthogonal regression procedure assumes both x and y positions are measured to similar 

levels of precision.  Single molecules are assumed to take a random walk in 1D about their mean 

position (x=0, y=0).  The measured position (xi, yi) is then defined by: 

 



xi  Ri cos i

yi  Ri sin i
 (Eqs. 4.1) 

where Ri represents the actual (i.e., error free) position along the 1D trajectory,  the angle (-90° – 

90°) of the trajectory segment with respect to the x axis (horizontal direction) in the video frames, 

and i the error in measuring the position of the molecule.  The mean position of each molecule is 

defined as <R> = 0.  

To facilitate development of the regression equations, Eqs. 4.1 may be rewritten as:   

 



xi  X i i

yi  X i tan i
 (Eqs. 4.2) 

where Xi represents the best estimate of the actual x position of the molecule.  The best-fit line (Yi 

= Xitan) yields the minimum total error between the measured data points and the line, with the 

error determined along the normal drawn from each point to the fitted line.  The best estimates of 

the actual molecule positions are represented by: 
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X i 
x i  y i tan

1 tan2

Yi 
x i  y i tan

1 tan2
tan

 (Eq. 4.3) 

The best-fit line is obtained by finding tan for which the sum of the squared residuals (SSR) 

between xi and Xi, and yi and Yi, is at a minimum: 

 SSR = 
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n 1 tan2 
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2
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n

  (Eq. 4.4) 

By setting the derivative of SSR with respect to tan equal to zero and solving, tan is found to 

be:  
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  (Eq. 4.6)  

The large sample approximation has been employed in defining Eqs. 4.6, greatly simplifying the 

derivation of the error expressions given below.202  In the present work, only data from trajectories 

≥ 25 frames in length are employed in the analysis.   

 The variance in the position measurement for each molecule (i.e., the errors in determining 

xi and yi) along each trajectory is given by:202,203 

 




2 
Syy 2Sxy tan  Sxx tan2

1 tan2
 (Eq. 4.7) 

Eq. 4.7 provides an estimate of the positioning error across the entire length of the trajectory.  

Errors in locating each molecule arise in part from finite noise levels in the fluorescence profile of 

its associated spot.140,187  However, the positioning error across the full trajectory length also 

includes errors from real deviations in the molecular position from a 1D trajectory.  As shown by 

Brauchle, et al., single molecules diffusing through mesoporous silica occasionally cross between 

neighboring channels.147  Furthermore, individual trajectories are likely to deviate from perfect 
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linearity due to deviations (i.e. subtle bends and kinks) in the channels.  Such behaviors are 

manifested as increased measurement error in the present model.  As a result, 




2 actually reflects 

the total deviation of each trajectory from a 1D model.   

The variance in the tangent of the estimated trajectory angle can also be determined:202,203 

 



 tan
2 


4 tan2  Sxy

2 tan 1 tan2 
nSxy

2
 (Eq. 4.8) 

where n is the number of data points in each trajectory segment.  The error in the trajectory angle, 

 is then obtained by further manipulation of Eq. 4.8: 

 



  tan cos2  (Eq. 4.9) 

Application of Eqs. 4.8 and 4.9 to individual trajectories (see below) provides a useful means for 

distinguishing 1D trajectories from those of 2D-diffusing and immobile molecules.   

 

 

Trajectory Angle Order Parameter.  Deviations in the individual trajectory angles from the 

mean orientation of trajectories within a given sample region affords an important quantitative 

measure of the degree of trajectory alignment.  A ubiquitous order parameter employed in systems 

of spherical symmetry is the average of the second Legendre polynomial 



P2   ,219 where 



  and 



 represents the mean trajectory orientation in a given sample region.  Here, we employ 

its 2D analog: 

 



P  2 cos2   1 (Eq. 4.10) 

in which the average represented by 



 is taken over all trajectories in a selected population, 

region or sample domain.  The value of 



P  ranges from one for perfectly ordered populations to 

zero for totally disordered populations.  
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Quantitative Assessment of Single-Molecule Populations.  In this study, single molecule 

populations were distinguished and separated based on a threshold value in the trajectory angle 

error.  Such value was obtained from the simulated wide field videos using custom simulation 

software written in the National Instruments LabView programming environment.  In these 

simulations, molecules were first positioned at random throughout the simulated region. Molecular 

diffusion was simulated by selecting the frame-to-frame step size (and direction) for each molecule 

from a Gaussian distribution (in each dimension) having a variance of 2Dt.  Here, t is the frame 

time (0.33 s) and D the diffusion coefficient of the mobile species.  Each video was 100 frames in 

length.  Videos simulating both 1D and 2D diffusion incorporated 100 molecules in a 43.5 µm x 

43.5 µm region. Each molecule was assigned a lifetime (i.e., time to photobleaching), generated 

at random from an exponential distribution having a mean lifetime of 13 s.  To maintain a constant 

concentration of molecules in the simulated region, bleaching of one molecule triggered 

positioning of a new molecule at a random position.  For 2D simulations, each molecule was 

assigned a diffusion coefficient of 3x10-12 cm2/s to properly model the experimental data, which 

depicts very slow diffusion for this population (see Figure 4.12).  Simulations of 1D molecular 

motion employed a diffusion coefficient of 3x10-10 cm2/s.  The S/N- ratio in the images was set to 

a value that closely approximated the experimental data.  The simulated videos were analyzed in 

a manner identical to analysis of the experimental videos.  Figure 4.3A depicts the distribution of 

trajectory angle errors obtained from three separate simulations of 2D-diffusing species.  

Appended to Figure 4.3A is a Log Normal fit to the data. This fit was used to determine the 

probability that 2D-diffusing molecules would be erroneously classified as 1D-diffusing.  As 

described in the main text, trajectories having σθ < 3.35o were classified as 1D-diffusing molecules, 

while those with σθ ≥ 3.35° were classified as 2D-diffusing or immobile molecules. The area under 

the Log Normal fit below the threshold was 5.5% of the total area under the curve, indicating a 

5.5% error rate at which 2D trajectories will accidentally be classified as 1D trajectories.  Figure 

4.3B depicts the distribution of the trajectory variance ratio from the same data set and its fit to a 

Log Normal function.  An error rate of 5.5% occurs in this data at a variance ratio of 0.197, the 

threshold value used for separation of 1D and 2D trajectories based on variance ratio data. 
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Figure 4.3.  A) Distribution of trajectory angle error (σθ) derived from three simulated movies.  

Also shown is a Log Normal fit to the data (solid line).  The latter was used to determine the error 

rate for a threshold of σθ = 3.35°.  B)  Distribution of the trajectory variance ratio and Log Normal 

fit (solid line).  The variance ratio threshold for distinguishing 1D from 2D-diffusing and immobile 

molecules was determined to be 0.197.  Reprinted with permission from Ref (22).  Copyright 2011 

The Royal Society of Chemistry.   
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 4.3 Results and Discussion 

 4.3.1 Observation of Single Molecule Motion in Mesoporous Silica Films 

SMT data recorded on a wide-field fluorescence microscope were used to monitor the 

diffusion of single molecules in mesoporous silica thin films.  Figure 4.4A shows a representative 

frame from one such data.  Single OPPDI molecules appear as bright round diffraction-limited 

(250 nm in width) fluorescent spots.  The majority of these spots is observed to move in from 

frame to frame and was linked into trajectories as described in Chapter 3.  As we seek information 

on the orientation and degree of alignment of 1D trajectory segments, the automated procedure 

employed was designed to split trajectories exhibiting two or more linear segments into separate 

trajectories.  Figure 4.4B plots all trajectories recorded in the SMT data.  As is apparent from the 

trajectory data, a large number of linear (1D) trajectory segments are observed, with the majority 

oriented approximately along the horizontal direction on the image.  In addition, SMT videos 

recorded under linearly-polarized excitation light demonstrate that the dye diffuses in an aligned 

state149 through these regions (Figure 4.5).   

The data depicted in Figure 4.4A were recorded under circularly-polarized excitation, 

allowing for efficient excitation and detection of all dye molecules oriented in the film plane.  In 

contrast, SMT videos recorded under linearly-polarized excitation provide additional information 

on the orientation of molecules diffusing through the mesopores.149  Figures 4.5AB depict 

representative frames from Videos 2 and 3 of identical sample regions recorded using orthogonal 

excitation polarizations.  Figures 4.5CD plot the trajectories determined from each video and show 

that trajectories exhibiting 1D motion along the vertical direction appear when the excitation light 

is polarized along this direction.  Likewise, trajectories oriented along the horizontal direction 

appear when the incident light is polarized along the horizontal direction.  As the transition dipole 

associated with excitation of OPPDI by 488 nm light is known to be polarized along the molecular 

long axis (Figure 4.1),220,221 it is concluded the dye diffuses in an aligned state, with its long axis 

oriented parallel to the local channel axis.  Similar conclusions have been drawn for diffusion of 

terylene diimides in related materials.149   
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Figure 4.4.  A)  Representative frame of a 100 frame SMT video depicting single molecule 

motions in a CTAB templated mesoporous silica thin film.  Fluorescence in this video was excited 

using circularly-polarized light.  B)  Trajectories depicting the motions of the individual probe 

molecules across the full 100 frames of the video.   Reprinted with permission from Ref (22).  

Copyright 2011 The Royal Society of Chemistry.   
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Figure 4.5.  A) and B)  Representative frames of two separate 100 frame videos recorded from 

identical regions of a surfactant-templated mesoporous silica thin film.  Fluorescence in these 

videos was excited using linearly polarized light, as designated by the appended white arrows.  C) 

and D) Trajectories depicting the motions of the individual molecules in these videos.  To enhance 

trajectory visibility, only those ≥ 10 frames in length are shown.  Reprinted with permission from 

Ref (22).  Copyright 2011 The Royal Society of Chemistry. 
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 4.3.2 Mesopore Alignment by Vertical Spin Coating 

It is noteworthy that the mesopore orientation expected from the “vertical spin-coating” 

procedure218 employed for sample preparation is along the horizontal direction (to within ~ ±10°).  

Unfortunately, collection of a large number of SMT data to date has shown no detectable 

preference, on average, for mesopore alignment along this direction.  Figure 4.6 presents another 

typical image of mesoporous silica films and associated trajectories obtained from a similar 

sample.  This sample region shows clear evidence for the presence of at least two distinct grains 

having different (nearly orthogonal) trajectory orientations.  Neither is oriented exactly along the 

expected direction (horizontal).  These observations suggest that the surfactant micelles and 

mesopores form (or form ordered domains) only after most of the solvent has evaporated, and 

hence, are not aligned by the shear forces active during spin coating.  

Confinement of molecular motion to 1D trajectories in these videos is attributed to 

entrapment of the molecules within cylindrical channels running through the mesoporous films.147-

149  XRD data (Figure 4.2) provides clear evidence for the presence of hexagonally ordered 

mesopores oriented in the film plane.206,214  It is therefore concluded that the molecules exhibiting 

1D trajectories are diffusing through these channels, with the individual trajectory segments 

depicting the direction of local channel orientation.  The large number of oriented trajectories 

indicates that these materials incorporate relatively large domains (up to tens of microns in size) 

of oriented mesopores.  Bräuchle and coworkers have provided direct evidence in support of such 

an assignment by comparing high-resolution TEM images of mesoporous materials to single 

molecule diffusion trajectories obtained from identical sample regions.147  They did not, however, 

provide a quantitative assessment of trajectory orientations and channel order which will be the 

major topic of this study.   
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Figure 4.6.  A)  Representative frame of a 100-frame video depicting single molecule motions in 

a surfactant-templated mesoporous silica thin film.  The SMT data were recorded in another film 

region as compared to Figure 1.  Fluorescence in this video was excited using circularly-polarized 

light.  B)  Trajectories depicting the motions of the individual molecules across the full 100 frames.  

The data revealed the presence of three distinct grains of coherent orientation in the silica thin film.  

Reprinted with permission from Ref (22).  Copyright 2011 The Royal Society of Chemistry.   
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 4.3.3 Analysis of Single-Molecule Trajectory Data 

Assessment of 1D trajectory orientation and order requires that 1D-diffusing molecules first 

to be separated from those of immobile or 2D-diffusing molecules.  While the trajectories can be 

qualitatively separated by simple observation, information on the level of error associated with 

trajectory classification can only be obtained by more quantitative methods.  Fortunately, the 

orthogonal regression method provides the quantitative means for making such a determination, 

namely, through the error in the fitted trajectory angle (, Eqn. 10).  The trajectory variance ratio 

(





2 /



R

2 , from Eqns. 7 and 8) affords an alternative, equally valid means for making this 

determination (see experimental section).  

Because the error estimators given in Eqns. 7-10 are only valid for relatively large data sets, 

this analysis was only performed for trajectories ≥ 25 frames in length.  Figure 4.7 depicts 

representative trajectories and their fits (top), and histograms of the individual step angles in each 

(bottom).222  Included are examples of linear trajectories showing clear evidence of 1D diffusion 

(Figures 4.7AB).  These trajectories exhibit angle errors () of 0.4° and 1.0°, respectively, along 

with trajectory variance ratios of 0.003 and 0.0025.  Also shown are examples of trajectories 

having values of 4.7° and 7.7° and variance ratios of 0.430 and 0.663 (Figures 4.7CD, 

respectively).  These two trajectories are attributed to immobile and 2D-diffusing molecules, 

respectively.  The latter likely reflects diffusion on the surface of the silica film or in disordered 

porous film regions.  The presence of immobile species reflects the possibility for molecular 

adsorption to film surfaces214,215 or entrapment in small pores.149  Diffusion coefficients reported 

below provide support for the assignment of these two populations.   
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Figure 4.7.  Top: Representative trajectories recorded in the silica films and fits to these data using 

the orthogonal regression analysis. A), B) Trajectories showing 1D diffusion and having trajectory 

angle errors () of 0.4o and 1.0o, respectively.  C), D) Representative trajectories depicting 

immobile and 2D-diffusing single molecules with  values of 4.7o and 7.7o, respectively.  Bottom:  

Histograms depicting the single-step angles for the trajectories shown in A) to D).  Each of these 

distributions is fit to a Gaussian curve to determine the mean step angle.  Reprinted with permission 

from Ref (22).  Copyright 2011 The Royal Society of Chemistry.   
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 4.3.4 Assessment of Single Molecule Populations 

The individual trajectories in the SMT data were separated into two sub-populations based 

on their  values.  Figure 4.8A plots the distribution in  obtained for all trajectories (≥ 25 

frames in length).  Appended to Figure 4.8A is a Gaussian fit to the peak encompassing the 

smallest  values.  This fit was used to determine a threshold of  = 3.35°, below which all 

trajectories were classified as 1D trajectories.  Trajectories having  ≥ 3.35° were classified as 

2D-diffusing or immobile molecules.  The threshold employed corresponds to a value of 2.33+µ 

where  represents the standard deviation of the Gaussian and µ its peak position.  This threshold 

was selected to ensure 99% of the trajectories falling within this distribution would be counted as 

1D trajectories.  An estimate of the likelihood that 2D/immobile trajectories are erroneously 

incorporated in the 1D population was obtained by applying the same analysis to simulated data 

from “immobile” and 2D-diffusing molecules, as described in section 4.2.2.  These results show 

that ~ 5.6% of the “immobile” molecules would be erroneously incorporated into the 1D 

population (see Figure 4.3), whereas as many as ~ 27% of rapidly diffusing 2D species may be 

incorporated with a threshold of  = 3.35°.  As shown below, the vast majority of 2D/immobile 

molecules diffuse very slowly, indicating the actual error rate is likely close to 5.6%.  Figures 

4.8BC depict histograms of the 1D-diffusing and 2D/immobile populations determined based on 

this threshold.  Figure 4.9 depicts the results obtained from a similar analysis employing the 

trajectory variance ratio metric instead.  Comparison of the histograms shown in Figures 4.8BC 

and those in Figure 4.9BC shows that these two methods yield virtually identical results.   

As is apparent from the data shown in Figure 4.8, approximately one half (48%) of the 153 

trajectories analyzed exhibit 1D diffusion, with the remainder comprising 2D-diffusing and 

immobile populations. The histogram shown in Figure 4.8B incorporates a single peak, 

demonstrating that a single population of similarly-oriented trajectories is found in this region of 

the sample.  The histogram peak position for the 1D-diffusing molecules (Figure 4.8B,  < 3.35°) 

provides a direct measure of the mean trajectory alignment, and hence, the average orientation of 

the mesopores in the region imaged.  Here, the mesopores are found to align, on average, very 

close to horizontal on the image, having 



 3.1o
.   
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Figure 4.8.  A)  Distribution of trajectory angle error () derived from the data in Figure 4-4.  

Also shown is a Gaussian fit to the smallest distribution peak.  The latter was used to determine 

the threshold ( = 3.35o) for distinguishing 1D- from 2D-diffusing and immobile molecules. B), 

C)  Distributions of trajectory angles for 1D-diffusing ( < 3.35o) and for 2D-diffusing, immobile 

( ≥ 3.35o) probe molecules, respectively.  D), E)  Corresponding distributions of trajectory angles 

determined from the average step angle for each trajectory.  Only data for trajectories ≥ 25 frames 

in length are shown.  Reprinted with permission from Ref (22).  Copyright 2011 The Royal Society 

of Chemistry.   
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Figure 4.9.  A) Distribution of 




2/



 R

2  values derived from SMT data in Figure 4-4.  Variance 

ratios for 1D-diffusing and 2D/immobile populations are shown in black and gray, respectively.  

The data were divided into two populations using a threshold of 




2/



 R

2  = 0.197. B), C)  

Distributions of trajectory angles for 1D-diffusing species and for 2D-diffusing/immobile species, 

respectively.  D), E)  Corresponding distributions of trajectory angles determined from the average 

step angle for each trajectory.  Only data for trajectories ≥ 25 frames in length are shown.  These 

results are nearly identical to those shown in Figure 4-8.  Reprinted with permission from Ref 

(22).  Copyright 2011 The Royal Society of Chemistry.   
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 4.3.5 Quantitative Assessment of Mesopore Order 

The variations in the measured trajectory angles provide important physical insights into the 

degree of trajectory angle alignment, which directly reflects the degree of mesopore alignment in 

ordered domains of mesoporous silica thin films.  Disordered sample regions produce broad 

distributions, while perfectly ordered materials will produce very narrow ones.  While visual 

inspection of the histogram width affords a qualitative view of trajectory alignment, the order 

parameter 



P  provides a quantitative measurement of order.  It can be calculated using the 

following equation: 



P  2 cos2   1 (Eq. 4.11) 

For the data shown in Figure 4.8B, 



P  = 0.90 ± 0.07 (average ± 95% confidence interval), 

consistent with a mean angular deviation from 



 of 13.1o.  For comparison purposes, simulated 

videos having similar characteristics (i.e., signal-to-noise, bleaching rates, etc.,) to the 

experimental data and incorporating perfectly ordered trajectories were generated.  Figure 4.10 

shows the results of such data with 



P  = 0.998, indicating 



P  from the experimental data reflects 

real materials disorder, and is not simply due to measurement error.  This conclusion is supported 

by the fact that the mean trajectory angle error (1.8o) from the experimental data would also yield 

an order parameter of 0.998, were the trajectories perfectly ordered.   
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Figure 4.10.  A) Trajectories from simulations of 1D-diffusing molecules.  B), C) Distributions of 

trajectory angles for simulated 1D-diffusing and simulated 2D-diffusing species, respectively.  In 

A), all trajectories were assigned an angle of -12.5o.  All molecules were assigned diffusion 

coefficients of D = 3.0x10-10 cm2/s.  All simulation conditions (image area, dye concentration, 

bleaching rate, signal-to-noise ratio, etc.) were set to approximate those of the experimental data 

described in the main text.  Reprinted with permission from Ref (22).  Copyright 2011 The Royal 

Society of Chemistry.   
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 4.3.6 Single-Step Analysis of SMT Data 

To confirm the efficacy of the orthogonal regression analysis, trajectory orientations were 

also determined by calculating the average of the single-step angles for each trajectory.222   Figure 

4.7 (bottom) presents a graphical depiction of this process in which the single-step angle 

histograms were fit to Gaussian functions to determine the mean angle.  Histograms derived from 

all of the trajectories analyzed are plotted in Figures 4.8DE.  The average trajectory orientation (



  0.5o) and order parameter (



P  = 0.90 ± 0.06) for the 1D-diffusing population (Figure 4.8D) 

are similar to those determined above from the orthogonal regression.  The average orientations (

o8.11 , 



 4.4o
) and order parameters (<P> = 0.70 ±0.10, <P> = 0.62 ± 0.14) of the 

2D/immobile populations (regression, single-step angle data, respectively) are also similar. The 

relatively large 



P  values obtained from the 2D-diffusing/immobile population likely reflect 

inclusion of some oriented 1D trajectories. Simulated videos of 2D-diffusing populations (see 

Figure 4.10C) yielded 



P  = 0.00±0.13 as expected, when analyzed by the regression method.  

Nevertheless, the similarities of the regression and step angle results confirm the validity of the 

trajectory angles determined by the regression method.  The advantages of the regression method 

include its simplicity and computational efficiency, and the ability to objectively differentiate 

between 1D and 2D/immobile trajectories. 
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 4.3.7 Observation of Domaining in Mesoporous Silica Films 

While the sample region analyzed above (Figure 4.4) incorporates a relatively large region 

of ordered mesopores, it is more common to find two or more differently-oriented regions within 

a single video.  Figure 4.6 depict one such region.  Visual inspection of these data shows the 

presence of at least two different domains.  The left half of the video incorporates trajectories 

aligned close to the horizontal direction, while the right half depicts trajectories oriented closer to 

vertical.  The trajectories determined from this video were again separated into 1D-diffusing and 

2D/immobile populations.  The 1D-diffusing trajectories showed clear evidence for incorporation 

of three distinct, differently-oriented populations in this video.  Figure 4.11A plots these 

trajectories.  The three populations are labeled a, b, and c and are color coded to clearly depict the 

trajectories included in each.  Figure 4.11B plots histograms showing the trajectory angles 

determined for these three populations.  Populations a, b, and c yield average angles of -64.8o, -

12.6o and 54.8o, respectively.  They yield order parameters, 



P , of 0.89 ± 0.05, 0.89 ± 0.03, and 

0.87 ± 0.17 (average ± 95% confidence intervals).  The latter correspond to mean angular 

deviations from 



 for each population of 13.6o, 13.6o and 14.8o, respectively.  

It is noteworthy that all four populations analyzed from Figures 4.4 and 4.6 yield statistically 

indistinguishable order parameters, suggesting that the degree of alignment for the open, 1D 

mesopores found in these regions is similar.  Taken together with the observation that the ordered 

domains are not appreciably aligned by spin coating, this result suggests that the ordered 

assemblies of silica-encapsulated micelles self-assemble on the sample surface during spin 

coating, as the solvent evaporates.223 

As a final caveat, it should be noted that under more general circumstances, proper inclusion 

of the 2D-diffusing/immobile populations in the assessment of materials order may suggest a lower 

level of materials order.  However, as shown in the following section, the 2D/immobile population 

in the present studies exhibits diffusion coefficients that are, on average, ~ 40 times smaller than 

the 1D-diffusing population.  It is concluded that the vast majority of these molecules are 

adsorbed/entrapped on/in the materials and therefore, their trajectories afford no information 

related to alignment of the open channels that support 1D diffusion.   
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Figure 4.11.  A) Trajectories and B) trajectory angle histograms for 1D-diffusing molecules shown 

in Figure 4.6.  Only trajectories ≥ 25 frames in length are shown.  The trajectories have been 

divided into three distinct populations, labeled a, b, and c, based on trajectory angle and region 

within the image area.  C) Average tilt angles, the order parameter and the standard deviation of 

the angle distribution of the three grains are summarized.  Reprinted with permission from Ref 

(22).  Copyright 2011 The Royal Society of Chemistry. 
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 4.3.8 Estimation of the Single-Molecule Diffusion Coefficients 

The assignment of the two single-molecule populations described above as 1D-diffusing and 

2D-diffusing/immobile populations is supported by the diffusion coefficients measured for each.  

An estimate of the mean diffusion coefficient in each case was obtained by calculating the mean 

square displacement (MSD) along each trajectory. The average MSD for each trajectory was 

determined by first calculating the MSD for a series of time delays between one and 20 frames and 

then calculating the average slope of the MSD vs delay-time line.  Histograms depicting the 

measured values are shown in Figure 4.12.  Average diffusion coefficients were measured to be 

1.6x10-10 cm2/s for the 1D-diffusing ( < 3.35°) and 4.3x10-12 cm2/s for the 2D-

diffusing/immobile single molecules.  The latter suggests the vast majority of molecules in the  

≥ 3.35° population are immobile.  The former is similar to the diffusion coefficients reported in a 

number of earlier studies of related materials.  For example, Zuerner, et al.147 reported a mean 1D 

diffusion coefficient of 3.0x10-10 cm2/s for a terylene diimide dye diffusing through mesoporous 

silica under a chloroform-containing atmosphere.  Likewise, Ye et al.215 reported a diffusion 

coefficient for Nile Red of 2.7x10-10 cm2/s in nearly identical mesoporous silica materials, as 

determined from fluorescence correlation spectroscopy experiments performed under a humid 

atmosphere. 

 

 

Figure 4.12.  Histograms depicting the diffusion coefficients obtained from MSD measurements 

along individual trajectories for A) 1D-diffusing ( < 3.35°) and B) 2D-diffusing/immobile ( ≥ 

3.35°) populations.  Reprinted with permission from Ref (22).  Copyright 2011 The Royal Society 

of Chemistry.   
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4.3.9 Precision of Single Molecule Localization 

As a final point, it is noted that the precision of single molecule localization has a direct 

bearing on the spread of the angles determined by orthogonal regression methods.  As is now well-

known, the precision to which a particular fluorescent spot can be located is often much better than 

the diffraction limit and is largely dependent upon the S/N ratio.139,140  The precision of localization 

may be determined directly from the S/N ratio, or from the error in fitting the individual spots to 

Gaussian profiles.  For 1D trajectories, an estimate of the particle localization precision can be 

obtained from the orthogonal regression analysis, as defined in Eq. 4.7.  The localization variances 

determined for the data in Figure 4.4 are plotted in Figure 4.13.  These data depict mean 

positioning errors (standard deviations) of σ = 49 nm for 1D trajectories.  The minimum 

positioning error observed was 18 nm and the maximum was 95 nm.  Previously, a localization 

precision of ~ 5 nm has been reported in mesoporous silica149.  The larger errors exhibited here 

may reflect a reduction in S/N, but likely also arise from additional molecular mobility due to 

crossing of the molecules between neighboring channels and from subtle bends and kinks in the 

channels that cause the trajectories to deviate from perfect linearity.  Due to the relatively limited 

spatial resolution (ca. 49 nm) in the present experiments, only deviations occurring on length 

scales greater than ~ 50 nm are detectable.  The present data cannot, for example, be used to detect 

molecular scale (i.e. 1-3 nm) bends and kinks in the mesopores.   Nevertheless, the positioning 

error data provides valuable information on the length scale over which the alignment and order 

parameter results are valid.  Based on this knowledge, it may be concluded the mesoporous 

materials are well ordered on distances ranging from ~ 50 nm up to tens of microns, the size of the 

individual domains observed.   

 

 

Figure 4.13.  Histogram depicting the positioning error for trajectories having  < 3.35o (>24 

frames in length) as shown in Figure 4.4.  Reprinted with permission from Ref (22).  Copyright 

2011 The Royal Society of Chemistry.   
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 4.4 Conclusion 

In conclusion, we have established an orthogonal regression procedure for the analysis of 1D 

diffusion trajectories observed in SMT/SPT experiments.  This analysis provides quantitative 

measurements of the trajectory angle describing single molecule motion.  It also provides estimates 

of the errors in trajectory angle and particle position.  Histograms depicting the distribution of 

trajectory angles provide valuable information on materials order.  The utility of this method was 

demonstrated by its application to the analysis of 1D diffusion in well-characterized STMS thin 

films, for which trajectory orientation data affords quantitative information on the (in plane) 

orientation of individual cylindrical mesopores.  Quantitative order parameter data were obtained 

from the trajectories angles for four distinct sample regions.  These data show that while average 

trajectory orientation varies significantly between domains, the order parameters obtained from 

these domains (and hence, mesopore order) remains relatively constant.  This analysis is broadly 

applicable to any SMT/SPT data in which 1D motion of the particles is expected.  

In the following few chapters, the orthogonal regression method was used to quantitatively 

assess the SMT data recorded in CF-PS-b-PEO films.  SMT measurements were employed for the 

characterization of the aligned PEO microdomains in these materials induced by directional 

solution flow and SVP of organic solvent vapor.  We applied the method to discuss the orientation 

and sizes of individual microdomains, as well as the microdomain organization in the materials.  

Systematic SMT measurements at multiple lateral position and across the film depth was employed 

to investigate the effect of various sample preparation conditions (e.g. flow rate, concentration, 

temperature, organic solvent) on the microdomain alignment in these films and to reveal possible 

mechanisms.  The utility of the orthogonal regression method allowed valuable data to be extracted 

from the SMT measurements and provided a unique means for the quantitative assessment of the 

microdomain structures in CF-PS-b-PEO films.   
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Chapter 5 - SMT Studies of Flow-Induced Microdomain Alignment 

in CF-PS-b-PEO Films. 

Reproduced with permission from The American Chemical Society 

Published as: Tran-Ba, K.-H., Higgins, D. A., Ito, T. J. Phys. Chem. B 2014, 118, 11406-11415 

 

 5.1 Introduction 

This chapter describes the systematic investigation of the flow-induced alignment of 

cylindrical PEO microdomains in thin CF-PS-b-PEO films using SMT methods.22  The results 

offer valuable assessment of the microdomain alignment and also reveal possible mechanisms in 

the alignment approach.  In the past, BCP films and monoliths comprising aligned cylindrical 

microdomains have been successfully prepared using the flow of a polymer melt or concentrated 

solution.26,117  These nanostructures were aligned by applied shear forces acting on the phase-

separated nanofeatures as a result of the flow of molten or viscous BCP solution along confined 

geometries.224  Conventional methods afforded valuable data on the overall morphologies in 

macroscopic samples regions (> 10 µm or larger).  However, these methods could not be used to 

characterize the microscopic (or smaller) morphologies.  This is particularly crucial for BCPs 

materials consisting of a mixture of micrometer-scale grain structures.95,225   

In this study, SMT methods have been employed to study the microscopic microdomain 

morphology in flow-aligned CF-PS-b-PEO films using SMT methods.  The results reveal the 

usefulness of SMT for the assessment of spatially heterogeneous nanomaterials.  CF-PS-b-PEO 

films were prepared under nitrogen atmosphere by depositing its benzene solution on a glass 

coverslip and overlaying it with a second rectangular coverslip (Figure 5.1c), followed by 

subsequent solvent evaporation.  The solution flowed through the gap between the two glass plates 

primarily based on the pressure applied by the upper coverslip.  Microdomain alignment was 

investigated by recording the diffusional motions of individual fluorescent SRB molecules (Figure 

5.1b) in the SMT experiments.  The SRB probe molecules were observed to preferentially partition 

into cylindrical PEO microdomains.23  The morphologies and orientations of individual 

microdomains and the extent of their order were quantitatively assessed from single molecule 

trajectories using orthogonal regression methods.22  Here, sandwiched CF-PS-b-PEO films were 
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prepared at different drying temperatures (T = 20, 40, 60 °C) and CF-PS-b-PEO concentrations (C 

= 20, 30, 40% w/w) to explore the dependence of microdomain orientation and organization on 

these parameters.  Subsequently, SMT data in thin PS-b-PEO films prepared at different solution 

flow rates (v = 1, 3, 5 mm/s) were measured at different distances from the film-substrate interface 

to explore the role of shear flow in inducing PEO microdomain alignment.  Importantly, the SMT 

data revealed the presence of µm-scale grain morphologies in the PS-b-PEO films, and thus 

allowed the quantitative assessment of order and orientation for cylindrical PEO microdomains in 

individual grains at ambient conditions.   

 

 

 5.2 Experimental Section 

 5.2.1 Chemicals and Materials 

CF-PS-b-PEO (PS, Mn = 42 000 g/mol: PEO, Mn = 11 500 g/ mol; PS volume fraction = 0.8; 

Mw/Mn = 1.07) was purchased from Polymer Source and used as received.  HPLC-grade benzene 

and ACS-grade SRB were purchased from Acros Organics and used without further purification.  

A glass coverslip (FisherFinest Premium; 25 x 25 mm2, 0.2 mm thick) and a rectangularly-cut 

thinner glass slide (Goldseal® Cover Glass; 22 x 7 mm2, 0.1 mm thick) were used as substrate and 

top piece, respectively.  PS-b-PEO solutions prepared in benzene were adjusted to be 20, 30 and 

40% w/w.  A 200 nM SRB solution in methanol was added to a PS-b-PEO solution to yield 

nominally 5 nM dye (in the PEO microdomains after solvent evaporation) for film preparation.  

The SRB probe molecules were observed to preferentially partition into cylindrical PEO 

microdomains due to complexation of the sodium counteraction with ethylene oxide.23  In fact, 

optical fluorescence images of PS-PEO homopolymer films containing SRB dyes showed that the 

intense fluorescence is primarily originated from phase-separated PEO regions (Figure 5.1). 
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Figure 5.1.  Chemical structures of (a) CF-PS-b-PEO and (b) SRB.  (c) Schematic illustration of 

the procedure used to prepare a sandwiched CF-PS-b-PEO film: A droplet (12.5, 25, 50 µL) of 

PS-b-PEO solution, placed on an underlying glass coverslip (top), was sandwiched by a 

rectangular glass plate to induce the directional flow of the solution via a pressure applied by the 

top piece (middle).  The solution spread along the gap between the two substrates to form a uniform 

film (bottom).  The film was dried at constant temperature (T = 20, 40, 60 °C) under N2 atmosphere 

for 4, 2 or 1 days prior to the SMT measurements.  Each sample was measured at five different in-

plane positions (red dots; bottom right) along the flow direction at z ≈ 1 µm.  Here, x = 0 mm 

corresponds to the right edge of the droplet prior to flowing.  SMT videos were also acquired at 

different vertical positions (z = 1, 10 and 20-35 µm; bottom left).  Reprinted with permission from 

Ref (24).  Copyright 2014 The American Chemical Society.   
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 5.2.2 Sample Preparation 

SRB-doped CF-PS-b-PEO films were prepared in a nitrogen-filled glove box (relative 

humidity < 20%) according to the following procedure (Figure 5.2c):  A droplet of a CF-PS-b-

PEO solution (12.5, 25 or 50 µL) containing SRB dye was placed on a glass coverslip, and 

immediately sandwiched by placing a rectangular-shaped glass slide over the droplet.  The solution 

flowed between the two glass plates from one end of the rectangular slide to the other, primarily 

due to the pressure applied by the top piece.  The flow rate of the polymer solution, which was 

measured by recording a video during sample preparation, could be increased by using a larger 

volume of the CF-PS-b-PEO solution.  The increase in flow rate for larger droplet volumes (e.g. 

50 µL) could be attributed to the smaller drag force experienced by the solution farther from the 

solution-substrate interface.  Prior to SMT experiments, sandwiched films were dried in the glove 

box at 20, 40 or 60 °C for four days, two days or one day, respectively.  The different drying 

durations at different drying temperatures were required to adjust the diffusion rate of single 

molecules so that they were suitable for the SMT measurements.  It should be noted that flow-

induced microdomain order and orientation obtained under each set of conditions seemed to be 

retained, regardless of the drying duration (data not shown).  

 

 5.2.3 SMT Measurements 

All SMT data collection was performed on a wide-field fluorescence microscope that was 

described in detail in Chapter 3.2.22  .  All SMT videos were 1000 frames in length and were 

recorded with a cycle time of 60 ms per frame, an electron-multiplying gain of 30 and a readout 

rate of 10 MHz.  The SMT videos were recorded of 16 x 16 μm2 film regions as 128 pixels x 128 

pixels data (2 x 2 binning; 1 pixel = 125 nm).  All imaging studies were conducted in air (20 - 30 

% relative humidity), and at room temperature (T ≈ 20 °C).  All SMT video data were first recorded 

at five different locations along the flow direction of a sandwich film (Figure 5.2c, bottom right) 

near the film-substrate interface (z ≈ 1 µm).  Each of the locations was evenly separated at 

millimeter intervals along the centerline of the sample.  The first measurement was conducted at x 

≈ 1 mm from the edge of the initial polymer droplet.  In addition, SMT measurements were carried 

out at different vertical distances from the interface (z = 1, 10, 20 - 35 µm) at a fixed horizontal 

position (x) (Figure 5.2c, bottom left).  All SMT measurements were performed in partly solvent-
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swollen films after being dried for 1 - 4 days at 20 – 60 ºC, whereas negligible molecular motion 

was observed in films after complete solvent removal at 230 °C under vacuum (< 1 torr) 

overnight.23   

 

 5.2.4 SMT Data Analysis. 

The SMT data were analyzed after generating single molecule trajectories according to the 

procedures reported previously.22,23  Single molecule trajectories were obtained by linking the 

positions of individual molecules in consecutive frames.  The molecular positions in each video 

frame were determined by using the ImageJ software.  In this study, single molecule trajectories > 

9 consecutive frames in length were analyzed and discussed.  Each trajectory was fitted to a straight 

line using orthogonal regression methods.22,23  1D, 2D and immobile trajectories, reflecting 1D-

diffusing, 2D-diffusing and immobile molecules, were distinguished based on the variation in 

single molecule positions across (𝜎𝛿) and along (𝜎𝑅) the trajectories.  Specifically, trajectories with 

𝜎𝛿 > 48 nm and 𝜎𝑅 ≥ 77 nm were classified as 2D, while those with 𝜎𝛿 ≤ 48 nm and 𝜎𝑅 ≥ 77 nm 

were classified as 1D.  Trajectories with 𝜎𝛿 ≤ 48 nm and 𝜎𝑅 < 77 nm were identified as Immobile.  

The threshold values for 𝜎𝛿 and 𝜎𝑅 were estimated from Monte-Carlo simulations of single 

molecule diffusion.  These simulations employed a signal-to-noise (S/N) ratio and a diffusion 

coefficient similar to the experimental SMT data.25,27  The in-plane orientation of each 1D 

trajectory was discussed by determining the tilt angle, θ, of the fitted straight line relative to the 

solution flow direction (θ = 0°).  The average in-plane orientation of 1D trajectories, �̅�, in a single 

grain was determined by fitting each θ-distribution to a Gaussian function.  The in-plane order 

parameter of 1D trajectories, <P>, in a single grain was determined from the standard deviation 

of the Gaussian fit, σ = <∆θ>, using Eq. 5.1:121 

<P> = 2cos2<∆θ> - 1 (Eq. 5.1) 

It should be noted that the present study is focused on discussing the orientation and order of PEO 

microdomains obtained from single molecule diffusional motions, but not on single-molecule 

diffusion rates due to the ill-controlled solvent content in the films.23  The radius of cylindrical 

PEO domains was estimated from 1D trajectories17,23 to be 11 ± 7 nm (average ± standard 

deviation; obtained from 1424 trajectories in 30 SMT videos recorded for PS-b-PEO films 

prepared at T = 40 °C, C = 30% w/w, v = 5 mm/s and z = 1 µm), which was close to that in a dried 
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film (14 ± 2 nm, from AFM images).  The large standard deviation from the SMT measurement is 

primarily due to the limited S/N of the data.23  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.2.  Optical (left) and fluorescence (right) images (167 x 223 µm2) measured from the 

same area of a SRB-doped thin film prepared from a toluene solution containing PS (412,000 

g/mol) and PEO (12,000 g/mol) homopolymers (PS : PEO = 89 : 11).  These polymers were 

purchased from Polymer Source.  A toluene solution containing 1.25 wt% PS and 0.15 wt% PEO 

in addition to SRB (4 nM if the dye uniformly distributed) was spin-coated on a glass coverslip 

(2000 rpm, 30 sec), and then dried under ambient conditions for one day.  The ellipsometric 

thickness of the film was 68 nm.  Fluorescence was observed only at the dots shown in the left 

image.  The number of dots was larger in a film containing PS : PEO = 82 : 18  (data not shown).  

These images were measured using a 40X objective lens.  Reprinted with permission from Ref 

(23).  Copyright 2012 The American Chemical Society.   
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5.3 Results and Discussion 

In this study, SMT was used to investigate the alignment of cylindrical PEO microdomains 

in PS-b-PEO films induced by pressure-driven solution flow between two glass plates.  A PS-b-

PEO film was formed by sandwiching its benzene solution between two rectangular glass slides 

(Figure 5.2c).  The placement of the top glass slide led to the directional flow of the solution, 

which was expected to induce microdomain alignment in the flow direction by a shear force.  SMT 

measurements were carried out for films that were dried to remove the majority of solvent.  Such 

films showed the diffusional motion of SRB molecules.23   

In the past, BCP microdomain alignment induced by solution flow was experimentally 

demonstrated118,136 and theoretically explained.226  It was reported that microdomains were better 

aligned when BCP monoliths were prepared from a more viscous, concentrated BCP solution at 

higher flow rate, i.e., in the presence of a larger flow-induced shear force.134,135  In addition, the 

deterioration of microdomain alignment was reported if the monoliths were dried slowly.118  

Considering the requirement to use partially-solvent swollen CF-PS-b-PEO films for SMT 

measurements,23 we first studied the effects of drying temperature (T = 20, 40, 60 °C) on 

microdomain alignment in CF-PS-b-PEO films.  Subsequently, we assessed microdomain 

alignment in films prepared at different CF-PS-b-PEO concentrations (C = 20, 30, 40% w/w) to 

find a solution composition suitable for the film preparation method shown in Figure 5.2c.  Then, 

we investigated microdomain alignment in CF-PS-b-PEO films prepared at different flow rates (v 

= 1, 3, 5 mm/s) by controlling the solution volume (see Experimental).  SMT data measured at 

different vertical positions (z = 1, 10, 20-35 µm) in addition to the flow-rate dependence permitted 

us to attribute microdomain alignment to shear flow during film preparation.  
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 5.3.1 Effects of Drying Temperatures on Microdomain Alignment. 

Figure 5.3a shows representative wide-field fluorescence images acquired in CF-PS-b-PEO 

films that were prepared from a 30% w/w benzene solution at v = 5 mm/s and then dried at 20 °C 

for 4 days (top), 40 °C for 2 days (middle) or 60 °C for 1 day (bottom).  Each wide-field image 

depicts the first frame of a 1000-frame SMT video.  These images clearly show individual 

fluorescence spots of diffraction-limited size that correspond to single SRB molecules.  Figure 

5.3b shows single-molecule trajectories obtained from the SMT data shown in Figure 5.3a.  A 

large number of 1D trajectories oriented in the solution flow direction were found in the films 

dried at 40 and 60 °C (Figure 5.3b, middle and bottom), reflecting the diffusion of SRB molecules 

along 1D-aligned cylindrical microdomains over µm-length scales.  In contrast, curved trajectories 

and 1D trajectories tilted from the flow direction were observed in the film dried at 20 °C (Figure 

5.3b, top), reflecting the presence of curved and misoriented microdomains, respectively.   

In addition to the 1D and curved trajectories, these SMT data depict spot-like trajectories 

originating from immobile probe molecules that are absorbed at the film-substrate interface or at 

the PS-PEO boundary regions, or are incorporated into unelongated PEO microdomains.  

Furthermore, some of the 1D trajectories have larger widths, reflecting molecular diffusion within 

less-confined pathways.23  Here, the curved and wider 1D trajectories are defined as 2D 

trajectories.  The trajectories obtained from multiple SMT videos were classified as 1D, 2D and 

immobile ones (Table 5.1) using orthogonal regression methods as discussed previously (see 

Experimental Procedures).22,23  Table 5.1 shows that CF-PS-b-PEO films dried at 20 °C exhibited 

a larger fraction of 2D trajectories than those dried at the higher temperatures (> 99% confidence 

level, CL), as described above.  The higher 2D trajectory ratio at T = 20 °C may reflect chain 

relaxation induced during slow solvent evaporation, which leads to defect formation in gel-like 

BCP mesophases.134,135  Further quantitative assessment of the flow-induced microdomain 

alignment was explored only for 1D trajectories.   

Figure 5.3c shows histograms of the trajectory tilt angles, θ, of individual 1D trajectories 

obtained from the SMT data shown in Figure 5.3b.  The histograms are clearly peaked near 0° for 

films dried at the higher T, whereas the histogram for one dried at 20 °C shows two distinct 

distributions that peak around -17º and 58º.  The single peaks with narrow θ-distributions for the 

former films indicate the presence of single grains comprising highly-ordered microdomains 

within the 16 x 16 µm2 region.  In addition, the peak near 0° indicates predominant microdomain 
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alignment in the solution flow direction.  In contrast, the observation of two distinct distributions 

for the film dried at 20 °C suggests the presence of two grains.  Importantly, each of them 

comprises microdomains with a coherent orientation.  Indeed, the single molecule trajectory data 

in Figure 5.3b shows two grains based on trajectories aligned in two different directions that may 

be connected to give curved trajectories.  Unfortunately, the size of individual grains was 

challenging to be estimated from the SMT videos because the boundaries between neighboring 

grains were made unclear by the relatively large spacing between adjacent trajectories due to the 

low probe concentration employed.   

Table 5.1 summarizes the average in-plane orientation of 1D trajectories, |�̅�|̅̅ ̅̅ , observed for 

different individual grains in multiple samples.  It is clear that films dried at the higher T exhibited 

trajectory orientations closer to the flow direction, as represented by a smaller |�̅�|̅̅ ̅̅  (> 90% CL).  

Faster solvent evaporation at higher T facilitated ‘locking up’ of the flow-induced microdomain 

orientation prior to their relaxation, as reported by Albalak and Thomas.118   

The width of the θ-distribution provides a means for quantitative assessment of the 

orientational order of the cylindrical microdomains in individual grains.  Narrower distributions 

reflect higher microdomain order.  Interestingly, the order parameter <P> obtained from the widths 

of the distributions in individual grains was, on average, similarly high regardless of T (Table 5.1).  

This observation indicates that the packing of the microdomains in each grain was retained during 

the relaxation of microdomain orientation upon solvent evaporation.   

Figure 5.3d depicts the relationship between <P> and �̅�measured for individual grains.  It 

is clear that the deviation of �̅�from 0° was smaller at higher T, whereas many grains exhibited 

high <P> regardless of T.  There is no clear correlation between <P> and �̅�.  These results suggest 

the involvement of different mechanisms in microdomain orientation and ordering:  The former 

was enhanced by shear flow and relaxed during solvent evaporation, whereas the latter reflected 

the agglomeration of cylindrical microdomains in the benzene solution and was affected by solvent 

evaporation from fairly concentrated solutions.  These results revealed the importance of higher 

solvent evaporation rates on preserving the flow-induced alignment of 1D microdomains in BCP 

films. 
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Figure 5.3.  (a) Representative wide-field fluorescence images recorded in PS-b-PEO films after 

being dried at different temperatures (T = 20, 40, 60 °C).  Upon drying for 4 days (T = 20 °C), 2 

days (T = 40) or 1 day (T = 60 °C), SMT data were recorded near the film-substrate interface (z ≈ 

1 µm).  The arrows in the images indicate the flow direction of CF-PS-b-PEO solution.  (b) Single 

molecule trajectories > 9 frames in length obtained from the videos shown in (a).  (c) Histograms 

showing the number of 1D trajectories, N1D, at different tilt angles, θ, relative to the flow direction 

(θ = 0°) obtained from SMT data shown in (a, b).  Average tilt angle, �̅�, and order parameter, 

<P>, values obtained by fitting the distributions to Gaussian curves (solid lines) are also given.  

(d) Plots showing the relationship between <P> and �̅� measured for individual grains.  The total 

number of grains, Ngrain, measured in each type of sample is shown in Table 5.1.  Note that Figure 

5.3c (middle) shows the same data as Figures 5.4c (middle) and Figure 5.5c (bottom), reflecting 

the results of the same sample series.  Reprinted with permission from Ref (24).  Copyright 2014 

The American Chemical Society.   
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Table 5.1.  Effects of Drying Temperature on the Fractions of 1D/2D-Diffusing and Immobile 

Molecules, Average Tilt Angle and Order Parameter from the 1D Trajectoriesa 

T (°C) 1D 2D Immobile |�̅�|̅̅ ̅̅  (°)b <P>b NGrain
c 

20 

40 

60 

0.18 ± 0.08 

0.33 ± 0.13 

0.30 ± 0.11 

0.37 ± 0.15 

0.22 ± 0.14 

0.20 ± 0.14 

0.45 ± 0.18 

0.43 ± 0.16 

0.50 ± 0.19 

45 ± 23 

22 ± 23 

10 ± 12 

0.94 ± 0.07 

0.93 ± 0.11 

0.96 ± 0.05 

18 

52 

16 

a Average and standard deviation from SMT data acquired at five different horizontal positions 

near the film-substrate interface (z ≈ 1 µm) in each of the three (T = 20 and 60 ºC) or nine (T = 40 

ºC) films.  The films were prepared from 30% w/w PS-b-PEO solution at a flow rate of v = 5 mm/s, 

and dried for 4 days (T = 20 °C), 2 days (T = 40 °C) or 1 day (T = 60 °C) under nitrogen atmosphere 

prior to the SMT measurements.  b Average and standard deviation of the parameters obtained 

from multiple grains.  c The total number of µm-scale grains obtained from the three or nine films 

(15 or 45 SMT videos, respectively).  Note that the data of 40 °C (Table 5.1, middle) are the same 

as those of 30% w/w (Table 5.2, middle) and 5 mm/s (Table 5.3, bottom), reflecting the same 

sample series.  Reprinted with permission from Ref (24).  Copyright 2012 The American Chemical 

Society.   
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5.3.2 Effects of CF-PS-b-PEO Concentration on Microdomain Alignment 

Figure 5.4a depicts representative single molecule trajectories in CF-PS-b-PEO films 

prepared from benzene solutions of different polymer concentrations (C = 20, 30, 40% w/w) at a 

fixed v (5 mm/s) and T (40 °C).  A number of 1D trajectories, reflecting the diffusion of SRB 

molecules within elongated PEO microdomains, were observed at the three C examined (Figure 

5.4a).  Indeed, the ratio of 1D trajectories was similar regardless of C (Table 5.2).  In contrast, the 

microdomain orientation and order was strongly affected by C:  Many trajectories in the film 

prepared at C = 30% w/w (middle) were oriented in the flow direction, whereas those in the other 

films exhibited significant tilting (C = 40% w/w) and curving (C = 20% w/w).  The histograms of 

the θ-distribution of individual 1D trajectories (Figure 5.4b) support the observations in Figure 

5.4a.  Note that the histogram for C = 20% w/w exhibited a single, sharp distribution, apparently 

because it does not reflect the presence of the curved trajectories.  The average orientation of 1D 

trajectories (�̅�) in each grain was close to zero for these histograms, reflecting microdomain 

orientation in the flow direction.  However, the histogram for the film prepared from a solution of 

40% w/w (bottom) shows a broader distribution of θ, giving a smaller <P>.  For multiple 

samples/grains, trajectory orientation in the flow direction was more reproducibly observed for a 

30% w/w solution, as shown in Figure 5.4c and by |�̅�|̅̅ ̅̅ relatively closer to 0° as compared to the 

others (Table 5.2; > 80 % CL).  In addition, 30% w/w solutions offered 1D trajectories with 

slightly higher order than 20% w/w solutions, as indicated by the larger <P> shown in Table 5.2 

(> 90% CL).  These results indicate that the 30% w/w solution is the most suitable to prepare PS-

b-PEO films with the desired microdomain orientation.   

The observation of better-aligned microdomains at the intermediate concentration can be 

explained by considering solution viscosity and flow rate.  It is known that the shear-induced 

alignment is enhanced at higher flow rates of a more viscous solution.134,135  Here, the solution 

viscosity increases with increasing C.  In contrast, the flow rate was lower at higher C due to higher 

viscosity, because the films were prepared from a fixed solution volume (50 µL) using a 

rectangular upper glass slide of constant mass: v ≈ 1, 5 and 10 mm/s for 40, 30 and 20% w/w 

solutions, respectively.  The 40% w/w solution did not provide a sufficiently high v, while the 20% 

w/w solution did not have a sufficiently high solution viscosity, resulting in less efficient shear-

based microdomain alignment as compared to the 30% w/w solution.  
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Figure 5.4.  (a) Representative single molecule trajectories > 9 frames in length measured in films 

prepared at different CF-PS-b-PEO concentrations (C = 20, 30, 40% w/w) near the film-substrate 

interface (z ≈ 1 µm).  The arrows in the images indicate the flow direction of CF-PS-b-PEO 

solution.  (b) Histograms showing N1D at different θ obtained from SMT data shown in (a).  (c) 

Plots showing the relationship between <P> and �̅� measured for individual grains.  The Ngrain 

measured in each type of sample is shown in Table 5.2.  Note that the single molecule trajectory 

data and histogram for C = 30% w/w (Figure 5.4ab, middle) are different from those in Figures 

5.3bc (middle) and 5.5ab (bottom)/6ab (top) due to the use of a different sample prepared under 

the same conditions.  However, Figure 5.4c (middle) shows the same data as Figures 5.3c (middle) 

and 5.5c (bottom), reflecting the results of the same sample series.  Reprinted with permission 

from Ref (24).  Copyright 2014 The American Chemical Society.   
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Table 5.2.  Effects of CF-PS-b-PEO Concentration on the Fractions of 1D/2D-Diffusing and 

Immobile Molecules, Average Tilt Angle and Order Parameter from the 1D Trajectories.a 

C (% w/w) 1D 2D Immobile |�̅�|̅̅ ̅̅  (°)b <P>b NGrain
c 

20 

30 

40 

0.35 ± 0.10 

0.33 ± 0.13 

0.32 ± 0.06 

0.26 ± 0.12 

0.22 ± 0.14 

0.32 ± 0.08 

0.39 ± 0.13 

0.43 ± 0.16 

0.36 ± 0.09 

31 ± 26 

22 ± 23 

34 ± 29 

0.86 ± 0.20 

0.93 ± 0.11 

0.90 ± 0.11 

17 

52 

15 

a Average and standard deviation from SMT data acquired at five different horizontal positions 

near the film-substrate interface (z ≈ 1 µm) in each of the three (C = 20 and 40% w/w) or nine (C 

= 30% w/w) films.  The flow rate was 10, 5 and 1 mm/s for 20, 30, 40% w/w CF-PS-b-PEO 

solutions, respectively, due to the difference in solution viscosity.  The films were dried at 40 ºC 

under nitrogen atmosphere for two days prior to the SMT measurements.  b Average and standard 

deviation of the parameters obtained from multiple grains.  c The total number of µm-scale grains 

obtained from the three or nine films (15 or 45 SMT videos, respectively).  Note that the data of 

30% w/w (Table 5.2, middle) are the same as those of 40 °C (Table 5.1, middle) and 5 mm/s 

(Table 5.3, bottom), reflecting the same sample series.  Reprinted with permission from Ref (24).  

Copyright 2012 The American Chemical Society.   
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 5.3.3 Effects of Solution Flow Rate on Microdomain Alignment. 

To discuss the influences of shear forces on microdomain alignment more clearly, it is essential to 

measure CF-PS-b-PEO films prepared at a fixed solution viscosity (i.e., at a fixed C) with different 

flow rates (v).  Figure 5.5a shows representative single molecule trajectories in CF-PS-b-PEO 

films prepared at a different v (1, 3, 5 mm/s) from 30% w/w benzene solutions at a fixed T (40 °C).  

The flow rates were varied by adjusting the volumes of CF-PS-b-PEO solutions.  Figure 5.5a 

clearly shows that films prepared at higher v exhibited 1D trajectories better-oriented in the flow 

direction, as supported by the histograms (Figure 5.5b) showing a larger number of 1D trajectories 

with θ close to 0°.  The percentage of 1D trajectories was independent of v (Table 5.3).  

Importantly, the improvement of trajectory orientation at v = 5 mm/s was reproducibly observed, 

as indicated by the narrower distribution in �̅� about 0° (Figure 5.5c) and the |�̅�|̅̅ ̅̅  values closer to 

0° (Table 5.3; > 70% CL) from multiple grains obtained at v = 5 mm/s.  In addition, the trajectory 

order was slightly improved at higher v, as represented by the larger <P> (Table 5.3; > 80% CL 

for data at v = 1 mm/s as compared to the others).  These observations reveal enhanced 

microdomain alignment in the flow direction at higher v, as anticipated for shear-induced 

microdomain alignment.135,136  
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Figure 5.5.  (a) Representative single molecule trajectories > 9 frames in length measured in films 

prepared at different flow rates (v = 1, 3, 5 mm/s) near the film-substrate interface (z ≈ 1 µm).  The 

arrows in the images indicate the flow direction of CF-PS-b-PEO solution.  (b) Histograms 

showing N1D at different θ obtained from SMT data shown in (a).  (c) Plots showing the 

relationship between <P> and �̅� measured for individual grains.  The Ngrain measured in each type 

of sample is shown in Table 5.3.  Note that the single molecule trajectory data and histogram for 

v = 5 mm/s (Figure 5.5ab, bottom) are different from those in Figures 5.3bc (middle) and 5.4ab 

(middle) due to the use of a different sample prepared under the same conditions.  However, Figure 

5.5c (bottom) shows the same data as Figures 5.3c (middle) and 5.4c (middle), reflecting the 

results of the same sample series.  Reprinted with permission from Ref (24).  Copyright 2014 The 

American Chemical Society.   
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Table 5.3.  Effects of Solution Flow Rate on the Fractions of 1D/2D-Diffusing and Immobile 

Molecules, Average Tilt Angle and Order Parameter from the 1D Trajectories.a 

v (mm/s) 1D 2D Immobile |�̅�|̅̅ ̅̅  (°)b <P>b NGrain
c 

1 

3 

5 

0.34 ± 0.14 

0.36 ± 0.09 

0.33 ± 0.13 

0.17 ± 0.08 

0.24 ± 0.06 

0.22 ± 0.14 

0.49 ± 0.15 

0.40 ± 0.06 

0.43 ± 0.16 

47 ± 28 

30 ± 25 

22 ± 23 

0.85 ± 0.19 

0.92 ± 0.12 

0.93 ± 0.11 

19 

18 

52 

a Average and standard deviation from SMT data acquired at five different horizontal positions 

near the film-substrate interface (z ≈ 1 µm) in each of the three (v = 1 and 3 mm/s) or nine (v = 5 

mm/s) films.  Such films were prepared from CF-PS-b-PEO solutions (C = 30% w/w), and then 

dried at T = 40 ºC for two days prior to the SMT measurements.  b Average and standard deviation 

of the parameters obtained from multiple grains.  c The total number of µm-scale grains obtained 

from the three or nine films (15 or 45 SMT videos, respectively).  Note that the data of 5 mm/s 

(Table 5.3, bottom) are the same as those of 40 °C (Table 5.1, middle) and 30% w/w (Table 5.2, 

middle), reflecting the same sample series.  Reprinted with permission from Ref (24).  Copyright 

2014 The American Chemical Society.   
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 5.3.4 Flow-Induced Microdomain Alignment at Different Film Depth. 

One of the advantages of SMT for materials characterization is its capability to probe 

nanostructures across µm-scale depths.23  It is well-known that a larger flow-induced shear force 

is applied near the interface between two media due to the higher local shear velocity.  Here, SMT 

was thus used to investigate the z-dependence (depth profile) of the microdomain alignment in CF-

PS-b-PEO films.  Figure 5.6a depicts representative single molecule trajectories in a film 

measured at different distances from the film–substrate interface (z = 1, 10, 20 µm).  The film was 

prepared from a C = 30% w/w benzene solution at v = 5 mm/s and T = 40 °C.  Both Figure 5.6a 

and Table 5.4 show a similarly large number of 1D trajectories, regardless of z.  However, the 

trajectory orientation was dependent on z:  The orientations of 1D trajectories deviated from the 

flow direction at larger z, as supported by the corresponding histograms (Figure 5.6b).  There are 

two grains in the trajectory data recorded at z = 10 µm (Figure 5.6a, middle), yielding peaks at �̅� 

= 2° and = -62° in Figure 5.6b (middle).  The larger deviation of trajectory orientation at larger z 

is also evident from the deviation of �̅� from 0° in Figure 5.6c and the |�̅�|̅̅ ̅̅  values in Table 5.4 (> 

90% CL for z = 0 µm vs. z ≥ 10 µm).  Interestingly, the trajectory order in individual grains was 

similarly high (<P> ≈ 0.9) regardless of z (Table 5.4).  These results suggest the involvement of 

different mechanisms behind microdomain ordering (the grain formation) and orientation, as 

discussed above.   

 The z-dependent microdomain orientation can be qualitatively understood by considering a 

shear force active at the solution-substrate interface during film preparation.  The flow of polymer 

solution during sample preparation was primarily driven by the pressure applied upon the 

placement of the rectangular glass plate over the polymer solution.  Such flow is expected to 

exhibit a parabolic flow profile due to the presence of stagnant boundary layers on the surfaces of 

the two substrates.224  In a parabolic flow profile, the local shear velocity (thus shear force) is 

greatest in the region closest to the solution-substrate interface, resulting in the microdomain 

orientation defined by the flow direction at smaller z.  However, the shear force was not strong 

enough to efficiently stretch cylindrical microdomains, as indicated by the similar 1D fractions 

measured in samples at different z and v (Tables 5.4 and 5.3).  The observation that <P> is not 

strongly dependent upon either v or z, suggests that the microdomain order was predominantly 

determined by their agglomeration in solution rather than by shear forces active during sample 

preparation (vide supra).   
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Figure 5.6.  (a) Representative single molecule trajectories > 9 frames in length recorded at 

different distances from the film-substrate interface (z = 1, 10, 20 µm) in a CF-PS-b-PEO film.  

The film was prepared at v = 5 mm/s, C = 30% w/w and dried at T = 40 °C for 2 days.  The arrows 

in the images indicate the flow direction of CF-PS-b-PEO solution.  (b) Histograms showing N1D 

at different θ obtained from SMT data shown in (a).  (c) Plots showing the relationship between 

<P> and �̅� measured for individual grains.  The Ngrain measured in each type of sample is shown 

in Table 5.4.  Note that the single molecule trajectory data and histogram for z = 1 µm (Figure 

5.6ab, top) are the same as those in Figure 5.5ab (bottom).  However, Figure 5.6c (top) shows 

different data than Figure 5.5c (bottom) due to a smaller number of data set that were recorded at 

different z.  Reprinted with permission from Ref (24).  Copyright 2012 The American Chemical 

Society.   
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Table 5.4.  Fractions of 1D/2D-Diffusing and Immobile Molecules, Average Tilt Angle and Order 

Parameter from the 1D Trajectories Recorded at Different Distances from the Film-Substrate 

Interface.a 

z (µm) 1D 2D Immobile |�̅�|̅̅ ̅̅  (°)b <P>b NGrain
c 

1 

10 

20 - 35 

0.32 ± 0.15 

0.33 ± 0.15 

0.32 ± 0.08 

0.22 ± 0.09 

0.19 ± 0.09 

0.21 ± 0.05 

0.46 ± 0.15 

0.47 ± 0.16 

0.48 ± 0.09 

20 ± 21 

34 ± 25 

35 ± 27 

0.92 ± 0.09 

0.93 ± 0.08 

0.91 ± 0.11 

18 

17 

12 

a Average and standard deviation from SMT data acquired at different horizontal positions in three 

different films.  These films were prepared from CF-PS-b-PEO solutions (C = 30% w/w) at v = 5 

mm/s, and then dried at T = 40 ºC for two days prior to the SMT measurements.  A series of SMT 

data were collected at three different z for each film.  In total, fifteen (z = 1 µm), thirteen (z = 10 

µm) and eight SMT videos (z = 20-35 µm) were recorded.  b Average and standard deviation of 

the parameters obtained from multiple grains.  c The total number of µm-scale grains obtained 

from the three films.  Note that the data at z = 1 µm (Table 5.4, top) are different from those at 5 

mm/s (Table 5.3, bottom) due to the limited number of SMT videos recorded at different z.  

Reprinted with permission from Ref (24).  Copyright 2012 The American Chemical Society.   
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5.4 Conclusions 

In this study, SMT has been demonstrated to be a useful tool for the quantitative assessment 

of the microdomain morphologies in thin BCP films.  We systematically investigated the flow-

induced alignment of cylindrical PEO microdomains in CF-PS-b-PEO films prepared by 

sandwiching a polymer solution droplet between two glass plates.  SMT could be used to 

quantitatively assess the alignment of individual microdomains as well as microdomain order in 

individual µm-scale grains from 1D single molecule diffusion trajectories.  The microdomain 

orientation in a CF-PS-b-PEO film prepared from its solution could be controlled under a pressure-

driven flow and was consistent with a shear-flow mechanism, as indicated by the flow rate 

dependence and depth profile of microdomain orientation.  In contrast, the fraction of 1D 

microdomains and microdomain order in individual grains was less sensitive to the sample 

preparation conditions, probably because they reflected microdomain agglomeration 

morphologies in the relatively concentrated solutions.  Furthermore, optimization of drying 

temperature was needed to reduce the misorientation of microdomains and grains during solvent 

evaporation.  The presence of µm-scale grains in films prepared from a BCP solution was found 

as a possible obstacle to fabrication of macroscopically-aligned microdomains which is essential 

for many technological applications.   

Thus, we sought to further improve the microdomain alignment without grain-structures and 

boundaries for the entire film thickness using an previously reported SVP approach.  This method 

relies on the directional vapor penetration form one side to the other side of the film or monolith.  

This has been reported by Osuji to lead to the formation of well-aligned microdomains across the 

entire film thickness (< 1 mm).25  In chapter 6, the SVP-induced microdomain alignment in CF-

PS-b-PEO films treated by different organic solvent vapors is studied using SMT.23  The results 

are also being used to evaluate the extent of the microdomain alignment.  In particular, the presence 

of a millimeter-scale PEO microdomain alignment across the entire thickness of the film was 

observed when a suitable solvent vapor was employed for SVP treatment.  This study again 

demonstrated the utility of SMT methods for characterization of the nanoscale morphology of BCP 

films at ambient condition and with high spatial precision.   
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Chapter 6 - SMT Studies of Millimeter-Scale Cylindrical 

Microdomain Alignment in CF-PS-b-PEO Films Induced by SVP 

Reproduced with permission from The American Chemical Society 

Published as: Tran-Ba, K.-H., Finley, J. J., Higgins, D. A., Ito, T. J. Phys. Chem. Lett. 2012, 3, 

1968-1973. 

 

 6.1 Introduction 

This chapter describes systematic SMT investigations of the SVP-induced microdomain 

alignment in CF-PS-b-PEO thin films.23  Here, we attempted the fabrication of a CF-PS-b-PEO 

film comprising macroscopically aligned microdomains using SVP.  The method was selected 

among a variety of other methods including the flow-approach (see Chapter 5) because of its 

simplicity and the capability to align microdomain structures across the entire film thickness.227  

Indeed, Osuji has previously reported the preparation of oriented cylindrical microdomains in SBS 

films by SVP with tetrahydrofuran vapors.25  Quantitative assessment of the microdomain 

morphologies in these films using SAXS have revealed the overall well-organized microdomain 

morphologies in macroscopic sample regions.  Importantly, Osuji studied the effect of the solvent 

vapor pressure on the microdomain alignment after a suitable solvent for SVP has been found.  It 

is well known that the selectivity of organic solvents is crucial for the solvent-based microdomain 

alignment.66  So far, the solvent effect on the SVP-induced microdomain of BCPs such as CF-PS-

b-PEO has not been reported yet, in particular on the single-molecule level using SMT.  Our 

investigations are aimed to provide important insights into the SVP-induced microdomain 

alignment and may also reveal potential mechanisms behind it through a detail characterization of 

the nanoscale morphology with a high spatial nanometer-scale resolution.   

In this study, the effect of different organic solvent vapors with varying selectivity to PS and 

PEO on the SVP-induced microdomain alignment was systematically investigated.23  Vapors of 

1,4-dioxane, benzene and toluene was used for the horizontal penetration through the CF-PS-b-

PEO films, which were sandwiched between two planar glass substrates (Figure 6.1c).  

Microdomain alignment was evaluated by recording the diffusive motions of SRB probe molecules 

(Figure 6.1b).  SRB is expected to selectively partition into the cylindrical PEO microdomains 
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due to the complexation between Na+ and PEO.228  The single molecule trajectory data were 

analyzed using orthogonal regression methods previously developed by our group (see Chapter 

3)22 to quantitatively assess the orientation and order of the microdomains in the SVP-treated CF-

PS-b-PEO films.  The results show that highly aligned cylindrical PEO domains are obtained in 

films annealed by SVP methods using 1,4-dioxane.  Importantly, domain alignment occurs 

throughout the entire µm-thick and millimeter wide films.  In contrast, films treated with benzene 

or toluene vapors did not exhibit a long-range microdomain alignment.  The SMT results also 

afford a quantitative measure of the PEO microdomain radius using the positional variances across 

the 1D trajectories.  Through this work, we have identified a suitable solvent for the SVP-induced 

alignment of cylindrical PEO microdomains over a millimeter-scale distance in CF-PS-b-PEO 

films, and have demonstrated the utility of SMT for characterization of the nanoscale morphology 

in substrate-confined CF-BCP monoliths, under solvent-swollen ambient conditions. 

 

 

Figure 6.1.  Chemical structures of (a) CF-PS-b-PEO and (b) SRB dye.  (c) Experimental setup 

employed for SVP.  A CF-PS-b-PEO film is sandwiched between a glass coverslip and a glass 

plate with a hole.  The hole allowed the films to be exposed to solvent vapor via their edges.  The 

temperature of the hot plate was controlled to obtain a similar solvent vapor pressure (ca. 0.5 atm) 

within the glass vial for all solvents employed.  Solvent vapor horizontally penetrates through the 

CF-PS-b-PEO film from the hole to the edge of the glass plate.  Reprinted with permission from 

Ref (23).  Copyright 2012 American Chemical Society.   
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 6.2 Experimental Section 

 6.2.1 Sample Preparation 

Dye-doped CF-PS-b-PEO (Polymer Source; PS, Mn =47 000 g/mol; PEO, Mn =7 000 

g/mol; PS volume fraction ~ 0.785; Mw/Mn = 1.07) sandwich films for SMT experiments were 

prepared as follows.  A polymer layer was drop-cast from a 7% (w/w) benzene solution of CF-PS-

b-PEO containing SRB (the dye concentration was ~5 nM in the PEO domains) on a glass plate 

(Corning) incorporating a hole (6 mm in diameter).  After drying, the glass plate was placed on a 

plasma-cleaned glass coverslip (FisherFinest premium) so that the deposited polymer film faced 

the coverslip.  This assembly was then heated at 230 °C for 10 hrs under vacuum (ca. 0.3 torr).  

During heating, the polymer melted and sealed the gap between the two glass substrates.  The film 

thickness was 4 ~ 10 µm, as estimated from depth-dependence SMT data and cross-sectional FE-

SEM images (using a Zeiss Leo 32 SEM at the Microscopy and Analytical Imaging Laboratory, 

the University of Kansas).  The resulting sandwiched film was then exposed to 1,4-dioxane, 

benzene or toluene vapor at < 20% relative humidity for one day (Figure 6.1c).  The temperature 

of the hotplate was adjusted to 60 °C for benzene, 80 °C for 1,4-dioxane and 90 °C for toluene so 

that the film was exposed to solvent vapor of similar vapor pressure (~0.5 atm).  During SVP, the 

whole assembly was placed within a large beaker (17 cm diameter, 9 cm height) to heat the 

assembly uniformly and to reduce solvent vapor condensation in the film.  The films were dried in 

a desiccator, and then transferred to a wide-field fluorescence microscope for SMT measurements 

at room temperature and in air.   

It should be pointed out that after a sample was dried for longer time, the regions exhibiting 

immobile probe molecules expanded from the edges of the film.  In addition, dried films exhibited 

higher fluorescent background possibly due to the partial detachment of the films from the 

substrates.  In this work, the diffusion coefficients of probe molecules are not reported since the 

diffusion rates are determined by the residual solvent quantities in the films.  Varying diffusion 

coefficients of SRB probes were found when the SMT was recorded at different position x of a 

film or in a film dried for different duration in the desiccator. 
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 6.2.2 Quantitative Assessment of the SMT Data 

Threshold Value for Separation of 1D and 2D Trajectories.  In this study, the trajectory angle 

error (σθ) was employed for distinguishing between 1D- and 2D-trajectories.  A threshold σθ for 

1D- and 2D-trajectories was determined from Monte Carlo computer simulations according to the 

procedures we previously reported.1  The simulations depicting 1D motions were performed for 

the data analysis of the 1,4-dioxane-treated films, whereas 2D simulations were used to analyze 

the data of films penetrated by toluene and benzene vapors.  Prior to the simulations, the signal to 

noise ratio, molecular survival times and diffusion coefficients (D) were determined and averaged 

from multiple experimental SMT videos at varying positions x of each film.  These data were used 

as input parameters in the custom simulation software written in the National Instruments LabView 

programming environment.  In these simulations, 20 molecules were first randomly positioned 

throughout the 16 x 16 μm2 region.  Molecular diffusion was simulated by selecting the frame-to-

frame step size (and direction) for each molecule from a Gaussian distribution (in each dimension) 

having a variance of 2Dt (for 1D) or 4Dt (for 2D).  In this simulation, the frame time t (0.04 s) and 

the diffusion coefficient D of the mobile species were set to match the experimental data.  Each 

video was 1000 frames in length.  The mean lifetime (i.e., time to photobleaching) of molecules 

was 0.5 s as determined from the experimental data.   

For example, from SMT data recorded in the 1.4-dioxane-, benzene and toluene-treated 

samples (Figure 6.4, x = 1.5 mm), the mean diffusion coefficients of molecules were determined 

to be 4.6 x 10-9 cm2/s (1D, 1,4-dioxane), 1.3 x 10-9 cm2/s (2D, benzene) and 2.4 x 10-9 cm2/s (2D, 

toluene), respectively.  The simulated videos were analyzed by the orthogonal regression method, 

as with the experimental videos.  Figure 6.2 depicts the histograms of trajectory angle errors 

obtained from the simulations based on the parameters measured in the 1,4-dioxane-treated film.  

A Log Normal fit to the data, which is represented by the bold curve in Figure 6.2, was used to 

determine the probability that 1D-diffusing molecules would be erroneously classified as 2D-

diffusing.  From the Log Normal fit, the average (µ) and the standard deviation ( of trajectory 

angle errors could be determined.  Hence, the threshold trajectory angle error separating 1D and 

2D diffusing molecules could be then calculated as 6.0° (= µ + 1.64) at 95% confidence interval.  

Here, trajectories having σθ < 6.0° were classified as 1D-diffusing molecules, while those with σθ 

≥ 6.0° were classified as 2D-diffusing or immobile molecules.  The area under the Log Normal fit 

above the threshold was 5 % of the total area under the curve, indicating a 5 % error rate at which 
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2D trajectories will accidentally be classified as 1D-trajectories.  We also did the simulation of 2D 

trajectories by using the same input parameters as in the simulation of 1D trajectories 

predominantly found in the 1,4-dioxane treated films. As a result, a 20 % error rate was determined 

indicating that 20 % of 2D trajectories will be accidently classified as 1D.  However, apparently 

no 2D trajectories are present in SVP films of 1,4-dioxane.  Figures 6.2bc show the distributions 

of the trajectory angle errors obtained from simulations on the parameters measured in the 

benzene- and toluene-treated films, respectively.  The threshold value was found for the 2D species 

as σθ = 1.5° for both cases.  Hence, trajectories having σθ < 1.5o were classified as 1D, while those 

with σθ ≥ 1.5° were classified as 2D-moving or immobile molecules. 

 

Threshold Value for Separation of 2D and Immobile Populations.  In this study, we 

distinguished between 2D and immobile trajectories based on the positional error (other).  This 

parameter was estimated from the position errors obtained from immobile molecules in a SMT 

video recorded in a 1,4-dioxane-treated CF-PS-b-PEO film.  First, 1D-trajectories were separated 

from the 2D-trajectories/immobile population by the procedure described above.1  The mean 

square displacements (MSD in nm2/s) of the 2D/immobile trajectories were converted to the 

displacements R (in nm) by   



R  MSD  t , where t is the frame time (= 0.042 s) .  A histogram of 

displacements R is depicted in Figure 6.3 including a Gaussian fit as a solid curve.  The latter was 

used to determine the threshold displacement R separating the immobile and 2D populations under 

the assumption that the immobile molecules offer smaller R.  The mean value (µ) and standard 

deviation () of the Gaussian curve were 5.4 nm and 5.2 nm, respectively.  Thus, the threshold 

value that gives the 95% possibility to find the immobilized spots was found to be 13.9 nm (= µ + 

1.64).  Hence, all species exhibiting a displacement R ≥ 13.9 nm were classified as 2D-diffusing, 

while those having R < 13.9 nm were classified as immobile. The molecules having R < 13.9 nm 

were used to determine other. 
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Figure 6.2.  Histograms of trajectory angle errors (σθ) derived from a widefield video simulating 

A) 1D-trajectories in the 1,4-dioxane-treated film; B) 2D-trajectories in the benzene-treated film 

and C) 2D-trajectories in the toluene-treated film.  A Log Normal fit to each data is shown by a 

solid curve.  Reprinted with permission from Ref (23).  Copyright 2012 American Chemical 

Society.   

 

 

 

Figure 6.3.  A histogram of displacements R of 2D/immobile species derived from a widefield 

video measured with a 1,4-dioxane treated film.  The threshold R was determined from a Gaussian 

fit (solid curve) and was found to be 13.9 nm.  Reprinted with permission from Ref (23).  Copyright 

2012 American Chemical Society.   
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 6.3 Results and Discussion 

 6.3.1 Solvent Effect on the SVP-Induced Microdomain Alignment 

Figure 6.4 depicts the trajectories, > 5 frames in length, of single SRB molecules in CF-

PS-b-PEO films that were treated with 1,4-dioxane, benzene or toluene vapor.  The SMT data were 

acquired from multiple regions along the solvent penetration direction (θ = 0º).  The majority of 

the molecules in these films were found to be mobile, suggesting that their adsorption onto the 

substrate or absorption into PS domains was relatively minor.229  It should be noted that some 

solvent must remain in the film to observe probe molecule diffusion.  However, the solvent content, 

which significantly affected the rate of molecular diffusion, could not be precisely controlled as 

its evaporation depends upon ambient temperature and humidity.  Thus, this work explores the 

dimensionality and direction of probe diffusion and probe confinement to the PEO domains, but 

not quantitative measurement of diffusion rates.  

Single molecules in films treated with 1,4-dioxane vapor produced 1D trajectories that 

were oriented predominantly along the solvent penetration direction (horizontal on the images).  

The small deviation in the angles might come from misalignment on the microscope or nonuniform 

film edges.  In contrast, those treated with benzene or toluene vapor showed predominantly 2D 

trajectories.  The 1D trajectories in 1,4-dioxane-treated films were observed over distances of 2 

mm.  As supported by the optical fluorescent images (Figure 5.1), SRB is expected to 

preferentially partition into the PEO domains,228 revealing their structure.  The observation of 1D 

single molecule trajectories is therefore concluded to reflect the presence of aligned, 1D cylindrical 

PEO domains in 1,4-dioxane-treated films.   

The paucity of 1D trajectories in films treated with benzene or toluene vapor suggests the 

PEO domains are not strongly aligned by these solvents.  The differences between 1,4-dioxane 

and the other solvents are attributable to differences in solvent-PEO interactions.  As suggested by 

their solubility parameters (),230 1,4-dioxane ( =20.5) more selectively solvates PEO ( = 19.6 ~ 

20.2) than PS (=17.5 ~ 19.3).  In contrast, benzene ( = 18.8) and toluene ( = 18.2), which have 

been employed previously for SVA in PS-b-PEO films,84,97,101,113 have greater affinity for PS. 
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Figure 6.4.  (a) Experimental setup for SMT measurements with a wide-field fluorescence 

microscope and trajectory data (> 5 frames in legnth) obtained from SMT videos of samples at 

different film depths upon the SVP of 1,4-dioxane, benzene and toluene.  (b) A typical single-

molecule trajectory measured in a 1,4-dioxane-treated film (red) and the best-fit line obtained by 

the orthogonal regression method (blue).  Reprinted with permission from Ref (23).  Copyright 

2012 American Chemical Society.   
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 6.3.2 Quantitative Assessment of Microdomain Order and Orientation 

Quantitative assessment of the SMT data was accomplished using orthogonal regression 

methods,22 which involve the fitting of individual trajectories to a straight line (Figure 6.4b).22   A 

number of parameters are obtained as outputs, and these provide unique quantitative information 

on CF-PS-b-PEO film properties.  The in-plane orientation angles, , of 1D trajectories provides 

data on the alignment of individual cylindrical domains.  Also provided are the variances of 

molecular motion along, R
2, and across, 

2, the 1D trajectories.  The former is related to the 

diffusion coefficient for each molecule, while the latter affords a means to determine the radius of 

the cylindrical domains, with nanometer-scale precision.  Furthermore, the associated trajectory 

angle error, , given by Eq. 6.1, allows 1D and 2D trajectories to be distinguished:22   

    




2 


2 sincos

n


2

R
2
1













 (Eq. 6.1) 

where n is the frame number.  For this analysis, Monte Carlo simulation data were employed to 

determine the threshold  separating the 1D and 2D populations (see Chapter 6.2).22  Figure 6.5 

plots the fraction of trajectories exhibiting 1D motion (1D%) in each of the CF-PS-b-PEO films 

treated with the three solvents.  The majority of the trajectories (68 -80%) in 1,4-dioxane-treated 

films were 1D, consistent with the presence of oriented 1D diffusion pathways for the probe 

molecules.  Histograms depicting the trajectory population as a function of trajectory angle  offer 

quantitative information on the alignment of the individual PEO domains and a complete view of 

the in-plane orientation distribution function, for domains that support 1D diffusion.  Such data is 

used to determine the average alignment (



) of the domains with respect to the solvent penetration 

direction and also the in-plane orientational order parameter, 



P , given by Eq. 6.2:22 

    



P  2 cos 1; 



    (Eq. 6.2) 

The 



P  value defines the spread in the domain orientation angles from the average alignment (





), as projected into 2D from what is actually a 3D trajectory orientation distribution function.231 

The results of this analysis show that the average trajectory alignment was predominantly parallel 

to 1,4-dioxane penetration (i.e., 



 ~ 0 °, Figure 6.6a), consistent with the literature.25  

Furthermore, the degree of alignment was high, with 



P  ~ 0.9, in central film regions (Figure 
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6.6b).  Importantly, high values for 1D% and 



P  as well as 



 ≈ 0 ° were observed over distances 

of 2-mm from the point of solvent vapor entry (Figures 6.5 and 6.6).  The 1,4-dioxane based SVP 

induced PEO domain alignment with high 



P  values throughout the entire sample thickness, as 

shown by SMT data recorded at different film depths (z = 0 – 4 µm) (Figure 6.7).  Regardless of 

z, the majority of trajectories were 1D, horizontally aligned and exhibited a high orientational order 

as represented by <P> > 0.8 at the center of the film. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6.5.  Fraction of trajectories exhibiting 1D diffusion (1D%) from SMT videos of CF-PS-

b-PEO films at different distances x from the hole, upon the SVP of 1,4-dioxane, benzene and 

toluene. The error bars represent the 95%-confidence interval.  Reprinted with permission from 

Ref (23).  Copyright 2012 American Chemical Society.   
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Figure 6.6.  (a) Average deviation of 1D trajectories, 



, from the solvent penetration direction, 

and (b) order parameter 



P  calculated from SMT data obtained from 1,4-dioxane-treated films at 

different positions x.  The data shown were obtained from three different samples, while the data 

shown in blue was obtained on the sample shown in Figure 6.4a (upper).  Note that the data 

depicted in these figures were obtained from three different images at a fixed x.  The error bars 

represent the 95%-confidence interval.  Reprinted with permission from Ref (23).  Copyright 2012 

American Chemical Society.   
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Figure 6.7.  (a) Single-molecule trajectories calculated from SMT videos recorded in a 1,4-

dioxane-treated film at x = 1.5 mm and three different focusing depths (y = 0, 2, 4 µm).  (b) Order 

parameter 



P  obtained from SMT videos recorded at three different depths in the CF-PS-b-PEO 

film.  The error bars represent the 95%-confidence interval.  Reprinted with permission from Ref 

(23).  Copyright 2012 American Chemical Society.   
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 6.3.3 Estimation of the Microdomain Radius 

The radius of the PEO domains can be determined from 
of 1D trajectories recorded in 

SVP films with 1,4-dioxane.  The sizes of the PEO domains, which are much smaller than the 

diffraction-limited resolution of the optical microscope, can be determined because the locations 

of individual molecules can be measured with nanometer-scale precision when sufficient signal to 

noise ratios are achieved.140  The measured 
incorporates contributions from transverse 

molecular motions within the nanoscale domains (r2) along with measurement errors due to the 

finite precision of molecule localization ( 2

other ).140  The latter was estimated from the position 

errors obtained from immobile molecules in the same videos, as described in experimental section 

(Chapter 6.2.2).  Domain radius (r) was then calculated using the following relationship: 

222 rother     (Eq. 6.3) 

 The  and other values from the 1D trajectories in an SMT video with the highest signal-to-noise 

ratio, which gives the smallest error on r, were 31 ± 3 and 29 ± 4 nm, respectively, giving r = 11 

± 10 nm (average ± 95% confidence limit).  The large error on the domain radius reflects the signal 

to noise ratio of the video and also the presence of defects in the film. Importantly, the r value 

from SMT is close to the domain radius (14 ± 2 nm) measured by AFM on the surface of similar 

CF-PS-b-PEO films (Figure 6.8), suggesting that the probe molecules mainly diffuse within 

individual cylindrical PEO domains.  Figure 6.9 shows an SEM image of a exposed (top glass 

detached) CF-PS-b-PEO film treated by SVP with 1,4-dioxane.  The presence of aligned 

nanostructures can be clearly seen with a periodicity around 30 nm, consistent to the results of 

AFM and SMT measurements.   

The predominance of 2D trajectories observed in films treated with benzene or toluene vapor 

indicates that these solvents are not suitable for SVP-based alignment of cylindrical PEO 

microdomains in CF-PS-b-PEO films.  Poor microdomain alignment in this case might seem to 

contradict previous reports of SVA-based alignment of PEO in thin CF-PS-b-PEO films using 

these same solvents.97,101  However, SVA in the prior work induced vertical (i.e., perpendicular) 

domain alignment in films of limited thickness (≤ 0 5 µm).  The edges of our sandwiched films, 

where solvent evaporates to the air, were nonuniform, as suggested by the smaller 



P  values in 

Figure 6.6b.  Thus, even if the cylindrical PEO domains in our films were aligned by solvent 
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evaporation, the alignment would be difficult to detect over such short distances by SMT.  

Therefore, we believe that the 2D trajectories recorded in these films reflect the reptated, worm- 

like structure of the PEO domains formed within the CF-BCP films, in the absence of external 

fields.94  The importance of solvent vapor-PEO interactions in producing aligned domains in CF-

PS-b-PEO films was consistent with literature reporting domain alignment using humidified 

benzene vapor.97,113  The preferential partitioning of water into the cylindrical PEO domains during 

SVA enhanced the microdomain alignment.112,113   

 

 

Figure 6.8.  AFM phase images of a thin CF-PS-b-PEO film (a) before and (b) after SVA with 

1,4-dioxane.  The film was prepared by spin coating from an 1% w/w toluene solution at 3000 rpm 

for 30 s.  Its ellipsometric thickness was ca. 50 nm.  Improved perpendicular alignment of 

cylindrical PEO microdomains was observed after solvent annealing (right).  Reprinted with 

permission from Ref (23).  Copyright 2012 American Chemical Society.   

 

 

Figure 6.9.  A SEM image of a 1,4-dioxane-treated CF-PS-b-PEO film.  The exposed film was 

prepared for SEM by detachment of the top glass after complete solvent evaporation.  PS domains 

were stained with osmium oxide prior to SEM, thus PS appeared darker than PEO. 
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6.4 Conclusions 

In summary, we have quantitatively assessed the alignment of cylindrical microdomains in 

CF-PS-b-PEO thin films by SMT.  The results demonstrate that penetration of 1,4-dioxane induced 

the alignment of cylindrical PEO domains in these films, and that these domains confine the 

diffusive motions of SRB molecules in 1D.  In contrast, benzene and toluene vapors did not induce 

long-range domain ordering, resulting in the observation of 2D molecular motions.  The alignment 

of the cylindrical PEO domains was quantitatively assessed based on 1D%, , 



 and 



P  

parameters obtained from an orthogonal regression analysis of the SMT data.  CF-PS-b-PEO films 

treated with 1,4-dioxane exhibited a predominance of 1D PEO domains (1D% ≈ 75%) with a high 

orientational order (



P  ≈ 0.9) aligned in the direction of solvent penetration (



 ~ 0°) over 

millimeter length scales.  SMT data were also employed to determine the PEO domain radius.  The 

value obtained (ca. 11 nm) was close to that determined on the film surface by AFM methods (ca. 

14 nm). These results demonstrate the utility of SMT methods for characterization of nanoscale 

domains in cylinder-forming block copolymer films.  The simple approach reported here for the 

fabrication of CF-PS-b-PEO monoliths comprising well-aligned cylindrical PEO domains will 

facilitate the application of CF-PS-b-PEO monoliths for templates in nanomaterials synthesis and 

chemical separations/sensing.   

Importantly, microdomain structures observed so far, representing the shorter-range (µm-

scale) material properties of CF-PS-b-PEO films through the single-molecule diffusion 

trajectories.17  Unfortunately, these trajectory data only offer poor information on the effective 

nanostructure length because of the limited life time of the probe molecules during the SMT 

measurements using an intense laser light during SMT measurements.  The estimation of the 

effective continuity of the nanostructures and their accessibility for molecules is highly essential 

for potential applications, defining their efficacy.2  In the next study, we employed FRAP for 

investigations of the longer-range material characteristics in a CF-PS-b-PEO film.  FRAP was used 

because of its simplicity and more importantly the capability for integration into a wide-field 

microscope (as used for SMT measurements).146  Complementary information on the material 

characteristics can also be obtained through this setup in a series of FRAP and SMT measurements 

in identical sample regions.  More importantly, the results also provide a quantitative measure of 

the effective microdomain connectivity as reflected by the SRB diffusion over longer µm-scale 

distances.   
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Chapter 7 - FRAP and SMT Diffusion Measurements of Anisotropic 

Diffusion in a CF-PS-b-PEO Film. 

Reproduced with permission from The American Chemical Society. 

Published as: Tran-Ba, K.-H., Higgins, D. A., Ito, T. Anal. Chem. 2015, 87, 5802 - 5809. 

 

 7.1 Introduction 

This chapter describes the ensemble and single-molecule diffusion measurements within 

identical regions of a CF-PS-b-PEO film using FRAP and SMT.1  Here, we successfully extend 

the FRAP capability of our wide-field fluorescence microscope (as used for SMT) for the 

assessment of the ensemble diffusion of molecules over a longer-range (>10 µm), characterizing 

the µm-scale microdomain continuity of the film.  We specifically choose FRAP over other 

conventional ensemble methods because it offers spatially-averaged information for a smaller 

microscopic sample region as compared to NMR or flux measurements.146  As previously reported, 

FRAP could be used to reveal important differences in the molecular mobility at different µm-

scale regions of a nanotubes with tens of a micron in length.194  The single microscopy setup with 

FRAP and SMT capability also permits the assessment of complementary information of 

morphology and mass-transport in a series of FRAP and SMT measurements.  The results of the 

investigation afford an advanced characterization of the 1D nanostructures, thus deepen our 

knowledge on the mass-transport and material characteristics in CF-PS-b-PEO. 

In this study, a series of FRAP and SMT measurements were performed in a CF-PS-b-PEO 

film (ca. 4 µm thick) with aligned cylindrical PEO microdomains containing 10 µM SRB probe 

molecules induced by directional SVP of 1,4-dioxane (see Chapter 6).  The ensemble diffusion 

behavior of SRB in the PEO microdomains was assessed in FRAP studies of circular 

photobleached regions (ca. 7 µm in diameter).  The SRB concentration was subsequently reduced 

by additional photobleaching, and the diffusion of individual SRB was explored using SMT in the 

identical area.  The FRAP data showed anisotropic fluorescence recovery, yielding the average 

microdomain orientation.  Importantly, the extent of fluorescence recovery observed (ca. 90%) 

permitted the quantification of long-range microdomain connectivity.  In addition, the recovery 

time dependence provided an ensemble measurement of the SRB diffusion coefficient within the 

cylindrical PEO.  The SMT data exhibited 1D diffusion of individual SRB molecules along the 
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SVP direction across the entire film thickness, as consistent with the FRAP results.  The average 

of the single-molecule diffusion coefficients was close to the value obtained from FRAP 

measurements in the identical area.  The implementation of FRAP and SMT measurements in 

identical areas provides complementary information on the material properties and molecular 

diffusion with minimal influence of sample heterogeneity. 

 

 7.2 Experimental Section 

 7.2.1 Chemicals and Materials. 

CF-PS-b-PEO (PS, Mn = 42 000 g/mol; PEO, Mn = 11 500 g/mol; PS volume fraction 0.8; 

Mw/Mn = 1.07) was purchased from Polymer Source and used as received.  Toluene (HPLC grade); 

1,4-dioxane (HPLC grade); methanol (HPLC grade) and SRB (ACS grade) were purchased from 

Acros Organics and used without further purification.   

 7.2.2 Sample Preparation. 

A CF-PS-b-PEO film comprising cylindrical PEO microdomains aligned along a controlled 

direction was prepared using our previously reported procedure.23  Briefly, a CF-PS-b-PEO 

solution in toluene (8% w/w; ca. 100 µL) containing SRB (nominally 10 µM in PEO after solvent 

evaporation) was drop-cast on a glass plate (FisherFinest Premium; ca. 15 x 15 mm2, 1 mm thick) 

having a circular hole (ca. 6 mm in diameter) at its center.  The polymer sample was dried on a 

hotplate (ca. 50 °C) for 30 min, placed on a glass coverslip (FisherFinest Premium; 25 x 25 mm2, 

0.2 mm thick), and melted in a vacuum oven (< 1 Torr) at 240 °C for six hours to obtain a uniform 

film sandwiched between the two glass substrates.  The sandwiched film was treated by 1,4-

dioxane vapor at 80 °C in a nitrogen-filled glove box for one day so that the vapor penetrated 

through the film from the inner hole to the outer edge of the glass plate.  The film was then dried 

at 40 °C in the glove box for two days prior to the FRAP and SMT measurements.  This ensures a 

diffusion rate of SRB molecules suitable for these measurements.24  The width of the film defined 

by the hole edge and the substrate periphery was ca. 2 mm.  FRAP and SMT data were measured 

at three different positions (x = 0, 0.5 and 1 mm) measured from the inner hole edge.  At x = 0 mm 

the data were recorded near the inner film edge where 1,4-dioxane vapor was initially introduced.   
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Figure 7.1.  Experimental setups for FRAP and SMT measurements.  (a) For FRAP measurements, 

a circular region (ca. 7 µm in diameter) in a CF-PS-b-PEO film was first photobleached using an 

intense laser pulse.  Subsequently, the fluorescence was imaged by irradiating the sample with 

attenuated laser light from the top.  (b) All SMT data were recorded (right) under broad laser 

illumination (ca. 16 x 16 µm2) after the entire observation area was further photobleached (left) 

by more intense laser light.  (c) A representative fluorescence image of a photobleached region in 

the FRAP experiment.  Here, x and y were defined as the directions parallel and perpendicular to 

the SVP direction (left).  L// and L⊥ are defined to be parallel and perpendicular to the long-axis of 

the elliptical photobleached region observed during fluorescence recovery (see Figure 7.3a).  The 

fluorescence intensity was fitted to a 2D Gaussian function (black mesh) to measure the width, w//, 

of the intensity profile along L// (right).  (d) A typical 1D single molecule trajectory (red) and its 

best-fit line using orthogonal regression methods.  Here, θ represents the tilt angle (red) of the 

single trajectory with respect to the SVP direction while 𝜃𝑆𝑀𝑇
̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅  depicts the average trajectory 

orientation from all 1D trajectories found in each set of SMT data (green).  Reprinted with 

permission from Ref (1).  Copyright 2015 American Chemical Society.    
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 7.2.3 FRAP Measurements. 

Instrumentation.  Figure 7.1a shows the wide-field fluorescence microscope setup used for 

FRAP measurements.  The microscope was built on an inverted epi-illumination microscope 

(Nikon Eclipse Ti).  An argon-ion laser (ex = 514 nm) was used for excitation and photobleaching 

of SRB fluorescent dyes.  For photobleaching, a more intense beam (ca. 200 µW/µm2) was directed 

through a small aperture (ca. 1 mm in diameter) (Figure 7.1a, left), before being reflected via a 

dichroic mirror (Chroma 555 DCLP) into the back-aperture of an oil-immersion objective (Nikon 

Apo TIRF 100X; 1.49 NA).  The laser beam was then focused to photobleach the SRB molecules 

in a circular region (ca. 7 µm in diameter) in the CF-PS-b-PEO film.  Immediately after 

photobleaching, the recovery of fluorescence in the photobleached area was recorded under broad 

illumination from above by attenuated laser light (ca. 20 µW/µm2) delivered through an optical 

fiber to an air objective (Newport 10X Air; 0.25 NA) (Figure 7.1a, right).  The fluorescence 

images were collected using the oil-immersion objective, passed through a dichroic mirror and a 

band-pass filter (Chroma, 580/40 HQ), and recorded with an electron-multiplying (EM) CCD-

camera (Andor iXon DU-897).  Fluorescence images were recorded as 64 pixels x 64 pixels at 4 

x 4 binning and depicted 48 x 48 µm2 sample regions (1 pixel = 0.75 µm).  The exposure time was 

0.2 s and the readout rate was 1 MHz with no EM-gain.  At each x, fluorescence images were 

recorded with a cycle time of 5 s per frame for the first five minutes and with a cycle time of 30 s 

(for a duration of 10 min at x =1 mm) or 60 s (for a duration of 30 min at x = 0 and 0.5 mm) 

thereafter.   All the data were measured upon focusing at z = 2 µm at room temperature (ca. 20 °C) 

with a relative humidity of 20 – 30%.  It should be noted that the photobleached region at t = 0 s 

was slightly elliptical due to probe diffusion during the short delay (ca. 1s) between 

photobleaching and initial image acquisition.   

 

Quantitative Data Analysis.  In the FRAP data analysis, the photobleached region was fitted 

to a 2D Gaussian function to determine the major (L//) and minor (L⊥) axis directions, the angle 

(FRAP) between L// and the solvent penetration direction and the full-widths (at 1/e2 peak height) 

of the cross-sectional intensity profiles (w// and w⊥) (Figure 1c).  The following equation, which 

describes a rotated, elliptical 2D Gaussian function (see appendix for its derivation) was used for 

the fitting:232 
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f(X, Y) = B-Aexp [- {
(X-X0) cosθFRAP+(Y-Y0) sinθFRAP

(√2 4⁄ )w//
}
2

- {
-(X-X0) sinθFRAP+(Y-Y0) cosθFRAP

(√2 4⁄ )w⊥
}
2

] (Eq. 7.1)  

In this equation, A is the amplitude of the intensity profile.  X0, Y0 and B correspond to the center 

position of the photobleached area (X0, Y0) and the background fluorescence intensity from the 

prebleached image (B).   

 

Theoretical Simulation.  Subsequently, an ensemble diffusion coefficient, 𝐷𝐹𝑅𝐴𝑃, was 

determined by numerically fitting the time dependence of w// to a 1D diffusion model.  The model 

assumes (i) the recovery originates purely from the diffusion of fluorescent molecules with a 

constant time-independent diffusion coefficient along L// according to Fick’s second law (Eq. 7.2), 

for t > 0);146 (ii) the fluorescence profile of the photobleached spot can be described by a Gaussian 

(Eq 7.3),146 in which X = Leff/2 represents the center of the spot; (iii) diffusion occurs symmetrically 

toward X = Leff/2 within 1D microdomains of a finite total length of Leff (0 ≤ X ≤ Leff) with boundary 

conditions as defined in Eq 7.4 (for t > 0).233  The following equations for the concentration of 

fluorescent molecules, C(X,t), were thus used for the fitting: 

𝜕𝐶(𝑋,𝑡)

𝜕𝑡
= 𝐷FRAP

𝜕2𝐶(𝑋,𝑡)

𝜕𝑋2  (Eq. 7.2) 

𝐶(𝑋, 0) = 𝐶0𝑒𝑥𝑝[−𝛼𝑇𝐼(𝑋)], I(X) = [
8P0

πw2] exp (
-8(X-

Leff
2
)
2

w2 ) (Eq. 7.3) 

[
∂C(X,t)

∂X
]
X=0

= [
∂C(X,t)

∂X
]
X=Leff

= 0 (Eq. 7.4) 

In Eq. 7.3, T is the photobleaching time, α is the photobleaching rate constant for an 

irreversible first-order reaction, w is the full-width at 1/e2 peak height and P0 is the total laser 

power.146  A Matlab program was used for fitting of the FRAP data to obtain parameters 𝐷𝐹𝑅𝐴𝑃 

and Leff along with their standard errors.  It employed built-in functions: The ‘pdepe’ function was 

used to numerically solve the equations (Eqs. 7.2-7.4) while the ‘lsqcurvefit’ function was used 

for data fitting.   The ‘nlparci’ function was used to estimate a fitting error that reflects the residuals 

of all data points to the fitting lines.   
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7.2.4 SMT Measurements. 

Instrumentation.  All SMT data were collected using a similar wide-field fluorescence 

microscope setup (Figure 7.1b) as employed for FRAP.  The setup was previously described in 

detail by us (see Chapter 5 and 6).22  In this setup, the single molecule fluorescence was excited 

and collected using the same 100x oil-immersion objective.  Experimentally, a 514 nm laser light 

of higher intensity (ca. 100 µW/µm2) was first used for photobleaching (for ca. 30s) of the majority 

of SRB dye molecules at a wider areas of interest (ca. 30 x 30 µm2) that included the FRAP area.  

For such purposes, a broader laser beam that was defined by a larger aperture (ca. 10 mm in 

diameter) was focused on the sample.  Subsequently, the single molecule diffusion was recorded 

at narrower area (ca. 16 x 16 µm2) by exciting the fluorescence using a focused narrower, weaker 

laser beam (ca. 100 µW/µm2) defined by a smaller aperture (ca. 5 mm in diameter).  Such 

procedure allowed us to record SMT data in the samples initially doped with a µM dye 

concentration.  At x = 0 and 0.5 mm, SMT videos were 1000 frames in length and were recorded 

with a cycle time of 40 ms.  Due to higher probe mobility at x = 1 mm, the SMT videos were 

recorded with a cycle time of 20 ms and were 3000 frames in length.  All SMT videos were 

recorded with electron-multiplying gain of 30 and readout rate of 10 MHz.  These data were 

collected of 16 x 16 µm2 film regions as 128 pixels x 128 pixels data (1 pixel = 125 nm).  Note 

that an additional 1.5 x magnification built into the microscope was used to obtain a larger single 

molecule spots in the SMT videos.  At each x, five SMT videos were recorded across the film 

thickness at different vertical positions z (= 0, 1, 2, 3 and 4 µm).  Prior to the SMT data analysis, 

the videos recorded at x = 0 and 0.5 mm were cropped to 90 pixels x 90 pixels and 70 pixels x 70 

pixels, respectively.  This procedure was required to exclude the high background intensity at the 

edges of the original videos.  At x = 1 mm, the original SMT videos was used without cropping.   

 

SMT Data Analysis.  The SMT data were quantitatively assessed using the orthogonal 

regression methods as previously reported by us.  Briefly, single-molecule trajectories were 

generated by linking the positions of individual molecules in consecutive frames of a SMT video.  

The positions of those molecules in each video frame were identified by employing the 

ParticleTracker plugin for the ImageJ software.  In this study, single molecule trajectories, >12 

consecutive frames in length, were analyzed using the orthogonal regression methods.  In these 
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methods, each trajectory was fitted to a best-fit line, providing variances in the single molecule 

position along (σR) and across (σδ) the trajectory as output.   

These parameters were employed to distinguish the 1D, 2D and immobile trajectories that 

reflect 1D-diffusing, 2D-diffusing and immobile molecules, respectively, according to the 

following procedure.  First, immobile and 1D/2D trajectories were separated based on σR:  

Trajectories with σR > 44 nm were classified as ‘mobile’ (1D/2D) while trajectories σR ≤ 44 nm 

were classified as ‘immobile’.  Next, 1D and 2D trajectories were distinguished based on σδ:  

Trajectories with σδ > 56 nm were classified as 2D while those with σδ ≤ 56 nm were classified as 

1D.  The threshold values of σR and σδ were determined from simulated results on single molecule 

diffusion obtained using the Monte Carlo method under the assumptions of signal to noise ratios 

and diffusion coefficients similar to the experimental data.   

As output parameter, the tilt angle, θ, of 1D trajectories is provided, allowing the transport 

direction and thus orientation and order of the cylindrical PEO domains to be characterized.  The 

single molecule diffusion coefficients, DSMT, were estimated by fitting the relationship of time and 

Mean-Square-Displacement (MSD) to the following function: 

𝑀𝑆𝐷 = 2𝑛𝐷𝑆𝑀𝑇  (Eq. 7.5) 

where n is the dimensionality of diffusion (e.g. n = 1 for 1D diffusion) and t ( ≤ 5) is the maximum 

time lag used for this analysis.192  The maximum time step employed was five because the 

trajectories were relatively short (> 12 frames).  The in-plane orientation of individual 1D 

trajectories was discussed based on the tilt angle (θ) of the best-fit line relative to the SVP-direction 

(θ = 0°).  The average in-plane orientation (𝜃𝑆𝑀𝑇
̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ) of 1D trajectories reflects the average alignment 

of the cylindrical microdomains.   
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 7.3 Results and Discussion 

 7.3.1 Experimental Design for FRAP-SMT Measurements at Identical Film Regions. 

In this study, FRAP and SMT data were measured in three identical areas of a CF-PS-b-PEO 

film using a wide-field fluorescence microscope (Figure 7.1ab).  The following four issues were 

considered in designing the FRAP-SMT experiment using the single microscope setup.   

1.) First, a probe concentration suitable for FRAP is significantly higher than that for SMT.234,235  

Thus, the initial SRB concentration in the PEO microdomains was adjusted to be 10 µM, 

which is suitable for FRAP measurements (Figure 7.1a).  Subsequently, the probe 

concentration in a wider area was reduced via photobleaching for the SMT measurements 

(Figure 7.1b, left).  It should be noted that the initial concentration of 10 µM indicates the 

presence of approximately two SRB molecules per µm length in each cylindrical 

microdomain (22 nm in diameter).23  Thus, interactions between probe molecules should be 

negligible.   

2.) FRAP requires the photobleaching of a smaller area than SMT.  Thus, a tunable aperture was 

used to define the size of the laser beam directed into the 100x oil immersion objective to 

obtain circular photobleached areas of ca. 7 µm (for FRAP) and ca. 30 µm (for SMT) 

diameters (Figure 7.1a, left and Figure 7.1b, left).   

3.) Third, FRAP requires broad illumination of the sample with relatively weak intensity 

excitation light to avoid photobleaching during monitoring of the fluorescence recovery 

(Figure 7.1a, right).  Thus, a low-magnification (10x) air objective was used for the 

illumination of the sample from the upper side, with light delivered to the objective using an 

optical fiber.  A neutral density filter was used to attenuate the light.  Fluorescence images 

were recorded from a relatively wide area (ca. 45 x 45 µm2) for the accurate assessment of 

cross-sectional fluorescence intensity profiles (Figure 7.2).   

4.) Finally, SMT data were obtained from a narrow region (ca. 16 x 16 µm2) near the center of 

the circular photobleached area (ca. 30 µm in diameter).  Wide-field videos of the single 

molecule motions were recorded for a sufficient period of time (ca. 1 min) for accurate 

measurement of diffusion coefficients with negligible influence of fluorescence recovery.   
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Figure 7.2.  Wide-field fluorescence image of polystyrene beads (ca. 1 µm in diameter) at the 

identical region (45 x 45 µm2) (a) using top-illumination via a 10x objective lens and (b) epi-

fluorescence illumination via a 100x objective lens.   

 

 7.3.2 FRAP Measurements. 

Figure 7.3a depicts representative wide-field fluorescence images recorded before 

(prebleach) and after photobleaching at three different positions (x).  Here, x represents the 

distance from the inner edge (x = 0 mm) of the circular hole in the substrate along the SVP 

direction, as represented by the black arrows in the top images.23  Figure 7.3a clearly shows 

anisotropic broadening of the photobleached regions, together with gradual recovery of the 

fluorescence intensity.  The direction of the major axis (L//) of the resulting elliptical region was 

observed to be close to the SVP direction, as indicated by 𝜃𝐹𝑅𝐴𝑃̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅ ≈ 0 (Table 7.1).  The elliptical 

broadening is fairly symmetric to the photobleached area.  The anisotropic recovery is thus 

attributable to diffusion by intact SRB molecules from unphotobleached regions along the aligned 

PEO microdomains into the photobleached area.  Furthermore, the recovery at x = 1 mm was 

significantly faster than that at the other positions, reflecting the less efficient removal of 1,4-

dioxane from the film due to the longer distance from the film/air interface.  The fast diffusion of 

SRB molecules in solvent-swollen PEO microdomains was shown previously by us using 

SMT.23,24  

Effective Microdomain Length.  The FRAP data also provide information on the effective 

microdomain length (Leff) from the fraction of maximum fluorescence recovery (fmax).  For this 

analysis, the fluorescence intensity, normalized to the prebleached intensity (I/I0) and averaged  
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Figure 7.3.  (a) Wide-field fluorescence images around the photobleached area (ca. 7 µm in 

diameter) at three different positions in the CF-PS-b-PEO film before (prebleach), just after (t = 0 

s) and at longer t.  The scale bar represents 10 µm.  Arrows in the top images represent the SVP 

direction.  Green dotted circles and blue arrows at t = 0 s indicate areas that gave the reference 

fluorescence intensities (𝐼𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑏𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑐ℎ
𝑟𝑒𝑓

 and 𝐼𝑏𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑐ℎ
𝑟𝑒𝑓

) and the fluorescence recovery directions (L///L⊥), 

respectively.  (b) Fluorescence intensity profiles measured along L// (left) and L⊥ (right) at x = 1 

mm.  Also included are Gaussian fits (solid lines) employed to estimate w.  Reprinted with 

permission from Ref (1).  Copyright 2015 American Chemical Society.   
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Table 7.1.  Molecular Diffusion Direction, Fluorescence Recovery and Diffusion Coefficients 

Measured from Identical Sample Areas in the CF-PS-b-PEO film using FRAP and SMT. 

x (mm) 𝜃𝐹𝑅𝐴𝑃̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅  (°)a 𝜃𝑆𝑀𝑇
̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅  (°)b fmax Leff (µm)c 𝐷𝐹𝑅𝐴𝑃 (µm2/s)c 𝐷𝑆𝑀𝑇

̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅ (µm2/s)b 

0 0 ± 1 0 ± 4 0.94 125 1.0 ± 0.3 1.0 ± 1.2 

0.5 -2 ± 1 2 ± 16 0.84 47 1.5 ± 0.7 1.1 ± 1.1 

1 7 ± 1 9 ± 5 0.94 113 4.4 ± 0.7 1.8 ± 1.7 

a The direction of fluorescence recovery obtained by 2D Gaussian fitting of the FRAP data (Figure 

7.1c).  Average and standard deviation from 49 data measured at different recovery times (t) at 

each x.  b Average and standard deviation measured from 1D trajectories in SMT data.  For each 

x, five SMT videos were recorded at z = 0, 1, 2, 3 and 4 µm.  The number of 1D trajectories 

analyzed was 207, 332 and 653 at x = 0, 0.5 and 1 mm, respectively (Table 7.3).  c Determined 

from the widths of cross-sectional intensity profiles in the L// direction (w//; Figure 7.3b).  The 

time course for w// reflecting the broadening of a Gaussian intensity profile was fitted using Fick’s 

second law for 1D diffusion (Figure 7.4).  The error represents the 95% confidence limit estimated 

from the residuals of individual data points from the best-fitted curve.  Reprinted with permission 

from Ref (1).  Copyright 2015 American Chemical Society.   
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within a circular region of diameter w⊥ (6.8 µm for x = 1 mm and 7.5 µm for x = 0 and 0.5 mm), 

which corresponds to the initially photobleached area, was obtained (see Eq (7.6)).  The equation 

also accounts for a gradual photobleaching across the area imaged during the fluorescence 

recovery measurements:236 

𝐼
𝐼0
⁄ =

(𝐼𝑏𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑐ℎ−𝐵𝐺)
(𝐼𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑏𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑐ℎ−𝐵𝐺)

⁄

(𝐼𝑏𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑐ℎ
𝑟𝑒𝑓

−𝐵𝐺)

(𝐼𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑏𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑐ℎ
𝑟𝑒𝑓

−𝐵𝐺)
⁄

  (Eq. 7.6) 

In this equation, BG is the background fluorescence intensity at the spot measured upon complete 

photobleaching after the FRAP-SMT measurements; 𝐼𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑏𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑐ℎ and 𝐼𝑏𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑐ℎ represent the 

fluorescence intensities at the photobleached spot before and after the photobleaching, 

respectively, and 𝐼𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑏𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑐ℎ
𝑟𝑒𝑓

 and 𝐼𝑏𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑐ℎ
𝑟𝑒𝑓

 the corresponding fluorescence intensities in the reference 

area (shown by the green dotted circles in Figure 7.3a).  The I/I0 values at the three positions were 

plotted as a function of time, t (Figure 7.4).  As anticipated from the data, I/I0 gradually increased 

and reached maximum values of fmax = 0.84 ~ 0.94 at t ≥ 25 min, (Table 7.1).  Assuming a uniform 

distribution of fluorescent probes within the microdomains upon maximum recovery, Leff can be 

estimated to be 47 ~ 113 µm from fmax using Leff = w⊥/(1 – fmax) (Table 7.1).  This result suggests 

that the cylindrical microdomains provide fairly long pathways for diffusion of the fluorescent 

molecules.  Similar long-distance information is difficult to obtain using SMT due to the limited 

trajectory lengths brought about by photobleaching of the molecules (vide infra).   

It should be noted that most previous FRAP studies employed the t-dependence of I/I0,
146,237 

as shown in Figure 7.4, to obtain a diffusion coefficient.  In this study, 𝐷𝐹𝑅𝐴𝑃 was, however, not 

determined from Figure 7.4, because the circular photobleaching spot is not ideal to analyze the 

fluorescence recovery based on 1D diffusion.  Indeed, a rectangular area is usually photobleached 

for investigation of 1D diffusion.238  Here, 𝐷𝐹𝑅𝐴𝑃 was determined from the t-dependence of the 

width of a cross-sectional intensity profile (w//) as was previously employed in some studies.239,240   
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Figure 7.4.  The recovery of the normalized fluorescence intensity, I/Io, measured from the 

photobleached circular area as a function of t and at the three different x.  The fluorescence 

intensity was averaged over a circular region of 7.5 µm (x = 0 and 0.5 mm) and 6.8 µm (x = 1 mm) 

in diameter.  The maximum recovery values, fmax, was estimated as the arithmetic mean of the 

last ten data points of the curves.  Reprinted with permission from Ref (1).  Copyright 2015 

American Chemical Society.   

 

 

Figures 7.3b depicts typical cross-sectional intensity profiles along the L// (left) and L⊥ (right) 

directions recorded at different t.  The profiles clearly show the gradual recovery of the 

fluorescence intensity.  Importantly, the L// profile broadens with t (Figure 7.3b, left).  In contrast, 

the L⊥ profile showed negligible broadening during the FRAP measurement (Figure 7.3b, right).  

This observation is again consistent with the diffusion of SRB molecules along the aligned PEO 

microdomains.  Based on the fitting of the profiles to 2D Gaussian functions (Eq. (7.1)), the profile 

widths in the directions of L// and L⊥ (w// and w⊥) were quantitatively measured for individual data.  

With longer t, w// gradually increased (Figure 7.5), whereas w⊥ changed negligibly (data not 

shown).  The value of w// increased more quickly at x = 1 mm, reflecting the faster diffusion of 

SRB molecules within more solvent-swollen PEO microdomains (vide supra).  It should be noted 

that, ideally, w// should be infinitely large upon complete fluorescence recovery, regardless of the 

mobile molecule fraction if the microdomains were sufficiently long as compared to the imaged 
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area.  However, the experimental w// reached a plateau (x = 0.5 mm in Figure 7.5) or could not be 

measured at long t accurately (x = 1 mm in Figure 7.5).  The former probably reflects the finite 

length of the cylindrical microdomains, which is consistent with the incomplete fluorescence 

recovery shown in the analysis of I/I0 (vide infra) (Figure 7.4).  The latter is attributable to the 

limited S/N-ratio in the fluorescence profile data after complete recovery, preventing a 2D 

Gaussian fit to the data. 

The t-dependent changes in w// were used to determine 𝐷𝐹𝑅𝐴𝑃 along L// by fitting to a 1D 

diffusion model based on Fick’s second law.  The best-fitted line for each data is depicted as a 

solid line in Figure 7.5, and the 𝐷𝐹𝑅𝐴𝑃 values obtained are summarized in Table 7.1.  As 

anticipated from the fluorescence recovery in Figure 7.1a, 𝐷𝐹𝑅𝐴𝑃 was significantly larger at x = 1 

mm than those at x = 0 and 0.5 mm.  These 𝐷𝐹𝑅𝐴𝑃 values will be compared with single-molecule 

diffusion coefficients obtained from SMT measurements below.   

 

 

 

Figure 7.5.  The full-width (at 1/e2 peak height), w//, of the fluorescence intensity profiles along 

L// measured as a function of t.  The data were recorded at x = 0 (green triangles), 0.5 (blue squares) 

and 1 mm (red dots).  The solid lines represent the best fits to the experimental data that were 

generated using a 1D diffusion model.  Note that some portions of the data recorded at x = 0 mm 

(t > 945 s) and x = 1 mm (t >240 s) were not used for the analysis due to the poor S/N-ratios (< 

3.29, 99.9 % CL).  Reprinted with permission from Ref (1).  Copyright 2015 American Chemical 

Society.   
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 7.3.3 SMT Measurements. 

After the FRAP data were collected, SMT data were recorded from identical regions (i.e., at 

the same x) in the same CF-PS-b-PEO film.  Prior to data recording, the dye concentration was 

further reduced by photobleaching a somewhat wider area (see experimental section 7.2).  Figure 

7.6 depicts single molecule trajectories, > 12 frames in length, recorded at the three different 

positions (x).  At a fixed x, SMT data were also recorded at different vertical positions (z = 1 - 4 

µm) to observe single molecule diffusion across the film thickness.   Here, the trajectories were 

generated by first detecting the single molecule positions in each video frame and subsequently 

linking their positions in consecutive frames (see experimental section 7.2).  We classified and 

separated 1D, 2D and immobile trajectories based on a previously reported procedure (see 

Chapters 5/6).23,24  1D trajectories are shown in green (x = 0 mm), blue (x = 0.5 mm) and red (x = 

1 mm), while 2D and immobile trajectories are shown in grey and black (for all x), respectively.   

Next, 1D trajectories were quantitatively assessed by fitting each of them to a best-fit line 

(Figure 7.2d) using orthogonal regression method.  This procedure provided, the tilt angle, θ, of 

individual 1D trajectory relative to the SVP direction as output.  Figure 7.6 (left) depicts the 

compiled (across z = 1 – 4 µm) histogram of θ obtained from the 1D data measured at different x.  

In each of the images, a narrow distribution that sharply peaked at zero can clearly be seen.  The 

results indicate the presence of cylindrical PEO microdomains exhibiting of high degree of order 

and oriented in average in the SVP direction (θ = 0°).  Indeed, the average tilt angle, SMT , was 

close to zero regardless of x (Table 7.1), consistent to the FRAP’s recovery directions, FRAP , as 

expected.  The good agreement of the FRAP and SMT results thus validate the data analysis of 

FRAP and SMT.  Importantly, the width of the distribution of θ can be also employed to 

quantitatively assess the organization and order of the cylindrical microdomains.  Such information 

cannot be provided by FRAP due to ensemble averaging of the mass-transport and nanostructure 

characteristics.  The narrowest distribution of θ was observed at x = 1 mm, as represented by a 

smaller standard deviation in θ (Table 7.1), indicating the higher degree of orientational order of 

the cylindrical microdomain among the three x (Table 7.2).  The result is also consistent to the 

previous findings of a higher symmetry and larger extent of recovery at x = 1 mm, further 

supporting the correlation of microdomain order and long-range connectivity.   
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Figure 7.6.  Single molecule trajectories, >12 frames in length, measured in a CF-PS-b-PEO film 

from the three identical regions used for the FRAP measurements ((a) x = 0, (b) x = 0.5 and (c) x 

= 1 mm).  At each x, five different SMT data were recorded across the film thickness (z = 0, 1, 2, 

3 and 4 µm).  Note that z = 0 and 4 µm are near the polymer-glass interfaces.  1D trajectories are 

shown in green (a), blue (b) and red (c) while 2D and immobile trajectories are depicted in grey 

and black, respectively.  The scale bar represents 5 µm, while the appended arrow depicts the SVP 

direction.  Reprinted with permission from Ref (1).  Copyright 2015 American Chemical Society.   

 

 

 

 

Diffusion Direction.  Figure 7.6 exhibits many 1D trajectories (7-47% as the 1D fraction; 

Tables 7.2 and 7.3) regardless of x and z.  These 1D trajectories were oriented parallel to the SVP 
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direction, as indicated by the 𝜃𝑆𝑀𝑇
̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅  values close to 0° (Table 7.1, Figure 7.7a), and were highly 

ordered, as shown by the trajectory order parameter, <P>, larger than 0.76 (Table 7.2 and 7.3).22  

The average orientation of the individual microdomains (𝜃𝑆𝑀𝑇
̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ) at each x was very close to the 

microdomain orientation estimated from the FRAP data (𝜃𝐹𝑅𝐴𝑃̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅), verifying that FRAP afforded the 

ensemble-averaged diffusion behavior of individual molecules.  It should be pointed out that the 

standard deviations of the 𝜃𝑆𝑀𝑇
̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅  values reflect the distribution of the microdomain orientation 

(Figure 7.7), whereas the errors of the 𝜃𝐹𝑅𝐴𝑃̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅ values primarily reflect the level of measurement 

precision.  Considering that the individual trajectories reflect the morphologies of individual 

cylindrical microdomains, SMT provides quantitative information on the organization of the 

microdomains in contrast to FRAP.   

Figure 7.6 also shows 2D and immobile trajectories that are attributable to molecules 

diffusing within short microdomains or to those adsorbed at the polymer-glass interface.  The 

displacement range of the 2D trajectories was usually much shorter (< 1 µm) than that of the 1D 

trajectories.  Thus, these molecules do not significantly contribute to the ensemble diffusion 

coefficients (𝐷𝐹𝑅𝐴𝑃) that mainly reflect molecular diffusion across larger µm-scale distances.  The 

insignificant contribution of these molecules facilitates a direct comparison between single-

molecule and ensemble diffusion coefficients for 1D diffusing molecules (vide infra).  It should 

be pointed out that the fractions of the 1D, 2D and immobile trajectories measured with SMT do 

not reflect those of molecules that were present prior to photobleaching.  Indeed, the fraction of 

1D trajectories gradually increased upon continuous recording of SMT data due to the diffusion of 

intact molecules from the unbleached regions, whereas 2D and immobile molecules gradually 

bleached out, consistent with the mechanism of the FRAP measurements.  Thus, there should be 

no direct correlation between the fmax values from FRAP (Table 7.1) and the 1D/2D/immobile 

fractions from SMT (Table 7.2).  According to the fmax values from the FRAP data, the fractions 

of 2D/immobile molecules in the native film should be fairly low (< 10%).  
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Single-Molecule Diffusion Coefficients.  Single-molecule diffusion coefficients, DSMT, were 

measured from individual 1D trajectories using Eq. 7.5.  Figure 7.7b shows the compiled (across 

z) histograms of DSMT obtained from SMT data measured at the different positions.  As with the 

trajectory angles (vide supra), SMT provides information on the distribution of DSMT.  Thus, the 

standard deviations of the mean values (𝐷𝑆𝑀𝑇
̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅ in Table 7.1) reflect the distribution of individual 

DSMT, in contrast to the error of 𝐷𝐹𝑅𝐴𝑃 that mainly originates from the measurement precision.  In 

addition, SMT can be used to measure molecular diffusion behavior at different z (Figure 7.6 and 

Table 7.3), whereas FRAP affords the measurement of averaged diffusion behavior across the 

entire focal depth (here, the entire film thickness of 4 µm).  At x = 1 mm, the larger fraction of 

1D-diffusing molecules exhibited larger DSMT, resulting in larger 𝐷𝑆𝑀𝑇
̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅ (Table 7.1).  The same 

trend was also observed for the ensemble diffusion coefficient (𝐷𝐹𝑅𝐴𝑃; Table 7.1).  𝐷𝐹𝑅𝐴𝑃 and 

𝐷𝑆𝑀𝑇
̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅ at each x were similar to each other, especially at x = 0 and 0.5 mm, verifying that the former 

values basically reflected the ensemble average of single-molecule diffusion behavior.  The 

similarity of the 𝐷𝐹𝑅𝐴𝑃 and 𝐷𝑆𝑀𝑇
̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅ values also imply a negligible contribution of probe-probe 

interactions to probe diffusion, as anticipated from the probe concentration (vide supra).  The 

smaller 𝐷𝑆𝑀𝑇
̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅ (1.8 µm2/s) than 𝐷𝐹𝑅𝐴𝑃 (4.4 µm2/s) at x = 1 mm may reflect the confined diffusion 

of molecules within short microdomains.  Such confined diffusion is difficult to measure using 

FRAP, as the fluorescence recovery takes place as a result of probe diffusion over fairly long 

distances (> 10 µm).   
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Figure 7.7.  Compiled histograms depicting (a) tilt angles and (b) single molecule diffusion 

coefficients of the 1D trajectories (shown in Figure 7-6) that were measured at x = 0, 0.5 and 1 

mm.  θ ≈ 0° represents the SVP direction.  Reprinted with permission from Ref (1).  Copyright 

2015 American Chemical Society.   

 

Table 7.2.  Compiled Results: Total Trajectory Number, Fractions of 1D/2D/Immobile 

Trajectories and Trajectory Order Parameter Measured by SMT. 

x (mm) N a f1D
b f2D

b fImmobile
b <P>c 

0 207 0.42 0.16 0.42 0.98± 0.13 

0.5 332 0.25 0.31 0.45 0.92 ± 0.30 

1 653 0.40 0.27 0.33 0.97 ± 0.16 

a Total number of single molecule trajectories, > 12 frames in length, obtained from five different 

SMT videos measured at different z (= 0 ~ 4 µm) for fixed x.  b Fractions of 1D, 2D diffusing and 

immobile single molecules calculated from SMT data measured at each x.  c Average and standard 
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deviation of the order parameters calculated from 1D SMT trajectories.  Reprinted with permission 

from Ref (1).  Copyright 2015 American Chemical Society.   

 

Table 7.3.  Total Trajectory Number, Fractions of 1D/2D/Immobile Trajectories, Trajectory Angle 

and Trajectory Order Parameter Measured at Different z by SMT. 

x (mm) z (µm) Na f1D
b f2D

b fImmobile
b 𝜃𝑆𝑀𝑇

̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅  (°)c <P>c 

0 0 37 0.40 0.30 0.30 0± 3 1.00± 0.01 

0 1 51 0.47 0.12 0.41 0± 4 0.99± 0.01 

0 2 40 0.35 0 0.65 -2± 15 0.89± 0.30 

0 3 28 0.43 0.43 0.14 -1± 3 1.00± 0.01 

0 4 51 0.41 0.10 0.49 -1± 2 1.00± 0.01 

0.5 0 94 0.31 0.19 0.50 2± 17 0.90± 0.37 

0.5 1 41 0.07 0.64 0.29 -4± 3 1.00± 0.01 

0.5 2 73 0.12 0.34 0.54 6± 26 0.76± 0.55 

0.5 3 37 0.35 0.35 0.30 -3± 13 0.92± 0.22 

0.5 4 87 0.33 0.20 0.47 0± 7 0.96± 0.10 

1 0 181 0.43 0.23 0.34 9± 7 0.99± 0.02 

1 1 143 0.44 0.21 0.35 11± 13 0.93± 0.30 

1 2 114 0.41 0.15 0.44 8± 3 1.00± 0.01 

1 3 123 0.41 0.41 0.19 7± 7 0.97± 0.15 

1 4 92 0.24 0.42 0.34 10± 10 0.94± 0.10 

a Total number of single molecule trajectories (> 12 frames in length) obtained from each of the 

SMT videos measured at different z (= 0 ~ 4 µm) and x.  b Fractions of 1D, 2D diffusing and 

immobile single molecules calculated from each of the SMT videos. c  Average and standard 

deviation of the average trajectory angles and order parameters calculated from 1D trajectories of 
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each of the SMT data.  Reprinted with permission from Ref (1).  Copyright 2015 American 

Chemical Society.   

 

 7.4 Conclusions 

This study has demonstrated that FRAP and subsequent SMT measurements performed at 

identical locations provide a unique means for obtaining complementary information on molecular 

transport in nanostructured materials.  Importantly, FRAP measurements offered ensemble-

averaged data and was suitable to assess longer-range diffusion behavior, reflecting the effective 

microdomain length of ≥ 100 µm.  The estimated effective microdomain connectivity in this study 

is consistent to the anticipated alignment induced by SVP.  The results show that SVP is superior 

over the flow approach as it can produce microdomain orientation and connectivity over a longer-

range.  The latter measurements permitted the distribution of mass transport properties of 

individual molecules to be assessed.  The combined FRAP and SMT measurements also offer a 

direct comparison of ensemble and single-molecule mass transport behavior.  The two methods 

gave similar results on average diffusion direction and diffusion coefficient for fluorescent probe 

molecules within aligned cylindrical microdomains.  FRAP and SMT measurements from identical 

sample areas provide a unique means to investigate mass transport with negligible influence of 

material morphological and compositional heterogeneity.   

Unfortunately, the method reported here is not applicable to study molecules moving too fast 

or too slow:  FRAP is not well suited to investigations of slowly moving molecules because of the 

gradual photobleaching within the observation area during fluorescence monitoring, whereas SMT 

cannot be used to track molecules moving too quickly because of the limited image acquisition 

speed of current CCD-cameras and the limited trajectory linking ability.  It should be noted that, 

for the latter, the trajectory-profile-guided (TPG) tracking method affords reliable 1D single-

molecule trajectories for quickly moving molecules as compared to conventional cost-functional 

methods.241  As long as the speed of molecular motion is in the optimum range, serial FRAP and 

SMT measurements should be applicable for molecular transport studies not only in 

nanostructured materials but also in biological systems such as on cell surfaces.   
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Chapter 8 -  General Conclusions and Future Directions 

This dissertation describes the quantitative characterization of the mass-transport properties 

and morphologies of 1D nanostructures in STMS and CF-PS-b-PEO films of nanometer to 

micrometer thicknesses using SMT.  The technique offers several significant advantages over 

conventional methods (e.g., AFM, SEM/TEM and SAXS) based on its capabilities to 

quantitatively assess the local mass-transport and material properties of 1D nanostructures with 

high spatial resolution.  Since these processes are observed at the single molecule and single event 

levels, SMT offers quantitative information on the temporal and nanoscale spatial heterogeneity 

of the samples under various environments (e.g., in ambient air, under controlled environments 

and in solution).17  Such variations are often obscured by the averaging that occurs when ensemble 

methods are employed.  In SMT, the nanoscale material properties are simultaneously probed and 

quantitatively assessed by monitoring and following the diffusive motions of individual probe 

molecules along the cylindrical nanopores and microdomains with high nanometer-scale (ca. 50 

nm) precision for micron-wide (e.g. 30 x 30 µm2) sample regions, yielding the trajectories of their 

confined molecular pathways within the 1D nanostructures.   

The quantitative assessment of mass-transport characteristics and morphology of 1D 

nanostructures requires a detailed analysis of the 1D single-molecule trajectory data using 

orthogonal regression methods.22  The methods have provided a wealth of information on the local 

mass-transport and material characteristics by fitting the single-molecule trajectory data to a best 

fit line, yielding important parameters as outputs including trajectory angle, the angle error, and 

the variances of single-molecule positions along and across the trajectory direction.  The trajectory 

angle is a quantitative measure of the in-plane orientation of the 1D nanostructures, whereas the 

error estimates afford useful means to distinguish 1D diffusing molecules from ones exhibiting 2D 

diffusion or immobile ones.  The assessment of the trajectory angle distribution data permits the 

orientational order of the nanostructures in the materials to be determined.  The orientational order 

can be quantified via a 2D order parameter, which relates the deviation of individual trajectories 

from a mean trajectory orientation.  The utility of this method was initially demonstrated by its 

application to the analysis of 1D SMT data recorded in STMS thin films prepared using a well-

established sol-gel procedure involving the vertical spin coating of its aged sol on a glass coverslip 

(Chapter 4).22  The analysis provided quantitative information on the in-plane orientation of 
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individual cylindrical mesopores and of micron-size distinct mesopore domains.  While the data 

depicts the presence of mesopore domains exhibiting significant variations in their average in-

plane orientation between individual domains, their order parameters (and hence, mesopore order) 

remain relatively constant.  This suggested the absence of shear forces acting on the agglomerated 

structures during vertical spin coating.   

The usefulness of SMT for quantitative assessment of the microscale and nanoscale 

morphology was further demonstrated for CF-PS-b-PEO films prepared by a pressure-driven 

directional flow of concentrated CF-PS-b-PEO solution along a small gap formed between two 

glass plates (Chapter 5).24  Directional flow is a simple method previously employed for the 

fabrication of macroscopically-aligned microdomains.  Such a morphology is highly essential for 

many technological applications using BCP materials.104  SMT could be used to quantitatively 

assess the alignment of individual microdomains as well as microdomain order in individual µm-

scale grains from 1D single molecule diffusion trajectories.  SMT permitted the characterization 

of microdomain morphologies across the film depth, revealing the depth-profile of microdomain 

orientation, consistent with a shear-flow mechanism.  Interestingly, the fraction of 1D 

microdomains and microdomain order in individual grains remained constant regardless of the 

sample preparation conditions, which might reflect microdomain agglomeration morphologies in 

the relatively concentrated solutions.  The presence of µm-scale grains in films prepared from a 

BCP solution was found as a possible obstacle to fabrication of macroscopically-aligned 

microdomains.  For improving the microdomain alignment without grain structures/boundaries 

and across the entire film thickness, CF-PS-b-PEO thin films were treated by SVP with organic 

solvent vapors, as successfully demonstrated for cylinder-forming SBS films (Chapter 6).23  

Systematic SMT measurements at different lateral and vertical positions revealed the presence of 

well-aligned PEO microdomain structures across the thickness over millimeter length scales in the 

direction of the vapor penetration direction of 1,4-dioxane.  SMT data were also employed to 

determine the PEO domain radius.  The value obtained (ca. 11 nm) was close to that determined 

on the film surface by AFM methods (ca. 14 nm).23  Unfortunately, the SMT data provide little 

information on the continuity of the SVP-aligned microdomains, mainly because of the limited life 

time of fluorescent probe molecules. 

Based on its ability to probe molecular diffusion over a longer-range (>10 µm), FRAP was 

employed to quantitatively assess the ensemble-averaged mass-transport characteristics within 
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SVP-aligned microdomains, reflecting the effective microdomain length of ≥ 100 µm (Chapter 

7).1  Subsequent SMT measurements performed at identical locations provide complementary 

information on the local molecular transport in nanostructured materials, allowing the distribution 

of mass transport properties of individual nanostructures to be assessed.  The combined FRAP and 

SMT measurements will offer a direct comparison of ensemble and single-molecule mass transport 

behavior with negligible influence of material heterogeneity.   

This dissertation has described the application of SMT for the characterization of the 

nanoscale microdomain structures of CF-PS-b-PEO films.  SMT has revealed the orientation and 

size of individual nanostructures, in addition to the microdomain order in these films.17,18  A main 

motivation of this work is for certain the preparation and characterization of BCP materials 

comprising macroscopically-aligned and organized microdomains, highly essential for potential 

technological applications.94  Considering that the majority of BCP applications employ 

nanoporous BCP films/membranes rather than native microdomain features,9,67,242 it is clear that 

these nanoporous materials need to be studied by SMT methods in the near future.  There are 

several possible challenges for the characterization of nanoporous BCP films/membranes using 

SMT.  First, a nanoporous material containing continuous cylindrical pores aligned parallel to the 

underlying substrate plane has to be fabricated from a BCP precursor under selective etching and 

dissolution of the cylindrical microdomains.65  This is more challenging for thicker monolithic 

films, particularly for materials with shorter-range microdomain alignment.  Second, the SMT 

measurements of molecular diffusion in solution-filled nanopores are technically more challenging 

because of higher anticipated diffusion coefficients of probe molecules leading to possible 

difficulties to detect and to link the single molecule data into accurate trajectories.243  Fortunately, 

Robben and coworkers have recently developed a trajectory-profile guided method for the linking 

of fast 1D SMT data into single molecule trajectories with a higher precision as compared to cost-

functional linking routines.241  The results of the present work have set the stage for further exciting 

investigations of mass-transport and morphology in well-aligned BCP materials with controllable 

chemistries, shape and sizes.   
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Appendix of Dissertation 

 1) Equation for rotated 2D Gaussian function 

In this section, Eq (1) of the main text is derived from the well-known theoretical expression 

for the elliptical 2D Gaussian function.5 
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Where x’ is the major (L//) and y’ is the minor (L⊥) axis of the elliptical Gaussian function.  Other 

parameters shown in the equation are described in the main text. 

Next, x’ and y’ can be analytically expressed in the Cartesian coordinates (see Scheme below) 

as: 

 sin)(cos)(' 00 yyxxx   (2) 
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Where α is the angle between the x-axis (SVP-direction) and the main axis (L//) of the elliptical 

Gaussian function (see scheme).  Using equations (2) and (3), equation (1) can be written as 
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This is equation 1 in the main text used for theoretical fitting of the fluorescence data of FRAP.   

 

Scheme 
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 2) Matlab Codes. 

Main Code 

clc; clear all; close all; 

%--------------------------------ReferenceData---------------------------------------------------------------- 

fID = fopen('FRAP_S3-0.raw'); 

I_BG = fread(fID,[64,64], 'int16=>int16', 'b'); 

Iread = fread(fID,[64,2*64], 'int16=>int16', 'b'); 

IBG=transpose(I_BG); 

I1=transpose(Iread); 

zRaw=double(I1); 

zBG=double(IBG); 

zData=zRaw./zBG; 

Noise=std2(zData); 

 

frames_no1=49; 

frames_no2=9; 

 

%-------------Experimental data, first part (< 5 mins)------------------------------------------------------ 

for k = 1:frames_no1 

fID = fopen('FRAP_S3.raw'); 

I_BG = fread(fID,[64,64], 'int16=>int16', 'b'); 

Iread = fread(fID,[64,(k+1)*64], 'int16=>int16', 'b'); 

IBG=transpose(I_BG); 

I1=transpose(Iread); 

I1(1:k*64,:)=[]; %delete unnecessary loaded images 

 

%% Conversion and Normalizing 

[sx,sy]=size(I1); 

[X,Y]=meshgrid(1:sy,1:sx); 

xData=double(X); 

yData=double(Y); 

zRaw=double(I1); 

zBG=double(IBG); 

zData=zRaw./zBG; 

xyData = {xData,yData}; 

 

%% Set up the startpoint 

[amp, ind] = min(zData); 

[amp_row, ind_x] = min(amp); 

[amp_col, ind_y] = min(zData(:, ind_x));% amp is the amplitude. 

xo = 33; % guess that it is at the maximum 

yo = 33; % guess that it is at the maximum 

ang = 1; % angle in degrees. 

sy = 5; 
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sx = 5; 

zo = median(zData(:))-std(zData(:)); 

xmax = 64; 

ymax = 64; 

xmin = 0; 

ymin = 0; 

 

%% Set up fittype and options-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

LB = [0 -45 0 0 2020 0]; 

UB = [Inf 45 Inf Inf 4545 Inf]; % angles greater than 90 are redundant 

StartPoint = [amp_col ang sx sy xo yo zo];%[amp, sx, sxy, sy, xo, yo, zo]; 

tols = 1e-12; 

options = optimset('Algorithm','active-

set','Display','off','MaxFunEvals',1000,'MaxIter',1000,'TolX',tols,'TolFun',tols,'TolCon',tols, 

'UseParallel','always', 'MaxFunEvals', 1000); 

 

z_guess = gaussian2D(StartPoint, xyData); 

slide_y=z_guess(33,:); 

slide_x=z_guess(:,33); 

y=1:1:64; 

x=1:1:64; 

 

%perform the fitting-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

[fitresult,resnorm,residual,exitflag,output,lambda,jacobian] = 

lsqcurvefit(@gaussian2D,StartPoint,xyData,zData,LB,UB,options); 

zo_out1(k) = fitresult(1,7); 

angle_out1(k) = fitresult(1,2); 

fit_out = gaussian2D(fitresult,xyData); 

Ampl1(k)=-min(fit_out(33,:))+zo_out1(k); 

 

figure(4) 

plot(y, fit_out(:,33), y, zData(:,33), 'or'); 

hold on; 

 

 

results_out(k, :)=fitresult; 

zData_BG(1:20,1)=zData(1:20,33); 

zData_BG(21:40,1)=zData(45:64,33); 

Noise_data(k)=std2(zData_BG); 

End 

 

Amplitude1=transpose(Ampl1); 

Zo_out1=transpose(zo_out1); 

Angle_out1=transpose(angle_out1); 

 

%-------------Experimental data, second part (> 5 mins)--------------------------------------------------- 
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for k = 1:frames_no2 

fID2 = fopen('FRAP_S3-2.raw'); 

Iread2 = fread(fID2,[64,(k+1)*64], 'int16=>int16', 'b'); 

I2=transpose(Iread2); 

I2(1:k*64,:)=[]; %delete unnecessary loaded images 

 

%% Conversion and Normalizing 

zRaw2=double(I2); 

zData2=zRaw2./zBG; 

 

% 2D Gaussian Fitting----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

[amp, ind] = min(zData); 

[amp_row, ind_x] = min(amp); 

[amp_col, ind_y] = min(zData(:, ind_x));% amp is the amplitude. 

xo = 33; % guess that it is at the maximum 

yo = 33; % guess that it is at the maximum 

ang = 1; % angle in degrees. 

sy = 5; 

sx = 5; 

zo = median(zData(:))-std(zData(:)); 

xmax = 64; 

ymax = 64; 

xmin = 0; 

ymin = 0; 

 

%Set up fittype and options----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

LB = [0 -45 0 0 32 32 0]; 

UB = [Inf 45 Inf Inf 34 34 Inf]; % angles greater than 90 are redundant 

StartPoint = [amp_col ang sx sy xo yo zo];%[amp, sx, sxy, sy, xo, yo, zo]; 

tols = 1e-12; 

options = optimset('Algorithm','active-

set','Display','off','MaxFunEvals',1000,'MaxIter',1000,'TolX',tols,'TolFun',tols,'TolCon',tols, 

'UseParallel','always', 'MaxFunEvals', 1000); 

 

z_guess = gaussian2D(StartPoint, xyData); 

slide_y=z_guess(33,:); 

slide_x=z_guess(:,33); 

y=1:1:64; 

x=1:1:64; 

 

%% perform the fitting----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

[fitresult,resnorm,residual,exitflag,output,lambda,jacobian] = 

lsqcurvefit(@gaussian2D,StartPoint,xyData,zData2,LB,UB,options); 

fit_out2 = gaussian2D(fitresult,xyData); 

zo_out2(k) = fitresult(1,7); 

angle_out2(k) = fitresult(1,2); 
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Ampl2(k)=-min(fit_out(33,:))+zo_out2(k); 

 

figure(4) 

plot(y, fit_out2(:,33), y, zData2(:,33), 'or'); 

hold on; 

 

results_out2(k, :)=fitresult; 

zData_BG(1:20,1)=zData(1:20,33); 

zData_BG(21:40,1)=zData(45:64,33); 

Noise_data2(k)=std2(zData_BG); 

end 

 

%-------------Converting all Data (pixel to length------------------------------------------------------ 

Amplitude2=transpose(Ampl2); 

Zo_out2=transpose(zo_out2); 

Angle_out2=transpose(angle_out2); 

 

Width_x = 0.75*results_out(:,3); 

Width_x2 = 0.75*results_out2(:,3); 

Width_y = 0.75*results_out(:,4); 

Width_y2 = 0.75*results_out2(:,4); 

xWidth = transpose(Width_x); 

xWidth2 = transpose(Width_x2); 

yWidth = transpose(Width_y); 

yWidth2 = transpose(Width_y2); 

t_bin=5; 

t_bin2=60; 

x_data=0:t_bin:frames_no1*t_bin-5; %t_end is t_bin*k_end 

x_data2=285:t_bin2:285+(frames_no2*t_bin2-60); %t_end is t_bin*k_end 

 

y_data1=xWidth; 

y_data2=xWidth2; 

y_data=[y_data1, y_data2]; 

Y_Data=transpose(y_data); 

x_data_all=[x_data, x_data2]; 

 

%-------------Data Fitting to Numerical Solution----------------------------------------------------------- 

D=1; %diffusion coefficient 

P=800; 

xo = 50; 

R = 100; 

%w = 10; 

guess=[D P xo R]; 

lowerbound = [0 0 0 0]; 

upperbound = [10 5000 500 500]; 
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%-------------Plot of parameters guess------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

data_fit_guess = profilefit(guess, x_data_all); 

dataFitGuess=transpose(data_fit_guess); 

figure(6) 

plot(x_data_all,y_data,'or',x_data_all,data_fit_guess,'--g'); 

%plot(x_data2,y_data2,'or',x_data2,data_fit_guess2,'--g'); 

title('Numerical fitting of FRAP data') 

legend('Data','Fit (Guess)', 'location', 'southeast') 

hold on; 

pause 

 

%-------------Fitting procedures------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

options=optimset('MaxIter',1000,'TolX',1e-1,'TolFun',1e-1, 'MaxFunEvals',500); 

[param,resnorm,residual,exitflag,output,lambda,jacobian] = 

lsqcurvefit(@profilefit,guess,x_data_all,y_data,lowerbound ,upperbound ,options); 

 

%------------- Plot of fitting------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

Data_fit_out = profilefit(param, x_data_all); 

DataFitOut=transpose(Data_fit_out); 

figure(7) 

plot(x_data_all,y_data,'o',x_data_all,DataFitOut,'-x') 

title('Numerical fitting of FRAP data') 

legend('Data','Fit','location', 'southeast') 

 

%---------------Output of results------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

ci = nlparci(param,residual,'Jacobian',jacobian); 

CI_D=ci(1,2)-param(1) 

CI_P=ci(2,2)-param(2) 

CI_xo=ci(3,2)-param(3) 

CI_R=ci(3,2)-param(4) 

 

fprintf('\r\rFit parameters:\r'); 

fprintf('\r\rD +/- 0.95-C.I. in um2/s:\r');disp(param(1)); 

fprintf('\r\rP +/- 0.95-C.I.:\r');disp(param(2)); 

fprintf('\r\rxo +/- 0.95-C.I.:\r');disp(param(3)); 

fprintf('\r\rR +/- 0.95-C.I.:\r');disp(param(4)); 
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Code of ‘profilefit’ Function 

 

function [width_out] = profilefit(Vars_in, x_in) 

 

% fitting parameters%------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

 

D = Vars_in(1);%diffusion coefficient in m^2/s 

xo= Vars_in(3);%bleach position in um 

R = Vars_in(4);%right edge of domain in um 

P = Vars_in(2);% laser power W 

w = 7;% width of bleach at 1/e^2 in um 

t_end = max(x_in); % time scale of simulation in s 

time_bin=numel(x_in);%time resolution, needs to be adjusted based on frame number!!! 

 

%Constants of PDE-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Co = 1; % concentration in uM 

K = 1.5; %maximum recovery 

L=2;%left edge of domain 

space=R-L; %domain length in um 

space_bin=500;%space resolution 

 

% Geometric / time considerations 

x = linspace(L,R,space_bin); 

t = linspace(0,t_end,time_bin); 

t_start=0;%starting time 

 

 

% Solution of PDE with pdepe solver - First data set------------------------------------------------------ 

m = 0; %0 for cartesian coordinates 

sol = pdepe(m,@pdex1pde,@pdex1ic,@pdex1bc,x,t); 

u1 = sol(1:t_end,:,1); 

 

 

[xm, ym] = meshgrid(x, t); 

fxy =u1.*(P/(pi*space.^2)) ;% Probe beam is uniform not Gaussian! 

fxy_norm1=-1*u1+1; 

 

for k=1:t_end; 

 [sigma_out1,mu_out1,y_norm1] = gaussfit(x,fxy_norm1(k,:)); 

 width_out(k)=4*sigma_out1; 

 yp = 1/(sqrt(2*pi)*sigma_out1)*exp(-(x-mu_out1).^2/(2*sigma_out1.^2)); 

end 

 

figure(6) 

 t1 = linspace(0,t_end,t_bin); 

plot (t1,width_out,'-o'); 
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Code of ‘gaussfit’ Function 

 

function [sigma_out, mu_out, y] = gaussfit( x, y, mu0, sigma0) 

% adapted from  Przemyslaw Baranski, Gaussian Fit, 16. Feb. 2012, Matlab Central File 

Exchange 

 

% Maximum number of iterations 

Nmax = 200; 

 

if( length( x ) ~= length( y )) 

    fprintf( 'x and y should be of equal length\n\r' ); 

    exit; 

end 

 

n = length( x ); 

x = reshape( x, n, 1 ); 

y = reshape( y, n, 1 ); 

 

%sort according to x 

X = [x,y]; 

X = sortrows( X ); 

x = X(:,1); 

y = X(:,2); 

 

%Checking if the data is normalized 

dx = diff( x ); 

dy = 0.5*(y(1:length(y)-1) + y(2:length(y))); 

s = sum( dx .* dy ); 

if( s > 1 | s < 0.5 ) 

%fprintf( 'Data is not normalized! The pdf sums to: %f. Normalizing...\n\r', s ); 

    y = y ./ s; 

end 

 

X = zeros( n, 3 ); 

X(:,1) = 1; 

X(:,2) = x; 

X(:,3) = (x.*x); 

 

 

% try to estimate mean mu from the location of the maximum 

[ymax,index]=max(y); 

mu = x(index); 

 

 

%estimate sigma 

sigma = 1/(sqrt(2*pi)*ymax); 
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if( nargin == 4 ) 

   sigma = sigma0; 

end 

 

if( nargin == 3 ) 

    mu = mu0; 

end 

 

%xp = linspace( min(x), max(x) ); 

 

% iterations 

for i=1:Nmax 

%yp = 1/(sqrt(2*pi)*sigma) * exp( -(xp - mu).^2 / (2*sigma^2)); 

%plot( x, y, 'o', xp, yp, '-' ); 

 

    dfdsigma = -1/(sqrt(2*pi)*sigma^2)*exp(-((x-mu).^2) / (2*sigma^2)); 

    dfdsigma = dfdsigma + 1/(sqrt(2*pi)*sigma).*exp(-((x-mu).^2) / (2*sigma^2)).*((x-

mu).^2/sigma^3); 

 

    dfdmu = 1/(sqrt(2*pi)*sigma)*exp(-((x-mu).^2)/(2*sigma^2)).*(x-mu)/(sigma^2); 

 

    F = [ dfdsigma dfdmu ]; 

    a0 = [sigma;mu]; 

    f0 = 1/(sqrt(2*pi)*sigma).*exp( -(x-mu).^2 /(2*sigma^2)); 

    a = (F'*F)^(-1)*F'*(y-f0) + a0; 

    sigma = a(1); 

    mu = a(2); 

 sigma_out=sigma; 

 mu_out=mu; 

 

if( sigma < 0 ) 

        sigma = abs( sigma ); 

        fprintf( 'Instability detected! Rerun with initial values sigma0 and mu0! \n\r' ); 

        fprintf( 'Check if your data is properly scaled! p.d.f should approx. sum up to \n\r' ); 

return; 

end 

 end 

 end 
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Codes of ‘pdepe’ Functions 

 

function [c,f,s] = pdex1pde(x,t,u,DuDx); 

     c = 1; 

     f = D*(DuDx); 

     s = 0; % no source 

end 

 

function u0 = pdex1ic(x) 

    u0 = Co*exp(-K*((8*P)/(pi*w^2))*exp(-8*((x-xo)/w)^2)); 

end 

 

function [pl, ql, pr, qr]= pdex1bc(xl,ul,xr,ur,t) 

     pl = 0; 

     ql = L; % First derivative of u is 0. 

     pr = 0;  

     qr = R; % First derivative of u is 0. 

end 

end 

 

 

Code of ‘gaussian2D’ Function 

 

function z = gaussian2D(par,xy) 

% compute 2D gaussian 

z = par(7) - par(1)*exp(-(8*((xy{1}-par(5)).*cosd(par(2))+(xy{2}-

par(6)).*sind(par(2)))./par(3)).^2-(8*(-(xy{1}-par(5)).*sind(par(2))+(xy{2}-

par(6)).*cosd(par(2)))./par(4)).^2); 

end 

 

 

 


